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ABSTRACT

DISCLOSURE OF FEDERAL ACQUISITION RECORDS

The thesis applies the Freedom of Information Act, 5 USC 552, to the documents generated by the Government acquisition process. The mandate of the Act is to open Government records to the public. With this congressional policy as the general rule, the thesis focuses on the exceptions. The threshold issue is whether a document is subject to the Act. Variables such as the form, ownership, possession, and contents of documents are examined. Once a document is properly characterized as a Government record, and subject to the Act, the focus shifts to statutory exemptions from mandatory disclosure. The Act provides for nine exemptions. The thesis examines the four exemptions which have the largest impact on Federal acquisition records: national security, express statutory exemptions, business records, and internal memoranda. These represent the first, third, fourth, and fifth exemptions of the Act, respectively. Exemption one is concerned with material classified in the interests of national security. Portions of acquisition records may be properly protected from disclosure under this rationale. Exemption three is concerned with documents for which Congress has provided an express statutory exemption. In the acquisition arena, the Trade Secrets Act, 18 USC 1905, is the most prominent statute which arguably exempts records from disclosure. Exemption four is concerned with protecting from disclosure trade secrets and commercial or financial data. This exemption is relied on heavily by contractors who have submitted documents deemed sensitive to the Government. Generally, contractors must be likely to suffer substantial competitive harm from the disclosure of their data before protection may be found under this exemption. The final exemption considered, exemption five, is concerned with the Government's internal memoranda. This is the exemption the Government relies upon to protect deliberative (as opposed to factual) and pre-decisional (as opposed to post-decisional) material. The thesis concludes with a discussion of numerous procedural issues that arise at both the agency stage of a request for records, and also at the judicial stage when a requester or submitter of records seeks legal review of an agency decision to either withhold or disclose requested documents.
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PREFACE
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Views expressed by the writer in this thesis are his own, and do not necessarily represent those of any firm, agency, or other organization, governmental or nongovernmental, with which he is, has been, or will be associated.
INTRODUCTION

This legislation springs from one of our most essential principles: a democracy works best when the people have all the information that the security of the Nation permits. President Lyndon B. Johnson, July 4, 1966

Legislation aimed at opening federal records to public scrutiny was enacted over three decades ago. Section 3 of the Administrative Procedure Act of 1946 was "drawn upon the theory that administrative operations and procedures are public property which the general public, rather than a few specialists or lobbyists, is entitled to know or to have the ready means of knowing with definiteness and assurance." This sentiment was implemented by broad, undefined loopholes. For example, information was to be made available under the Act unless the "public interest" required secrecy, or "good cause" dictated confidentiality. Needless to say, "public interest" or "good cause" could easily be conjured to prevent disclosure. Furthermore, disclosable information was limited to "official records," requesters were required to demonstrate a legitimate interest in the desired records, and judicial review was nonexistent.

Congressional critics were blunt in their evaluation of this early attempt at implementing a freer information disclosure policy:

It is the conclusion of the committee that the present section 3 of the Administrative Procedure Act is of little or no value to the public in gaining access to records of the Federal Government. Indeed, it has had precisely the opposite effect; it is cited as statutory authority for the withholding of virtually any piece of information that an official or any agency does not wish to disclose.
The Freedom of Information Act was signed by President Johnson on July 4, 1966. After a decade of committee hearings and investigations, and several legislative attempts, the ultimately successful bill was virtually unopposed in the legislative branch of government, and unanimously opposed by the executive branch. The Information Act became effective July 4, 1967. The new Act substituted nine specific exemptions from disclosure for the broad criteria of the 1946 Act. Furthermore, the new Act removed the necessity to demonstrate a valid interest in the requested records, and provided for de novo judicial review of agency decisions.

The uniform opposition of federal agencies to the new Act presaged significant problems in its implementation. In the summer of 1969 Mr. Ralph Nader launched a hundred students on an investigation of agency compliance with the Information Act. His conclusion was predictable:

"Government officials at all levels in many of these agencies have systematically and routinely violated both the purpose and specific provisions of the law. . . . Thus the Act, designed to provide citizens with tools of disclosure, has been forged into a shield against citizen access."

Mr. Nader perceived narrow statutory exemptions from disclosure being broadened by agencies, the commingling of releasable information with that exempted from disclosure, unnecessary delays in responding to requests, and even inexplicable disappearances of records from agencies. Congress shared the same perception and overrode a presidential veto in 1974 with legislation designed to demand compliance with the Information Act. The 1974 Amendments provide for initial agency responses to requests for records within ten workdays and decisions on administrative appeals within twenty workdays, absent unusual circumstances. The Amendments further provide that nonexempt segregable portions of exempt records must be disclosed, limit agency charges for filling requests, provide for attorney's fees and litigation costs when a requester substantially prevails in court against an agency, disciplinary
action for agency personnel who arbitrarily or capriciously withhold records, and punishment for contempt of those agency personnel who fail to comply with a court order to disclose. These procedural changes removed any lingering doubts as to the congressional position on the open records issue, and served to draw the battle lines with agencies which found the new administrative burdens onerous. Mr. Nader was unsympathetic with the agencies:

It is important to remember that the executive branch made the bed in which it now finds itself. Congress did not enact the 1974 amendments willy-nilly or in a fit of anti-executive emotion, but only after the rights guaranteed under the 1966 act had been systematically denied for eight long years, and a careful, complete record of the abuses of the 1966 act had been compiled.

Federal contractors will be forgiven if in the early years of the new Information Act they believed that the principal thrust of the legislation was aimed at other than the acquisition process. The rhetoric accompanying the crusade for passage of the new Act depicted a death struggle between Democracy and Bureaucratic Secrecy. The Los Angeles Times's portrait was typical:

A battle most Americans thought was won when the United States was founded is just now moving into its final stage in Congress. It involves the right of Americans to know what their Government is up to. It's a battle against secrecy, locked files and papers stamped "not for public inspection."

In a similar vein, the Honolulu Star Bulletin editorialized:

What is demanded is not the right to snoop. What is demanded is the people's right to know what goes on in the government that rules them with their consent.

All sorts of evils can hide in the shadows of government secrecy. History has confirmed time and again that when the spotlight is turned on wrongdoing in public life, the people are quick to react.

The federal contractor will generally endorse this sentiment which represented the cutting edge of the crusade for the new Information Act. One could believe that the new Act was designed to obtain the release of records on Alger Hiss and Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, the tiger cages of the Republic of Vietnam, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation's domestic surveillance activities.
Indeed, civil rights activists have alleged that one FBI response to the amended Information Act is acceleration of the destruction of records which document surreptitious entry and surveillance activity.27

However, there were early intimations that the new Information Act would ultimately reach federal contractors and the acquisition process. For example, prior to enactment, Congressman John Moss noted that

(T)he policies and regulations concerning the release of unclassified information on these Government contracts have not yet matured to the point where the public is given the information needed in order to know and understand why selections are made, how much money is spent, and what is being purchased by our tax dollars.28

Congressman Moss's concern was exemplified by Project Mohole, a multimillion dollar negotiated contract involving a geological effort to drill the ocean floor. In 1962 the National Science Foundation determined that it would not be in the public interest to release the cost estimates submitted by unsuccessful offerors.29 The successful contractor had not submitted the low offer. The resulting furor caused President John F. Kennedy to intervene and order disclosure.30 Thus, the acquisition function was not wholly forgotten by supporters of the new Information Act.

The federal government collects vast amounts of business data both in its regulatory function and in its acquisition function. Records generated by the latter process will be the principal focus of this thesis. Thus, the open records issues affecting procuring agencies such as the Department of Defense and the General Services Administration will be examined, though reference will also be made to court decisions and policies of principally regulatory agencies such as the Food and Drug Administration and the Federal Trade Commission. Records generated by the acquisition process include documents associated with acquisition planning, the solicitation and evaluation of proposals, contract negotiation and award, and contract administration.
The Information Act designates selected records for publication and indexing in the Federal Register. Other records are not required to be published, but must still be indexed and requesters provided access and copies. A final category of records need not be published or indexed, but requesters must be afforded access and copies. Published and indexed records include descriptions of organizations, information disclosure procedures, agency functions and decision-making procedures, rules of procedure, substantive rules of general applicability, and statements of general policy or interpretations of general applicability. Unpublished but indexed records include final opinions in adjudicative cases, statements of policy and interpretations of less than general applicability, and administrative staff manuals and instructions affecting the public. Records of the federal acquisition process generally fall in the final category of unpublished, unindexed records. Requesters of such records are to be provided prompt access and copies so long as the desired records are reasonably described and published agency information procedures are followed.

The substantive decision to honor or deny a request for agency records is not always received with equanimity by either requesters or submitters of information. Given the huge volume of requests and the wide decentralization of the authority to release documents, there will inevitably be some questionable disclosure decisions. It is not always clear why different disclosure decisions on the same or similar records are made by different agencies, or by different offices of an agency, or at different points in time by the same agency. However, caution is in order in the evaluation of disclosure decisions. Given the same fact situation, reasonable persons may indeed provide differing responses. It is easy to fall into the trap exemplified by the litany, "My disclosure decisions are fair and reasonable, yours are questionable, and theirs are arbitrary and capricious." Equally
important, facially similar types of material may be found in differing factual situations which warrant differing disclosure responses.

The Government Information and Individual Rights Subcommittee of the House Committee on Government Operations recently conducted a study of Information Act requests for business data. Some of the causes of disclosure decisions perceived to be questionable were identified as including the "failure to consider all relevant confidentiality arguments, misinterpretations or misunderstanding of the applicable law, abuse of discretion, and shortcomings in the scope of the exemption." These causative factors will be considered in subsequent chapters of this thesis.

The first five chapters center on pertinent questions asked by agencies upon receipt of a request for federal acquisition records:

Chapter One - Is the requested document an agency record?
Chapter Two - Is the requested document exempt from mandatory disclosure by reason of the national security?
Chapter Three - Do statutes other than the Information Act forbid disclosure of the requested document?
Chapter Four - Is the requested document exempt from mandatory disclosure as a business record?
Chapter Five - Is the requested document exempt from mandatory disclosure as an agency memorandum?

The thesis concludes, in Chapter Six, with procedural issues at both the agency and judicial levels. The substantive Information Act considerations deemed most important in the federal acquisition process are whether a document is an agency record subject to the Information Act, and exemptions one (national security), three (nondisclosure statutes), four (business records) and five (agency memoranda). That is not to say that the remaining statutory exemptions from disclosure are of little significance, since important issues have arisen concerning exemptions two (internal personnel rules and practices), six (personnel, medical and similar files), seven (law enforcement records), eight
Nevertheless, this latter group of exemptions has been employed with less frequency in the treatment of federal acquisition records.

The federal acquisition records at issue are many and varied. In roughly the chronological order of the acquisition process, the following types of documents exemplify those with which this thesis is concerned: acquisition plans, including government requirements, estimated costs, proposed sources, authority for negotiation, and project approvals and funding; requests for proposals; cost and technical proposals, both solicited and unsolicited, selected for award and rejected; evaluation, negotiation, and source selection data, including evaluation factors and weights, evaluation scores, cost and technical inputs to the source selection authority, audits of cost or pricing data, records of oral or written discussions, initial and best and final offers, pre-award surveys and other responsibility data, and price negotiation memoranda; contract documents including the statement of work; contract administration, such as inspection reports, audits, invoices, invention disclosures, engineering change proposals, and claims; and acquired products in document form, including raw data and final technical reports.
CHAPTER ONE

DOCUMENT STATUS AS AN AGENCY RECORD

One of the by-products of government is the creation of vast amounts of paperwork. There is so much paperwork being generated that a Commission on Federal Paperwork was created, presumably to reduce its domain. Paperwork "tales" are legion. For example, in the regulatory arena, the chairman of Eli Lilly informed the Commission on Federal Paperwork that the company prepares 27,000 government forms or reports each year, and that paperwork associated with one new drug contained over 200,000 pages and weighed a ton. In the acquisition area, a request by Bell Helicopter Textron Corporation for the final contract on the Army's advanced attack helicopter reportedly sent the successful offeror, Hughes Helicopters, through some twenty-five volumes related to the contract in a search for proprietary data. Then there are Navy contracting officers who will swear that no battleship is ever ready for delivery until the acquisition's paperwork rivals the ship's displacement.

Three issues have arisen in the classification of all this paperwork as agency records. The issues are concerned with the form an agency record must take, the ownership and possession of a document, and document content.

The Form of Agency Records

The Information Act works its will on "agency records." Thus, after the object of a request has been identified, but prior to determining whether any exemptions from disclosure are applicable, the threshold consideration is the entity's status as an agency record. Noting that the Information Act is silent as to just what constitutes an agency record, the Attorney General's
1967 Memorandum turned to the definition employed in federal records disposal. The successor language, only slightly modified, includes as records:

(A)ll books, papers, maps, photographs, machine readable materials, or other documentary materials, regardless of physical form or characteristics, made or received by an agency of the United States Government under federal law or in connection with the transaction of public business and preserved or appropriate for preservation by that agency or its legitimate successor as evidence of the organization, functions, policies, decisions, procedures, operations, or other activities of the Government or because of the informational value of data in them. Library and museum material made or acquired and preserved solely for reference or exhibition purposes, extra copies of documents preserved only for convenience of reference, and stocks of publications and of processed documents are not included.

The Attorney General's 1967 Memorandum reasons that since requesters possess a statutory right to copies of records, the term could not include "objects or articles such as structures, furniture, paintings, sculpture, three-dimensional models, vehicles, equipment, etc. . . ." This early effort at defining "records" has been generally adopted by agencies.

The seminal judicial effort to define the term "records" was undertaken by a federal district court in Nichols v. United States. A Kansas pathologist desired to examine and test mostly physical evidence from the Kennedy assassination. The court, searching for illumination of the term "records," examined General Services Administration regulations, the Attorney General's 1967 Memorandum, a treatise on evidence, two lay dictionaries, a legal finding aid, and one court decision. Without placing a stamp of approval on any of the definitions surveyed, it was clear to the court that the physical evidence did not pass muster. Rejected as records were a rifle, bullet fragments, a coat and shirt, and histological preparations. Only the written diagnosis of a radiologist was deemed a record.

The federal district court in Save the Dolphins v. United States Department of Commerce noted that "(t)he term 'records' in common parlance includes various means of storing information for future reference" and
concluded that there "does not appear to be any good reason for limiting 'records' as used in the Act to written documents." Thus, the court found a motion picture film to be a record. Computer tapes have also been found to be records. Generally, the federal acquisition process employs documents which are in the proper "form" to be denominated "records."

Document Ownership and Possession

Once the requested entity is determined to be in the proper form for a record, it is then necessary to consider whether it has become the record of a federal agency. This issue arises when a document has not been internally generated by a federal agency. Two fact situations will illustrate the differing treatment of records under the Information Act. In the first situation, described in the following section, the record is in an agency's possession; in the second situation the record is not in an agency's possession.

Records In An Agency's Possession

Under what circumstances may a record be in the hands of a federal agency, yet not be an agency record for purposes of the Information Act? The first case to address this issue, Cook v. Willingham, is now over a decade old. In Cook the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals held that a presentencing report in the possession of an executive agency was not an agency record. The court noted that the report in question was created for the use of a court, that the report remained in the exclusive control of a court, and that the Information Act does not apply to courts. Mere use of the report by an executive agency was insufficient to transform it into an agency report. More recently, in Warth v. Department of Justice, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals considered whether a copy of a trial transcript in the possession of an executive agency was an agency record. The court followed the Tenth Circuit's
lead in Cook. As in Cook, the requester pointed to possession and use of the transcript by a federal agency, and argued that a court document may also be an agency record subject to the Information Act. The court was unpersuaded, finding instead that a trial transcript is created by and for a court; that if mere agency possession created an agency record, "the Act would encroach upon the authority of the courts to control the dissemination of its documents"; and that Congress intended that such authority would not be encroached upon by exempting courts from the Act. The court also cited with approval the District of Columbia Circuit's consideration of the same issue in Goland v. Central Intelligence Agency.

In Goland the requested document was the transcript of congressional hearings on the CIA conducted in 1947. The requesters argued that agency possession of a document per se renders it an agency record, drawing upon the Attorney General's 1967 Memorandum for the proposition that "'(R)ecords' include all . . . papers . . . made or received by an agency of the United States Government . . . appropriate for preservation by that agency." The court declared the definition appropriate for management and disposal of documents, but not for determining which records are subject to the Information Act. In declaring that the requested document was not an agency record, the court was persuaded by the fact that the transcript of congressional hearings was a congressional document, by the evidence of congressional intent to maintain control over the document through its creation in executive session and the "Secret" classification imposed by Congress, and by Congress being expressly exempted from the operation of the Information Act. From a policy standpoint, if possession of congressional documents by an executive agency forces disclosure, then Congress must choose between not disseminating a document which may prove useful to an executive agency, or forfeiting its prerogative of maintaining secrecy in its documents.
Thus, the court declared that mere agency possession of a document, without more, does not vest the document with agency record status. The test is "whether under all the facts of the case the document has passed from the control of Congress and become property of the agency with which the document resides."60 Under the facts of Goland, the CIA was not free to dispose of the requested document, but held it as a "trustee" for Congress.61

Do the Cook, Warth, and Goland opinions hold any promise of relief for private submitters of documents to federal agencies? The issue became a brief footnote in Committee on Masonic Homes v. National Labor Relations Board.62 The question in Masonic Homes was whether an employer, using the Information Act, may obtain copies of union cards submitted to the NLRB in support of a union petition for a representation election. The court considered "whether, indeed, the cards are government records. 'Records' are not defined in the Act, and there is plausible argument that the cards are union property merely in the temporary possession of the NLRB."63 The "plausible argument" was not pursued and the court ultimately withheld the union cards under exemption six.64 However, even if the court in Masonic Homes had determined that union property (the union cards) in the temporary possession of the NLRB were not agency records, it believed that agency records could be created by merely making a list of those employees who had signed a union card or even by photo-stating the union cards.65 It is doubtful that the presentencing report in Cook, trial transcript in Warth and hearing transcript in Goland would not be declared agency records, while a mere copy of each would take on life of its own to become agency records. Such a view is tantamount to release of the original document and serves to undermine the policy reasons outlined above for preserving the documents as congressional or court materials.

There is ample warrant for caution on the part of private submitters contemplating reliance on Cook, Warth, and Goland. As a result, corporations
have been advised to establish "loan arrangements" for documents tendered to federal agencies whenever possible. Furthermore, private submitters should not be lulled by language of "restricted use" found, for example, in military acquisition regulations. Offerors may restrict solicited and unsolicited proposals to all Department of Defense components with the following legend:

This data . . . shall not be disclosed outside the Government and shall not be duplicated, used, or disclosed in whole or in part for any purpose other than to evaluate the proposals; provided, that if a contract is awarded to this offeror as a result of or in connection with the submission of this data, the Government shall have the right to duplicate, use, or disclose the data to the extent provided in the contract . . . .

Unsolicited proposals submitted to the Defense Department may also have the following cover sheet placed on them:

All Government personnel handling the proposal shall exercise EXTREME CARE to insure that the information contained herein is NOT DISCLOSED outside the Government and is NOT DUPLICATED, USED, OR DISCLOSED in whole or in part for any purpose other than to evaluate the proposal, without the written permission of the offeror (except that if a contract is awarded on the basis of this proposal, the terms of the contract shall control disclosure and use).

It might be argued that a privately produced document, exclusively controlled and only temporarily provided to a federal agency under a loan arrangement or stamped with a restricted use legend, invokes the principle of Cook, Warth, and Goland outlined above. However, Judge Bazelon, dissenting in Goland, reminded the majority that "federal agencies regularly receive documents created by non-agencies that obviously become 'agency records' in the ordinary course." Furthermore, within two months of deciding Goland, the District of Columbia Circuit rendered its opinion in Forsham v. Califano. The Forsham decision will be considered at length in the next subsection, but the court's dictum on the records of private submitters in the hands of federal agencies is noteworthy:

Scientists engaged in research on federal grants must accept the fact that any documents filed with the federal government, whether on the scientists' own initiative or an audit or other lawful demand, are subject to FOIA.
Records that are examined by the government through audit rights may become agency records under FOIA--if, for example, the records are copied by the agency or come into its possession.\textsuperscript{13} For policy reasons, agency possession alone may be insufficient to vest congressional or court materials with agency record status. However, private submitters do not enjoy the same express exemption from the Information Act, and probably operate under a possession per se test for agency records. Restricted use legends will not subdue the Information Act. Such markings are useful to identify material submitters deem sensitive, but do not of themselves create exemptions from disclosure. All submitter-generated federal acquisition records which are in an agency's possession will generally be deemed agency records subject to the Information Act.

Records Not In An Agency's Possession

Under what circumstances may a record not be in the hands of a federal agency, yet be an agency record for purposes of the Information Act? Clearly, attempts to circumvent the Information Act by transferring agency records to a warehouse or similar bailee will not be sanctioned.\textsuperscript{72}

A different fact situation is presented when documents are created by Government contract or grant, but not delivered to the sponsoring agency. The leading case in this area is Forsham v. Califano,\textsuperscript{73} which involved research into the treatment of diabetes under some 1,800 federal grants.\textsuperscript{74} Over one thousand diabetic patients were monitored for five to eight years, generating some 55 million forms and patient charts.\textsuperscript{75} One conclusion drawn from the research was that the mortality rate was significantly higher in patients treated with a certain type of drug. Thus the Food and Drug Administration proposed labeling changes in a certain drug to warn of the increased risks.\textsuperscript{76} The requesters in Forsham were physicians who treat diabetic patients and who believed this particular study conclusion to be suspect. The raw research
data (forms and patient charts) were requested under the Information Act. A small portion of the data had been audited by the FDA and this raw data was released to the requesters. However, the FDA had never had the remaining mass of data in its possession and had no intention of securing possession of it. Requesters argued that the raw data constituted agency records as a result of governmental involvement in the form of funding the study, agency access rights to the data, and agency reliance on the data and study findings. The court perceived the requester's position as demanding, in effect, that the government exercise its contract right of access to bring the raw data under the Information Act. Rejecting the necessity to create agency records by contract demand, the court provided the test to be employed: The governing principle is that only if a federal agency has created or obtained a record (or has a duty to obtain the record) in the course of doing its work, is there an agency record that can be demanded under FOIA. Where records are created by a private entity, we believe the applicability of FOIA will turn on whether the government is involved in the core planning or execution of the program, or whether, by contrast, the entity retains its private character in bona fide fashion during the course of the endeavor that results in the records. Thus, privately generated records which retain their private character become agency records only if such documents or copies come into an agency's possession. Loss of the "private character" of records stems from detailed control over operations which generate the records, a factor found absent in Forsham. The Forsham decision follows the path blazed earlier by a federal district court in Ciba-Geigy Corporation v. Mathews. The very same raw data at issue in Forsham were sought in Ciba-Geigy. That court declined to label the documents agency records. To be agency records, the court required proof that "the records were either Government-owned or subject to substantial Government control or use. In other words, it must appear that there was significant Government involvement with the records themselves ...."
"Subject to control or use" may seem similar to those "access rights" argued by the requesters in both Ciba-Geigy and Forsham as warranting disclosure. In fact, Judge Bazelon, who wrote a strong dissent in Forsham, had no quarrel with the test in Ciba-Geigy. However, the court in Ciba-Geigy clarified its test by requiring more than the mere existence of access rights, though such rights may be substantial. The access rights must be used "to exercise regular dominion and control over the raw data." Thus the tests in Ciba-Geigy and Forsham, while characterized differently, appear to be essentially the same.

The dictum in Forsham is of some importance to records of the federal acquisition process. Private records or copies of records in agency possession are agency records subject to the Information Act. Had the raw data in Forsham come into agency possession, then whether or not the government was involved in the "core planning or execution" of the study would have been mooted, since the raw data would have become agency records. Corporations are occasionally advised that records which are shown to agency representatives on corporate premises, and not removed from those premises, may remain private records. Thus, private records subject to government audit and technical data generated through government grants and contracts may avoid becoming agency records if agency possession can be avoided. To the extent such disclosure is adequate for government needs the maneuver may avoid the reach of the Information Act.

**Document Content**

Except for congressional or court material, under what circumstances may a document be in the proper form, and in an agency's possession, yet not be an agency record subject to the Information Act? One possibility is a document constituting "valuable property" which is not preserved for its
"informational" value. The Attorney General's 1967 Memorandum first broached this concept in the final paragraph of its discussion of exemption four (business records):

An important consideration should be noted as to formulae, designs, drawings, research data, etc., which, although set forth on pieces of paper, are significant not as records but as items of valuable property. These may have been developed by or for the Government at great expense. There is no indication anywhere in the consideration of this legislation that the Congress intended ... to give away such property to every citizen or alien who is willing to pay the price of making a copy. 89

The Memorandum suggested that such records be withheld under exemption four.

In contrast, a 1975 Department of Defense Directive considered the issue to be one involving the definition of agency records:

Records include all books, papers, maps, photographs, or other documentary material ... preserved ... as evidence of the organization, functions, policies, decisions, procedures, operations, or other activities of the Government or because of the informational value of the data in them. 90

Formulæ, designs, drawings, research data, computer programs, technical data packages, and so forth, are not considered "records" within the congressional intent of ... (5 U.S.C. §§2). Because of development costs, utilization, or value, these items are considered exploitable resources to be utilized in the best interest of all the public and not preserved for informational value nor as evidence of agency functions. 91

The "valuable property" concept is based on the fact that some data is developed only at tremendous cost and retains that value for a period after its acquisition. The concept does not enjoy wide acceptance. In spite of the lead of the DOD Directive, even the military departments are divided on the issue. The Air Force and Navy have embraced the concept of "valuable property" distinct from agency records, but the Army concedes the "records" issue and uses exemption four to justify nondisclosure. 92

Other agencies and commentators have either ignored the concept or endorsed the philosophy of an early Information Act case, Consumers Union of United States, Inc. v. Veterans Administration. 93 In Consumers Union the requested documents were results of the VA's hearing aid testing program.
Some $67,900 had been expended on testing and consulting fees by the VA. The federal district court rejected the contention that the test results were valuable property which should not be disclosed for the price of reproduction: "This contention flies in the face of the general disclosure provision of the Act and suggests, as the VA did explicitly, that the government owes no more duty to its citizens than does a private non-profit corporation."\(^9\)

In a recent District of Columbia District Court case, Siemens v. Department of Defense,\(^9\) the valuable property concept was again raised. The case was settled prior to judgment, but the fact situation illustrates the issue. The case dealt with a request for numerous documents concerning electron beam lithography, an advanced technology with both military and commercial applications. The documents included nine Air Force and Navy technical reports developed at a cost in excess of $900,000. A magistrate was assigned by the district judge to make recommended findings of fact and conclusions of law. The magistrate's initial reaction was not favorable to the government's position. In an order proposing to deny cross motions for summary judgment the magistrate noted that

The documents at issue are both in the control of the agencies and are the agencies' property. The documents are reports produced pursuant to government contracts which have been submitted to and retained by the agencies involved. See Soucie v. David, 448 F.2d 1067 (D.C. Cir. 1971). The Court concludes that these documents are agency records and are subject to the FOIA.\(^9\)

The Information Act provides that:

(E)ach agency, upon any request for records which (A) reasonably describes such records and (B) is made in accordance with published rules stating the time, place, fees (if any), and procedures to be followed, shall make the records promptly available to any person.\(^9\)

"Agency records" are not defined in the Act. One issue is whether a restricted agency definition distinguishing "valuable property" from "informational material" is permissible under the Act or whether a broad, unrestricted definition is mandated. As the District of Columbia Circuit noted in
Washington Research Project, Inc. v. Department of Health, Education and Welfare on another issue, an obligation may be inferred from the Information Act "to publish rules that accurately reflect the agency's substantive obligations under the Act, and rules that fail to do so are of no force . . . ."98 Is a definition of "agency records" which excludes "valuable property" consistent with the Information Act or a denial of the Act's philosophy of disclosure?

It may be argued that "formulae, designs, drawings, research data, computer programs, and technical data packages" were not the types of information the Information Act was designed to disclose. The legislative history of the Act reveals that the Senate thought the "public has a right to know what its Government is doing."99 The House was similarly concerned with an individual's right to "find out how his Government is operating."100 As a result, the Information Act specified that rules of procedures and descriptions of organization will be published;101 that opinions, including concurring and dissenting opinions, and staff manuals that affect the public will be indexed and made available for inspection;102 and that voting in agency proceedings shall be recorded and made publicly available.103 An examination of information abuses which the Information Act was supposed to correct provided no indication that disclosure of technical data or other such valuable property was the object of the Act.104 The chronicled "abuses" which spurred enactment of the Information Act included a failure to publish agency rules, description of organization, and method of operation; a refusal to disclose the names and salaries of federal employees; the failure of some regulatory boards and commissions to open their meetings, make public their voting, and publicize the views of dissenters; and a refusal to disclose cost estimates submitted by unsuccessful offerors on a multimillion dollar contract.105 The last mentioned "abuse" concerned Project Mohole, first
mentioned in the Introduction of this thesis. The distinction between "valuable property" in document form and "informational" records was illustrated by an early commentator using Project Mohole as an example:

It is one thing to request the cost estimates on Project Mohole to determine whether a particular contract has been awarded properly and quite a different matter to claim that the results of that $35 million effort can be made available for the price of reproduction.

Congressman John Moss, one of the principals in obtaining passage of the Information Act, was concerned that "the public (be) given the information needed in order to know and understand why selections are made, how much money is being spent, and what is being purchased for our tax dollars." Thus, the Information Act's legislative history, the abuses the Act was designed to correct, and the types of records specified in the Act itself suggest that the documents Congress was concerned with were those that dealt with "organization, functions, policies, decisions, procedures, and operations" and not documents recording formulae, designs, drawings, research data, computer programs, and technical data packages.

Even the federal district court in the Consumers Union case, after rejecting the contention that the VA's hearing aid test results should be withheld from disclosure as valuable property, went on to note that "(t)he contention may have merit with respect to formulae, designs, and drawings which the Attorney General's Memorandum was referring to; where ideas are inscribed on paper the papers may not be 'records'."

In a more recent case, SDC Development Corporation v. Mathews, a medical reference library stored in a computer data bank was requested. Since the medical reports were available elsewhere, the true value of the requested material lay in the accumulation, organization, and abstraction of the reports, and in the computerized retrieval system. The computer tapes could be obtained through the National Technical Information Service for $50,000; the
requester tendered $500 under the Information Act to cover the cost of reproduction.\textsuperscript{115} The court properly denied the requested material since the medical reports were not only freely available in medical and scientific journals but the National Library of Medicine Act\textsuperscript{116} authorizes recoupment of reference library costs through appropriate user fees as opposed to the nominal fees contemplated by the Information Act.\textsuperscript{117} The computer tape system at issue in SDC Development Corporation is not the type of "valuable property" contemplated in the definition of "agency records" employed by the Air Force and the Navy. However, the Ninth Circuit's exercise in denying the Information request is instructive. The court examined the Information Act's legislative history and found that the records it was designed to protect "dealt with the structure, operation, and decision-making procedure of the various governmental agencies."\textsuperscript{118} Thus, the court felt no compulsion to define the term "records" broadly so as to include the medical tape system.

Also instructive is the District of Columbia Circuit's opinion in Soucie v. David.\textsuperscript{119} The magistrate in Siemens had relied on Soucie in rejecting the valuable property concept. The requested document in Soucie was the Garwin Report, in which a panel of experts made an assessment of the federal program for development of the supersonic transport (SST) aircraft. In declaring the Garwin Report to be an agency record, the court noted that

The public's need for information is especially great in the field of science and technology, for the growth of specialized scientific knowledge threatens to outstrip our collective ability to control its effect on our lives . . . . It would defeat the purposes of the OST (Office of Science and Technology), as well as the purposes of the Act, to withhold from the public factual information on a federal scientific program whose future is at the center of public debate.\textsuperscript{120}

The Garwin Report was a program assessment--an evaluation of the federal program for developing the SST. As such it was policy-oriented and had "informational" value.
One of the technical reports in the Siemens case provides an illustrative contrast with the Garwin Report. Siemens was concerned, in part, with technical reports on electron beam lithography. Some technical reports were released, while others, containing more recent and thus more valuable data, were denied the requester. One report which was released is entitled "Experimental Research on Fabrication of Interdigital Transducers for Acoustic Surface Waves." It was produced under Government contract by Westinghouse Research Laboratories four years prior to the request. The report's abstract describes its contents:

The objective of this program was to fabricate a variety of surface wave transducers on various substrates, using a digitally-controlled electron beam to expose the transducer patterns. Transducers were fabricated on lithium tantalate and lithium niobate substrates with finger and space widths varying from 1.6 to 0.6 micrometers, finger lengths from 240 to 400 micrometers, and number of fingers from 8 to 27 per transducer. An overlapping line segment technique was used along with multi-exposures to obtain line smoothness better than 0.04 micrometers. An exposure control with uniform 2.2% gradations was designed and used to obtain specified line widths. Vibration isolation and ambient magnetic cancellation permitted electron beam exposures of device patterns to be made in a relatively noisy environment.

This released report is similar to other reports not released in that the data does not reflect the structure, operation, or decision-making functions of the Department of Defense. It is technically-oriented as opposed to the policy-oriented Garwin Report.

However, there are problems with a rule which declares that "policy" reports are agency records and "technical" reports are not. For example, a report which mixes raw technical data such as is found in the quoted abstract with a program assessment like the Garwin Report would require segregation of the valuable property and the informational material. Thus, a single document could suffer the anomalous fate of being partly an agency record and partly not an agency record.
A second, more fundamental problem with such a rule is the implicit assumption that raw technical data can have no informational value. Arguably, all technical data could have informational value. This is easier to perceive if the topic is a controversial one like the SST in Soucie v. David. Technical data may explain, or amplify, or contradict a policy decision in an area of controversy. Even in areas of little or no apparent controversy, technical data may be useful. Program direction, and funding, may flow from a technical input. A seemingly raw technical input which evaluates the feasibility of competing approaches may well have policy and budgetary implications.

The disclosure of technical data with a high acquisition cost and which provides technological leadtime may impact both the development contractor and the government. Competitors of the development contractor may wish to take advantage of whatever advances were made under government contract. If the subject matter of a contract concerned a contractor's trade secret or patentable invention, then the development contractor would have an interest in nondisclosure. Exemption four of the Information Act, discussed in Chapter Four of the thesis, may be useful in protecting such proprietary data from disclosure. However, even if the development contractor cannot demonstrate a legitimate proprietary interest in the data generated under government contract, the government itself may possess an interest in nondisclosure. For example, if the data concerns advances in the state of the art of a military critical technology and its disclosure would cause at least identifiable damage to the national security, the data may be classified. Exemption one of the Information Act, discussed in Chapter Two of the thesis, may be useful in protecting such sensitive data from disclosure. The government may desire to disclose data which falls into neither exemption one or four even though no Information Act request has been received. In this regard the Technical Information Act\textsuperscript{122} established the National Technical Information Service.
(NTIS) as a clearinghouse for scientific, technical, and engineering information. Technical data is collected, classified, and made available to the public at large in order to stimulate technological growth.

The government may desire to restrict dissemination of certain data which falls into neither exemption one nor exemption four. The valuable property concept would be useful for such purposes. Critics of the valuable property concept will argue that unclassified, non-proprietary technical data belongs to the public and must be made available under the Information Act if not available through NTIS. If this view prevails in the courts, two alternatives remain. It is assumed the government will not abandon the role of generating, either by contract or in-house, such technical data. However, the data could be disclosed, not at nominal cost through the Information Act, but through the NTIS at a cost which will permit recoupment of the research and development. This concept is already a reality at NTIS: "The services and functions ... shall be self-sustaining or self-liquidating and the general public shall not bear the cost of publications and other services which are for the special use and benefit of private groups and individuals ..."123 Similarly, Commerce Department special studies and special compilations performed pursuant to private request may be furnished "upon the payment of the actual or estimated cost of such special work."124 Fees may be reduced or waived when furnishing material which benefits the general public.125 If this course of action proves unsatisfactory, legislation could be enacted to explicitly recognize the valuable property concept.
CHAPTER TWO

THE NATIONAL SECURITY EXEMPTION

Not infrequently an Information Act request will be received for acquisition records which have been marked "Confidential," "Secret," or even "Top Secret." For example, portions of acquisition plans, statements of work, technical proposals, invention disclosures, and final technical reports may be so classified. Agency personnel competent to make the classification/declassification determination will review the requested documents to determine if current disclosure would damage the national security. The "national security" includes the national defense and foreign relations of the United States. Exemption one of the Information Act empowers agency withholding of records which are

(A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign policy and (B) are in fact properly classified pursuant to such Executive order . . . .

This language was the result of 1974 amendments enacted over presidential veto. Prior Information Act language allowed withholding of documents "specifically required by Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign policy." Prior to the Information Act, the Administrative Procedure Act allowed withholding of documents "requiring secrecy in the public interest." All of these formulations contain broad language vesting considerable discretion in the executive branch.

The executive branch has traditionally protected the nation's secrets. This tradition is reflected in the only exemption which allows the executive branch to develop the substantive requirements for nondisclosure. Congress
did provide general guidance, but to say that material may be classified in
the "interest of national defense or foreign policy" is simply to restate the
subject matter of the exemption. Congress did act substantively in one
scientific area. The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 controls access to and
dissemination of "restricted data," which includes all data concerning the
"(1) design, manufacture, or utilization of atomic weapons; (2) the production
of special nuclear material; or (3) the use of special nuclear material in the
production of energy . . . ."130 For other scientific and technical data, the
current Executive Order must be examined.

The Executive Order

Executive Order 10501131 was in existence prior to enactment of the
Information Act. It was superseded by Executive Order 11652132 on June 1,
1972. Then on December 1, 1978 Executive Order 12065133 became effective,
revoking its predecessor. This latest Executive Order does not appear to have
modified the substantive criteria of classification. Executive Order 11652
had provided that the threshold requirement for classification was a
reasonable expectation of injury to the nation's defense or foreign policy:
"The test for assigning 'Confidential' classification shall be whether its
unauthorized disclosure could reasonably be expected to cause damage to the
national security."134 The intermediate security classification was "Secret,"
which involved information which could reasonably be expected to cause
"serious damage,"135 and the most sensitive classification was "Top Secret,"
which involved the reasonable expectation of "exceptionally grave damage"136
to the nation's security. An example of "Secret" material was the disclosure
of "significant scientific or technological developments relating to national
security."137 An example of "Top Secret" material was the disclosure of
"scientific or technological developments vital to national security."138
Executive Order 12065 makes no change in the definitions of the three levels of security classifications, except that the threshold category of "Confidential" information must be reasonably expected to cause not "damage," but "identifiable damage" to the national security. Examples of "identifiable damage" are provided in an implementing Department of Defense Regulation:

"The compromise of information that indicates strength of ground, air and naval forces in the United States and overseas areas; disclosure of technical information used for training, maintenance, and inspection of classified munitions of war; revelation of performance characteristics, test data, design, and production data on munitions of war."

The prior Executive Order's examples of significant scientific or technological developments ("Secret") and scientific or technological developments vital to the national security ("Top Secret") were removed from Executive Order 12065 but preserved in the implementing DOD Regulation. The new Executive Order provides that scientific or technological information may be classified, if it relates to the national security, if disclosure could be expected to cause at least identifiable damage to the nation's security, and where the need to protect such information outweighs the public interest in disclosure. The necessity of a relationship to the national security is further emphasized by an express prohibition in the Executive Order: "Basic scientific research information not clearly related to the national security may not be classified." The implementing Air Force Regulation amplifies the rule: "A generalized relationship to national security is not sufficient reason for classifying, on the basis of lead-time advantage in scientific research data. Identify specific military application and operational advantage before classifying."

In addition to the substantive criteria, Executive Order 12065 provides procedural requirements covering such matters as the designation of agency heads with authority to classify to the various security levels.
limitations on the delegation of classification authority,\textsuperscript{149} the duration of classification and authority to extend it,\textsuperscript{150} document markings,\textsuperscript{151} declassification authority,\textsuperscript{152} and access to classified documents.\textsuperscript{153} The current test for withholding data under the first exemption of the Information Act requires compliance with both substantive and procedural requirements:

Exemption 1 now applies only if the District Court determines that (1) the material withheld is properly classifiable under the substantive criteria set forth in the relevant Executive order, and (2) the material has in fact been properly classified according to procedures outlined in the Executive order.\textsuperscript{154}

The federal district court has not always played as large a role as is described in this test. In 1973 the Supreme Court viewed the judicial role as being rather limited under the original language of exemption one. In \textit{Environmental Protection Agency v. Mink}, the Court declared the test "to be simply whether the President has determined by Executive Order that particular documents are to be kept secret."\textsuperscript{155} Or as Justice Stewart noted in a concurring opinion, Congress "has built into the Freedom of Information Act an exemption that provides no means to question an Executive decision to stamp a document 'secret,' however cynical, myopic, or even corrupt that decision might have been."\textsuperscript{156} In 1974 Congress enacted amendments to the Information Act, over presidential veto, which left no doubt that the judiciary shall determine exemption one cases de novo,\textsuperscript{157} may examine agency records in camera at its discretion,\textsuperscript{158} shall order the release of reasonably segregable, unclassified portions of agency records,\textsuperscript{159} and shall place the burden of proof to support nondisclosure on agencies.\textsuperscript{160} At the same time the traditional role and special expertise of the executive branch in matters of national security was not completely ignored. The \textit{Conference Report} on the 1974 Amendments recognized that
The Executive departments responsible for national defense and foreign policy matters have some unique insight into what adverse effects might occur as a result of public disclosure of a particular classified record. Accordingly, the conferees expect that Federal courts, in making de novo determinations in section 552(b)(1) cases under the Freedom of Information law, will accord substantial weight to an agency's affidavit concerning the details of the classified status of the disputed record.

The Classification Decision

In spite of the ascribed "unique insights" of federal agencies, the classification decision remains a difficult one. At least three variables should be examined: (1) the degree of significance of a scientific or technological development, (2) the degree of relationship to a military weapons system, and (3) the relative technological state of the art of other nations. For example, the applicable Department of Defense Regulation notes that classification of basic scientific research would be appropriate if the information concerns an unusually significant scientific "breakthrough," there is sound reason to believe the information is not known or within the state of the art of other nations, and it supplies the United States with an advantage directly related to national security.

Some scientific developments are so sensitive that the classification decision has been removed from the executive branch. Thus, "restricted data" such as the manufacture of atomic weapons is controlled by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. To determine the degree of importance of other technologies, the "military critical technology" (MCT) list is helpful. The MCT list is used to determine which technologies would be considered as candidates for export controls. The list was published in January 1979, and contains fifteen advanced technologies, including, for example, computer systems, telecommunications, guidance and control systems, microwave components, fiber optics, and sensors. Data concerning any of these exotic technologies may be a candidate not only for export controls but also for classification. Of
course, in formulating the MCT list, considerably more is evaluated than merely the significance of the scientific or technological development. The Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering, Dr. Ruth Davis, recently outlined some of the key factors considered:

The retention of a military critical technology on this (MCT) list or the addition of new technologies is a function of at least the following: changing comparative military capabilities; changing comparative technological positions; foreign availability; changing national policies; the "half-life" of the technology state-of-the-art; ease of technology transfer; and the authority of the Government to control the relevant principal technology transfer mechanisms.

These considerations, which are important in composing the MCT list, are analogous to the considerations used to identify classifiable data. Both sets of variables focus on how advanced the technology is, the impact of the advanced technology on military weapons systems, the state of the art in other countries, and the ease with which technology may flow to other countries.

Once advanced technologies are identified, both the MCT list and potentially classifiable data require a direct relationship with military weapons systems. Every advanced technology has a potentially wide-ranging impact, but it is the impact on military capability which requires scrutiny. The Director of Strategic Technology and Munitions Control of the Department of Defense, Mr. Maurice J. Mountain, recently outlined the rationale for focusing on military applications. He was discussing export controls on technology, but the rationale is equally applicable to classification of the nation's secrets.

Many current discussions ... tend to treat any technology as important to national security if, in some way, it contributes to the economic, political or sound well-being of the United States. Such a view overlooks the fact that the necessary link between technology and national security is the production of military weapons systems. One explanation is the national tendency to regard all things which contribute to military power as having direct military value. To a degree this view is correct, but it is far too general to be useful.

Whatever impact a technology must have on the quality of human life, the domestic economy, foreign trade, the balance of payments or even diplomatic relations, its national security significance depends entirely on the extent to which it is or may be applied to a specifically military purpose.
Thus, of some eight hundred distinct technologies in science and engineering, half were considered critical to the national security a decade ago. Then in 1971, a total of 138 technologies was considered critical. Finally, the Military Critical Technology list was pared to fifteen technologies in 1979. The other 785-odd technologies not on the list no doubt relate to national security in varying degrees, but the crucial technologies currently warranting consideration for export controls are those fifteen on the MCT list.

Similarly, the identification of classifiable technical data requires a specific military application to military weapons systems.

Once advanced technologies are pared to those directly related to military munitions, a final variable should be examined: the technological state of the art in other countries. This variable is important for both export controls on data and the classification of data. Generally, even technical data which is classified or not exported by the United States will ultimately be developed by other countries or imported from third countries. To a large extent, the control of technical data is concerned with the preservation of a lead-time advantage. As Dr. Ruth Davis recently observed:

Our national security has in recent times become increasingly dependent upon our military technological superiority which in turn is based on maintaining our technological lead time.

The technology-rich countries really have not waged war with each other (over the last thirty years). War has become a technology fencing match, not a loss of life; how to counter an advance on the other side with an advance on our own side rather than going to war.167

However, even data which concerns an advanced technology, which has specific military applications, and in which the United States enjoys a significant lead-time advantage may not be classified. For example, only four of the ninety-two documents requested in Siemens Corporation v. Department of Defense,168 a case discussed in the preceding chapter, were withheld under exemption one. Yet a description of document contents suggests that many more
were serious candidates for classification. The documents variously included plans for development, agenda of meetings, technical reports, comparison tables, specifications, reviews, guidelines, proposals, trip reports, annual reports, technical evaluations, project status reports, memoranda, briefings, technical charts, contracts, workbooks and catalogs. All of the documents were concerned with electron beam lithography, an advanced technology which is a prime candidate for export controls, and perhaps for classification. Electron beam lithography permits a significantly greater number of component elements to be placed on integrated circuits and is important in the fabrication of various electronic devices. Specific military applications include electronic warfare wideband receivers for obtaining signal intelligence, covert secure communications, terminal homing missile electronics, ballistic missile defense systems, satellite-to-satellite and satellite-to-ground communications, expendable munition-delivered electronic warfare jammers, and mini-remote piloted vehicles. Siemens Corporation specifically requested all documents concerning each of these military applications. Since the United States enjoys a significant lead time in electron beam lithography and since this exotic technology has been identified with specific military applications, why were more of the requested documents not classified? To the extent such data was in fact classifiable, the military departments perhaps believed that the lead-time advantage could be maintained by control of the information short of classification. Possibly the "valuable property" concept discussed in Chapter One and generally the existence of Information Act exemptions lulled agencies into a sense of information security. At the same time, if there is a reasonable expectation that information can be protected sufficiently without classification, then today's climate against excessive government secrecy would suggest non-classification. Finally, there may be a more practical reason for not classifying otherwise classifiable data.
Unclassified data is easier to disseminate and exploit, therefore facilitating future developments, including next year's lead-time advantages.

As one commentator observed before the enactment of the Information Act:

> In the view of an influential part of the scientific community innovation and development depend essentially upon a widespread flow of communications among scientists working on related problems. Insofar as government secrecy stifles such communication, it hampers scientific progress . . . As one scientist has noted: "... (T)he really significant new concepts of science are often . . . the result of associations of widely diverse facts and ideas that may not hitherto have seemed remotely connected. Such ideas as the laws of mechanics and the concepts of space and time derived from astronomy, together with the work of Planck on high temperature radiation, led Einstein to postulate the equivalence of mass and energy. On this . . . is based the development of nuclear energy. Yet today, any . . . military organization . . . under present security rules, would certainly classify the work of Planck so that it would be denied to a potential Einstein."169

What would be true for the work of Planck may also be true for technologies such as electron beam lithography. Classifying a document clogs communication channels to a degree. As might be expected, classified material generates special requirements: in safekeeping and storage;170 as to access, dissemination and accountability;171 in its transmission;172 in its disposal and destruction;173 and through procedures to be followed in the event of compromise.174 Access to classified material, for example, is a function of both a security clearance evidencing trustworthiness and a demonstrated need for access. Only the minimum number of persons necessary are cleared and granted access to classified material and access is provided only to those segregable portions of classified material for which a need can be demonstrated. Such procedures are clearly necessary in the handling of classified material but not unexpectedly serve to hamper the dissemination and exploitation of "valuable property" as well as to magnify handling costs.

As a result of the additional constraints mandated by classification, it would not be surprising to find data classifiable under exemption one and Executive Order 12065 viewed as sensitive and therefore secured to the extent
possible, but still not classified. However, if protection through the "valuable property" concept or other Information Act exemptions proves illusory, then data which provides a lead-time advantage such as that concerning electron beam lithography could be re-examined as potential candidates for classification. Such re-examination may have the unfortunate effect of increasing the volume of classified material. However, if sensitive data legitimately fulfills established substantive criteria, and if no other protection is available, then classification may be in order, even classification subsequent to receipt of an Information Act request. In this event the true cost of the Information Act would be the diminished flow of information and the impact this would have on scientific and technological advances.
CHAPTER THREE

STATUTORY EXEMPTION FROM DISCLOSURE

Exemption three acknowledges the existence of statutes other than the Information Act which contain provisions pertaining to the nondisclosure of information. Statutes which qualify under exemption three assume importance when other exemptions do not reach the data in question to permit nondisclosure, or when an exemption is applicable but an agency still desires to exercise its discretion to disclose the requested records. Exemption three is distinguishable from other exemptions which are merely "permissive" in character. For example, documents which are "exempted" from disclosure under exemption four (business records) are merely exempt from mandatory disclosure and may still be disclosed in the proper exercise of agency discretion. An exemption three statute by definition either removes agency discretion or provides criteria to guide agency discretion. Thus, depending on the language of the exempting statute, nondisclosure may be mandatory.

The original language of exemption three protected documents "specifically exempted from disclosure by statute." This original formulation was designed to protect, according to the House Committee on Government Operations, "nearly 100 statutes or parts of statutes which restrict public access to specific Government records." In spite of the relative clarity of the legislative history of exemption three, courts were not always certain whether or not statutes qualified. The Supreme Court attempted to resolve that issue in Federal Aviation Administration v. Robertson. The statute in question was the Federal Aviation Act, which provided that whenever written objection was made to the disclosure of information filed or obtained
under the Act, "the Board or Administrator shall order such information withheld from public disclosure when, in their judgment, a disclosure of such information would adversely affect the interests of such person and is not required in the interest of the public."182 The legislative history of exemption three convinced the Supreme Court that the Federal Aviation Act qualified.183 Justice Stewart, in a concurring opinion, declared that

When an agency asserts a right to withhold information based on a specific statute of the kind described in Exemption 3, the only question to be determined in a district court's de novo inquiry is the factual existence of such a statute, regardless of how unwise, self-protective, or inadvertent the enactment might be.184

The House Committee on Government Operations had referred to nearly one hundred statutes which restrict access to specific government records.185 Thus, the requesters in Robertson argued that qualifying statutes must either name the documents which may be withheld, or at least describe their category. The Supreme Court viewed such an interpretation as repealing nondisclosure statutes by implication and rejected the argument.186

Congress responded to the Robertson decision a year later by amending exemption three. Today the Information Act does not apply to records which are

Specifically exempted from disclosure by statute . . . provided that such statute (A) requires that the matters be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on the issue, or (B) establishes particular criteria for withholding or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld.187

In case there was any doubt as to how Congress viewed the Robertson decision, the Conference Report on the 1976 Amendments asserted that "(t)he conferees intend this language to overrule the decision of the Supreme Court in Administrator, FAA v. Robertson . . . "188 The 1976 Amendments were designed to place the nondisclosure decision in the hands of Congress, either by mandating nondisclosure and thereby avoiding any agency discretion, or by allowing agency discretion but pursuant to criteria provided by Congress.
An example of a new exemption three statute might be found in the very statute condemned in the 1976 Amendments--section 1104 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958. In 1978 this section was amended to arguably comply with the revised exemption three test. The new language indicates that records shall be withheld "if disclosure of such information would prejudice the formulation and presentation of positions of the United States in international negotiations and adversely affect the competitive position of any air carrier in foreign air transportation." Thus Congress provided criteria to guide the exercise of agency discretion. The prior language had provided for unfettered agency discretion: records were withheld if in the judgment of the agency the "public interest" did not require disclosure. Today the revised Federal Aviation Act arguably qualifies under exemption 3(B). The revision and possible resurrection as an exemption three statute points up the dynamism of this area of the Information Act. If a statute does not qualify under exemption three at one point in time, subsequent amendments will necessitate re-evaluation.

The only other statute mentioned in the Conference Report on the 1976 Amendments was section 1106 of the Social Security Act. This Act was also deemed by the conferees to fall outside of amended exemption three. The statute provides for nondisclosure of records "except as the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare or the Secretary of Labor . . . may by regulations prescribe . . . ." Thus, unfettered discretion is vested in the named agencies without benefit of congressional guidance.

A third statute which illustrates the new test through failure to meet it is section 7(c) of the Export Administration Act of 1969. The statute provides that information obtained under the Act and deemed confidential shall not be disclosed unless the agency determines the nondisclosure to be "contrary to the national interest." In American Jewish Congress v. Kreps...
the Commerce Department determined that release of certain requested records would be contrary to the national interest and relied on the Export Administration Act as an exemption three statute. The D.C. Circuit Court found that the Act failed to qualify under exemption three, citing similarities with the (unamended) Federal Aviation Act and the Social Security Act. These and other examples imply a congressional sense that the crucial distinction lay between statutes that in some manner told the official what to do about disclosure and those that did not significantly inform his discretion in that regard. These and other examples imply a congressional sense that the crucial distinction lay between statutes that in some manner told the official what to do about disclosure and those that did not significantly inform his discretion in that regard.

Section 10 of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act provides an example of a statute which "tells the official what to do about disclosure." The statute forbids disclosure of trade secrets or confidential commercial or financial information. This provision appears to be calculated to divest agencies of discretion to disclose records which qualify under exemption four (business records). The language fits paragraph A of exemption three, which mandates nondisclosure and leaves no discretion in the agency. Interestingly enough, the statute was amended September 30, 1978. Detailed criteria were provided by Congress to aid the agency in making the disclosure decision, such that a "paragraph A" exemption three statute (mandated nondisclosure) has apparently been transformed into a "paragraph B" exemption three statute. In this case the statute appears to continue to qualify as an exemption three statute, but serves to illustrate once again the dynamism of the exemption. A number of other statutes appear to qualify under exemption three. However, the statute cited most frequently in the protection of federal acquisition records is the Trade Secrets Act.204

The Trade Secrets Act

Unless disclosure is otherwise authorized by law, the Trade Secrets Act forbids disclosure of "trade secrets, processes, operations, style of work,"
or apparatus, or to the identity, confidential statistical data, amount or
source of any income, profits, losses, or expenditures of any person, firm,
partnership, corporation, or association; or permit(ing) any income return or
copy thereof or any book containing any abstract or particulars thereof to be
seen or examined by any person . . . ."205 A decade ago if federal agencies
had been asked to provide examples of exemption three statutes, the Trade
Secrets Act would have been one of the first statutes cited. The Attorney
General's 1967 Memorandum singled out section 1905 as one of a handful of
qualifying statutes.206 The Armed Services Procurement Regulation (now
Defense Acquisition Regulation) cites it as one of four examples of qualifying
statutes.207 Similarly, agency regulations cite section 1905 as an exemption
three statute.208 The Supreme Court in Chrysler Corporation v. Brown recently
observed that during the hearings on the Information Act, "18 U.S.C. § 1905 was
the most frequently cited restriction on agency or department disclosure of
information."209 The Supreme Court did not reach the issue of whether section
1905 is in fact an exemption three statute.210

A qualifying exemption three statute must either tell an agency to
withhold a record, leaving no discretion in the agency; or must provide the
criteria an agency will use to decide whether or not to disclose; or must
provide the particular types of records an agency will compare with the
requested records in order to determine whether or not to disclose. Arguably,"particular types" of records are provided by section 1905, including records
containing trade secrets, processes, operations, style of work, confidential
statistical data, and the amount and source of income, expenses, profits and
losses. Other statutes are perhaps more specific in the sense that they
address particular types of records of certain agencies. For example, trade
secrets acquired pursuant to the registration of pesticides are prohibited
from disclosure under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide
Act.\textsuperscript{211} The language of section 1905 arguably protects trade secrets government-wide.\textsuperscript{212} A separate statute protecting trade secrets received by the Department of Defense or by NASA during the acquisition process would be more specific but there is no indication in the language of exemption three or in its legislative history that such specificity is necessary for the exemption to be invoked.

In addition to the exemption three test for "particular types of matters," there is another part of exemption three which section 1905 arguably satisfies. The exemption also embraces a statute which "requires that the matters be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on this issue . . . ."\textsuperscript{213} Section 1905 mandates nondisclosure of certain business records, upon penalty of fine, imprisonment and removal from office. The only exceptions are disclosures "authorized by law." Thus, Congress arguably makes the exceptions leaving no discretion in agencies.

However, in some quarters the Trade Secrets Act does not qualify under exemption three and never has. The House Committee on Government Operations recently published its view in an authoritative report:

Prior to this amendment (of exemption three) some courts incorrectly held that section 1905 was an exemption 3 statute. See Westinghouse Electric Corp. v. Schlesinger, 542 F.2d 1190 (4th Cir. 1976), cert. denied, 431 U.S. 924 (1977). The better view is that section 1905 was never an exemption 3 statute. See National Parks & Conservation Association v. Kleppe, 547 F.2d 673 (D.C. Cir. 1976). The committee has never considered that section 1905 qualified under exemption 3, and since the Sunshine Act only narrowed the scope of the exemption, it is not possible for section 1905 to qualify under the amended exemption.\textsuperscript{214}

As noted, the House Committee embraces the analysis of National Parks v. Kleppe, which distinguished between the specificity required by exemption three and the generality of section 1905: "(S)ection 1905 by its own terms is a statute of general applicability and not one that specifically defines or categorizes the information to be exempted within the meaning of the third exemption."\textsuperscript{215} It is true that section 1905 is a statute of general applicability, but this
characteristic appeared to pass muster in FAA Administrator v. Robertson:

The respondents can prevail only if the Act is to be read as repealing by implication all existing statutes "which restrict public access to specific government records." . . . The term "specific" as there used cannot be read as meaning that the exemption applies only to documents specified, i.e., by naming them precisely or by describing the category in which they fall. To require this interpretation would be to ask of Congress a virtually impossible task. Such a construction would also imply that Congress had undertaken to reassess every delegation of authority to withhold information which it had made before the passage of this legislation--a task which the legislative history shows it clearly did not take.216

The District of Columbia Circuit's response to this analysis is that Robertson was expressly overruled by Congress with the 1976 Amendments to exemption three.217 However, it is not clear that Congress, in 1976, demanded more specificity than section 1905 possesses. As a later opinion from the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals observed, "the crucial distinction lay between statutes that in some manner told the official what to do about disclosure and those that did not significantly inform his discretion in that regard."218 Does section 1905 adequately tell the agency what to do about disclosure? The debate may continue but is largely academic due not to the amendment of exemption three, but to the peculiar construction of section 1905 itself.

Section 1905 forbids disclosure "not authorized by law." The Information Act commands disclosure of records which do not fall within an exemption. Thus, nonexempt material is "authorized by law" to be disclosed. The normal exemption three statute forbids disclosure independent of exempt or nonexempt status, but section 1905 by its own construction acts only on exempt records. Section 1905 is not operative apart from an exemption such as the business records exemption. Thus, the section 1905-exemption three issue is relatively insignificant. The important issues are whether an exemption such as the business records exemption is applicable to the requested records and whether section 1905 also applies to the same records. If the requested records do not fit into an exemption, section 1905 is inoperable by its own
language. If the requested records do fit into an exemption, and also into section 1905, the latter will constrain the discretion an agency has to disclose even the exempt material. A submitter of information bringing a reverse-FOIA lawsuit to prevent disclosure will receive an Administrative Procedure Act judicial review of an agency decision to disclose. The agency decision will not survive APA review if it is an "abuse of discretion" or "contrary to law." If both an Information Act exemption and section 1905 apply to the requested records, then disclosure should be deemed both an abuse of discretion and contrary to law. As a House Report composing part of the legislative history of the 1976 Amendments observed:

Thus, for example, if material did not come within the broad trade secrets exemption contained in the Freedom of Information Act, section 1905 would not justify withholding; on the other hand, if material is within the trade secrets exemption of the Freedom of Information Act and therefore subject to disclosure if the agency determines that disclosure is in the public interest, section 1905 must be considered to ascertain whether the agency is forbidden from disclosing the information.

Due to the similarity in language between exemption four and section 1905, the potential exists to effectively convert a permissive exemption into a mandatory one by removal of an agency's discretion. Two frontal attacks have been launched against the ability of section 1905 to constrain an agency's discretion to disclose exempt material. The first consists of agency regulations which purport to satisfy the "authorized by law" language of section 1905, thereby rendering section 1905 inoperable even when requested material falls into exemption four. The next section deals with this issue. The second line of argument is on the breadth of section 1905 itself. The thesis is that the broad language of section 1905 is misleading—that the reach of the Act is in fact extremely narrow. This issue will be addressed in the concluding section.
Negating Section 1905 With Agency Regulations

Section 1905 on its face compels nondisclosure of trade secrets and certain commercial and financial information unless disclosure is "authorized by law." The Information Act supplies the authorization by law for nonexempt material. However, the Information Act does not authorize the disclosure of exempt material. May agency regulations supply the "authorization by law" for the disclosure of exempt material, thereby rendering the Trade Secrets Act inoperable? Restated, may an agency head issue a regulation nulling a criminal statute in order to be able to indulge in the prohibited conduct? The question arises from the peculiar construction of section 1905, which forbids disclosure unless "authorized by law," and the body of law surrounding agency regulations which are accorded the "force and effect of law." Definitionally, agency rules with the "force of law" are denominated "legislative" or "substantive" regulations. The Administrative Procedure Act distinguishes between these "substantive rules" and mere "interpretive rules." To be accorded the force and effect of law, a rule or regulation must affect individual rights and obligations, be issued by an agency pursuant to statutory authority, and be issued in compliance with the procedural requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act. The second requirement, statutory authority, represents the critical issue with respect to agency disclosure regulations and section 1905. Generally, "individual rights and obligations" are affected by regulations which authorize the disclosure of records. Both requesters of records and submitters of information clearly possess rights affected by disclosure regulations. As for the procedural requirements of the APA, a failure of compliance will relegate a substantive rule candidate to the status of a mere interpretive rule and the latter will not supply the "authorization by law" demanded by section 1905. However, a failure to comply with the procedural requirements involving notice and an opportunity to comment are curable. Thus, the key
constraint is the necessity for regulations to be issued pursuant to statutory authority.

The judicial battleground in the search for acceptable statutory authority has often centered on the Department of Labor’s Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) and its various compliance agencies. The fact situation which has often led to the courtroom arises from the OFCCP requirement for government contractors to submit information relative to their affirmative action programs and the Department of Labor regulations authorizing disclosure of equal opportunity data. Submitters of information have invoked section 1905 to prevent disclosure. Agencies have argued in response that the disclosure regulations should be accorded the "force and effect of law" such that section 1905 is satisfied. Candidates for the statutory authorization necessary for the promulgation of substantive disclosure regulations include the Information Act itself, the general "housekeeping" statute found at 5 U.S.C. § 301, and Executive Order 11,246.

Both the Information Act and 5 U.S.C. § 301 were measured and found wanting as regulation-authorizing statutes by the District of Columbia Circuit Court in Charles River Park "A", Inc. v. Department of Housing and Urban Development. However, subsequent to Charles River, the Third, Seventh, and Eighth Circuits identified 5 U.S.C. § 301 as an adequate grant of authority to issue substantive disclosure regulations. The District of Columbia Circuit in Charles River had been concerned with the disclosure of financial data, while the Third, Seventh, and Eighth Circuit Courts of Appeals were all concerned with the disclosure of equal employment opportunity information. The view that 5 U.S.C. § 301 or some other authority has been invested with the capacity to legitimate substantive disclosure regulations appeared to be gaining momentum until the case from the Third Circuit reached the Supreme Court sub nomine Chrysler Corporation v. Brown.
In Chrysler, the disclosure regulations in question were found to affect individual rights and obligations. However, none of the tendered regulation-authorizing statutes passed muster, and the regulations also failed to comply with the procedural requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act. The Supreme Court did not reach the issue of whether or not section 1905 was an exemption three statute. Section 1905 nevertheless played a critical role in that the Administrative Procedure Act specifies that agency decisions shall be set aside if "not in accordance with law." The Court determined that a violation of section 1905 would be a violation of the law. In this way the Court reached the issue of whether agency regulations may provide the "authorization by law" to satisfy section 1905.

Requesters and agencies argue that the Information Act itself authorizes the promulgation of regulations providing for disclosure. After all, nonexempt records must be disclosed and exempt records may be disclosed in the exercise of agency discretion. If there was any remaining doubt as to this proposition, it was laid to rest by the Supreme Court in Chrysler. The agency had argued that regulations providing for the disclosure of exempted records emanate from the congressional intent underlying the Information Act. The difficulty with this view is the very language of the Information Act, which provides that the Act "does not apply" to exempted records. As the Supreme Court noted in Chrysler: "Since materials that are exempt from disclosure under the FOIA are ... outside the ambit of that Act, the Government cannot rely on the FOIA as congressional authorization for disclosure regulations that permit the release of information within the Act's nine exemptions." The proper way to recognize the "permissive" native of Information Act exceptions as well as section 1905 is illustrated by Department of Defense regulations:
An exempted record or reasonably segregable portion of a record should be made available upon the request of any member of the public when, in the judgment of the releasing component or higher authority, no significant and legitimate governmental purpose would be served by withholding it under an applicable exemption. Consistency with a statutory requirement, e.g., 18 U.S.C. 1905 (Confidential Trade Information), or other requirement of law constitutes a significant and legitimate governmental purpose.

The second regulation-authorizing candidate considered by the Supreme Court in *Chrysler* was 5 U.S.C. § 301, which provides that

The head of an Executive department or military department may prescribe regulations for the government of his department, the conduct of its employees, the distribution and performance of its business, and the custody, use, and preservation of its records, papers, and property. This section does not authorize withholding information from the public or limiting the availability of records to the public.

Some form of this statute has been around since the eighteenth century. The language and history of section 301 suggest a "housekeeping" statute—a grant of authority to an agency to regulate its affairs. However, there is a difference between authorizing "substantive" rules and authorizing rules providing for "day-to-day office housekeeping." Furthermore, the sponsor of the 1958 amendment to section 301, Congressman Moss, assured the House that the proposed amendment "does not effect the confidential status of information given to the Government and carefully detailed in title 18, United States Code, section 1905." This would appear to be dispositive, but at least one commentator has labeled any inferences drawn from the remarks of Congressman Moss to be based upon "a misinterpretation of the 1958 amendment . . . ." Mr. Moss never stated that the housekeeping statute itself was not intended to affect information encompassed by section 1905—only that the amendment to the housekeeping statute would not affect the prohibitions against disclosure contained in section 1905 and several other statues.

This observation was not persuasive in *Chrysler*, for "if Congressman Moss thought that records within the terms of section 1905 could be released on the authority of a § 301 regulation, why was he (and presumably the House) concerned with whether the amendment affected § 1905?"
Regardless of the impact of the remarks of Congressman Moss, the Supreme Court was largely impressed by the "housekeeping" nature of section 301 itself. Such a statute is appropriate for propagating "interpretative rules, general statements of policy, or rules of agency organization, procedure, or practice" as opposed to "legislative" or "substantive" regulations.

The final regulation-authorizing candidate considered by the Supreme Court in *Chrysler* was Executive Order 11,246. Section 201 of the Executive Order authorizes the Secretary of Labor to "adopt such rules and regulations and issue such orders as he deems necessary and appropriate to achieve the purposes thereof." The Secretary of Labor has issued regulations which provide for the disclosure of exempt affirmative action data. One commentator identified the sources of the Secretary's authority as the Information Act and the Executive Order, and concluded that the disclosure regulations "appear to be within the Secretary's authority." The real issues, however, are whether the regulations should be accorded the "force of law," and the difficulty of finding a substantive regulation-authorizing statute since the Executive Order is not itself a statute. The Information Act had previously been discussed and found wanting. Thus the inquiry focuses on the search for the statute which authorizes the Executive Order. The Executive Order itself provides little assistance in unraveling its origin. The Order merely states that it is promulgated under the authority vested in the president by "the Constitution and statutes of the United States." Suggestions as to the source of Executive Order 11,246 have ranged from Titles VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949. Whatever the proper statutory origin, once it is identified the next inquiry is whether the disclosure regulations in question are reasonably within the contemplation of that grant of legislative authority. A statute may expressly provide for the promulgation of regulations which will be invested
with the force and effect of law. However, such specificity is unnecessary. The test remains whether regulations are reasonably within the contemplation of the authorizing statute. The Supreme Court in Chrysler gathered all of the suggested grants of authority for the disclosure regulations, examined them against this test, and found them wanting:

We think that it is clear that when it enacted these statutes, Congress was not concerned with public disclosure of trade secrets or confidential business information, and unless we were to hold that any federal statute that implies some authority to collect information must grant legislative authority to disclose that information to the public, it is simply not possible to find in these statutes a delegation of the disclosure authority asserted by the Government here.

The relationship between any grant of legislative authority and the disclosure regulations becomes more remote when one examines § 201 of the Executive order. It speaks in terms of rules and regulations "necessary and appropriate" to achieve the purposes of the Executive order. Those purposes are an end to discrimination in employment by the Federal Government and those who deal with the Federal Government. One cannot readily pull from the logic and purposes of the Executive order any concern with the public's access to information in Government files or the importance of protecting trade secrets or confidential business statistics.

Thus the OFCCP disclosure regulations do not enjoy the "force of law," and do not render section 1905 inoperable. The Supreme Court remanded the case so that the court of appeals could determine if it agreed with the district court that disclosure of some of the requested documents is barred by section 1905.

In light of the Supreme Court's opinion in Chrysler, the Third Circuit's 1977 decision in Westinghouse Electric Corporation v. United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission warrants review. That reverse-FOIA case stemmed from changes made in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's disclosure regulations. The NRC receives proprietary information pursuant to its licensing and regulatory functions and Westinghouse feared the revised rules would lead to unwarranted disclosures. One of the submitter's arguments was that the revised regulation violated section 1905. The court dismissed the argument by declaring the regulations in question to have the "force of law." Section 1905 was deemed satisfied since it prohibits disclosure only to the extent not
"authorized by law." The NRC disclosure regulations affect rights and obligations, and appear to have been properly promulgated in accordance with the APA's procedural requirements. Thus the issue was whether the regulations were reasonably within the contemplation of a statutory grant of authority. The authorizing statute was section 161(p) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, which provides that: "In the performance of its functions the Commission is authorized to ... (p) make, promulgate, issue, rescind, and amend such rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this chapter." Westinghouse argued that though section 161(p) vests the NRC with broad rule-making power, regulations providing for disclosure of proprietary data are not "reasonably related to the purposes of the Atomic Energy Act." The Third Circuit dismissed the argument: "Such an argument is specious in light of the necessity for the NRC to adopt some regulations for determining whether information obtained in its various proceedings is to become public information."

Perhaps some regulations are indeed necessary, but the real issue is whether the regulations rise to the level of "substantive" rules, or whether they are to be identified as mere interpretive rules, general statements of policy, or rules of agency practice and procedure. The latter will not satisfy section 1905. In Chrysler, the Supreme Court found that the authorizing statutes for OFCCP disclosure regulations were concerned with ending employment discrimination and not the disclosure of proprietary data, and concluded that the disclosure rules were not reasonably within the contemplation of the statutes. Arguably the authorizing statute for NRC disclosure regulations is similarly concerned with other than the disclosure of proprietary data, and similarly such rules may not be "legislative" rules. It does not follow that the NRC rules in question must be struck down; the only conclusion to be drawn is that the rules do not render section 1905
Recent cases have identified a regulation which qualifies as having the "force and effect of law." The substantive regulation is found at 20 C.F.R. § 442.435 and provides that the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare will disclose cost reports required by statute to be submitted by hospitals providing Medicare services. The cost reports are submitted in order to receive reimbursement for Medicare services rendered. The substantive rule issue was squarely before the Fifth Circuit in St. Mary's Hospital, Inc. v. Harris. The Supreme Court's Chrysler decision was dispositive. Submitter-St. Mary's Hospital argued that in light of the Trade Secrets Act disclosure of the cost reports would be, in the language of the APA, an abuse of discretion, contrary to law, and in excess of statutory authority. The Fifth Circuit used the Chrysler framework of analysis. First, the regulation was deemed substantive, that is, one that affected individual rights and obligations since its subject matter dealt with both the right to information and the right to data confidentiality. Second, the regulation was deemed properly promulgated under the APA, that is, published in the Federal Register with an opportunity to comment provided, and comments were considered prior to regulation issuance. Third, the regulation was deemed promulgated pursuant to legislative authority delegated to HEW by Congress. The statute in question, 42 U.S.C. § 1306, provides that: "No disclosure . . . of any file, record, report or other paper, or any information, obtained at any time (by HEW) shall be made except as the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare . . . may by regulations prescribe . . . ." It is clear that Congress has authorized the Secretary to promulgate regulations pertaining to disclosure of records, presumably including cost reports. The Fifth Circuit understandably concluded that disclosure was "authorized by law" such that the Trade Secrets Act was nullified.
Interestingly enough, this very language which serves to authorize substantive HEW disclosure regulations falls short of qualifying under exemption three of the Information Act. The unbridled discretion vested in the agency by 42 U.S.C. § 1306 is such that the legislative history of the 1976 Information Act amendments expressly placed the statute outside of exemption three. Such a state of affairs raises interesting questions. What if the Secretary of HEW used the delegated authority to issue nondisclosure regulations? Then 42 U.S.C. § 1306, which fails to qualify as an exemption three statute, may nevertheless be effectively converted into a nondisclosure statute. However, it may be presumed that any cost reports withheld under such regulations consist of exemption four commercial or financial data, as to which the agency already enjoys discretion to withhold. Could a nondisclosure regulation issued pursuant to statute forbid disclosure of nonexempt records? Would the general Information Act control, or the more specific (and perhaps later in time) statute and its implementing regulations? Presumably an agency head would be expected to exercise even unfettered discretion to promulgate regulations in a manner consistent with existing legislation, including the Information Act. In all probability only if Congress in its authorizing statute pointed the way for regulations which withhold nonexempt data would such regulations pass judicial muster.

**Negating Section 1905 by Narrowing Its Reach**

Even if courts refuse to identify section 1905 as an exemption three statute, exemption four has breathed new life into the Trade Secrets Act. Nonexempt data must be disclosed, but disclosure of those records falling both within exemption four and also section 1905 is "contrary to law." As discussed in the previous section, properly promulgated regulations authorizing disclosure are one way for agencies to disclose and still escape the reach of section 1905.
But if no such regulations exist or if the regulations which do exist are mere "interpretive" rules without the force and effect of law, then the issue shifts to whether the requested records are within the language of both exemption four and section 1905. Exemption four, the topic of the next chapter, is drawn broadly to encompass trade secrets and commercial or financial information. Section 1905 is also drawn broadly, encompassing trade secrets, processes, operations, style of work, apparatus, income and expenditures, and profits and losses in the possession of any federal agency. Courts have generally concluded that the scope of exemption four and section 1905 are both broadly drawn with respect to the types of protected subject matter. However, the statutory origins of section 1905 have received little attention from courts.

Section 1905 is a codification of former 15 U.S.C. § 176b (1940), 18 U.S.C. § 216 (1940), and 19 U.S.C. § 1335 (1940), all statutes narrowly drawn. An occasional inquiry has focused on the broadly drawn codification versus the narrowly drawn predecessor statutes, and on the issue of which controls. Perhaps the first exposition of the argument was found in a General Accounting Office memorandum published some fifteen years ago. One of the early law review articles on the Information Act also outlined the issue and the GAO argument. However, any implications to be drawn from the codification process awaited a 1977 essay by Mr. Daniel Gorham Clement. Mr. Clement's authoritative analysis, as well as an adverse ruling on the section 1905 issue in the Chrysler case, perhaps inspired the Department of Justice to insist that Federal agencies "view the statute (section 1905) as being not broader in scope than the combined scopes of the three predecessor statutes of which it is a consolidation ..." The DOJ did not always view section 1905 as a narrow statute, but in earlier times had joined virtually the entire executive branch in presuming that the broad language of
the statute defined its scope. This DOJ decision would perhaps put the issue to rest except that submitters of information may not be as quick to capitulate on the issue and, to further complicate matters, proposals to revise the federal criminal code including section 1905 have been introduced in Congress and may some day be enacted. Until that day, an examination of the predecessor statutes may prove instructive.

The last version of 15 U.S.C. § 176b (1940) prior to codification forbade employees of one agency, the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, from disclosing statistical information which had been furnished in confidence. Such data was to be used only for statistical purposes. The statute contained no criminal sanctions and no exception for disclosures "authorized by law" as did the other two predecessor statutes and section 1905. The last version of 18 U.S.C. § 216 (1940) prior to codification protected information on a manufacturer's operations, style of work, and apparatus garnered by an official visit of any government employee, and also any information contained in income tax returns. Section 1905 protects data on operations, etc., even though not acquired during an official visit, and financial data even though not contained in a tax return. The last version of 19 U.S.C. § 1335 (1940) prior to codification forbade disclosure of trade secrets or processes uncovered by a Tariff Commission investigation. Section 1905 protects trade secrets and processes regardless of the vehicle by which they come to the government's attention.

Mr. Clement and the Department of Justice have employed a rule of statutory construction which presumptively applies the scope of predecessor statutes even when the language of a successor codification differs, unless there is evidence of legislative intent to affect a change. Since the Reviser's Notes contain no hint of a congressional intent to broaden the reach of the three statutes in question, the conclusion proffered is that the
broadened language of the codification should be ignored and section 1905 read as though the three statutes have been resurrected. This conclusion is persuasively drawn by Mr. Clement. However, a codification is not necessarily limited to merely collecting the law or to restating it in some improved form. A codification may involve reexamination and revision of the law. Rules of construction are merely aids employed to ascertain the intent of the lawgiver. There are many such aids, some of which could be drawn upon by a court to dispose of the current issue. To illustrate, the following list outlines some of the relevant rules of construction: (1) If ambiguity surfaces in a codification, a continuation of prior law may be presumed. But absent ambiguity and uncertainty, a codification is construed without resort to seminal statutes. (2) Rules of construction generally operate only in areas of ambiguity and uncertainty. They do not operate in the face of clear expression. Rules of construction, after all, are employed to remove doubt, not create it. (3) If the codification language fairly admits of a construction consistent with former law, no change is presumed. However, the language of codification may compel a conclusion of change. Where a material or substantial change in wording has occurred and where the revised language cannot bear the same construction as the seminal statutes, then the revised language is not to be denied but given effect, even in the absence of explanation in a reviser’s note. (4) The lawgiver is presumed to understand the meaning of the words used, the words are presumed to be used with a purpose, and the words must be given force and effect. (5) The plain and obvious meaning of words is preferred to hidden, narrow meanings.

One or more of these rules of construction could be used to deny the conclusions drawn by Mr. Clement. There is no guarantee that courts and commentators will revise their perception of the Trade Secrets Act. One commentator, for example, exploring the same ground as Mr. Clement, reached
the opposite conclusion:

The three prior sections (of 18 U.S.C. § 1905) have dealt with tax records, tariff-related information, and customs information. When Title 18 was revised in the late 1940's a consultant staff of the American Bar Association and West Publishing Company representatives participated with the Department of Justice in drafting the new code. Outside of revisers' notes which cite the sections merged and refer to minor changes in "translations and phraseology," no legislative history has been found for the section in federal, ABA, and West libraries . . . . In the absence of legislative history or revision, and with scant judicial interpretation of the scope of its terms, a broad reading of the listed categories might be most appropriate to effectuate the apparent purpose of the statute.292

Without benefit of any rules save perhaps the one which suggests that clear language not be obfuscated, courts have similarly construed section 1905 broadly. The recent Supreme Court opinion in *Chrysler* considered in some depth the statutory origins of Section 1905, including the legislative histories of the predecessor statutes and the variance in language between these statutes and section 1905. The Court did not conclude that the narrower construction controlled293 but instead intimated that the scope of exemption four and that of section 1905 are more similar than dissimilar.294 The *Chrysler* case was remanded in order for the Third Circuit to determine whether the contemplated disclosure would violate section 1905.295 If the narrower statutes govern, then it would appear that data on Chrysler's affirmative action program and work force composition may be disclosed by the agency. Title 15, Section 176b (1940) encompassed only data to the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. In *Chrysler*, the data was being provided to the Defense Logistics Agency, the compliance agency for the Secretary of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs. Title 18, section 216 (1940) encompassed only information on tax returns and data on operations, style of work and apparatus gleaned during an official government visit. Title 19, section 1335 (1940) encompassed trade secrets and processes surfacing during a Tariff Commission investigation. Thus, it would appear
as a matter of law, section 1905 would not reach the data at issue in Chrysler, so long as the predecessor statutes are given life.

If the courts have erred in applying the plain language of section 1905, Congress has ignored the error. Congress has not hesitated in the past to use remedying legislation to override court decisions on the Information Act, but has not yet corrected court decisions which have broadly construed section 1905. Perhaps there is reluctance to replace the very broad language of section 1905 with language which protects only the records of one government bureau and one government commission and data found on one government form. The value of a codification is diminished somewhat if a consolidation must be accompanied by an annotation which reprints the three superceded statutes for the purpose of guiding statutory interpretation. From a policy standpoint it might also be argued that certain categories of data should warrant protection without regard to the agency involved or the particular government form on which the data is found. Interestingly enough, if the narrow predecessor statutes control, then perhaps courts which previously considered section 1905 too broad to be an exemption three statute will reconsider.

Perhaps the answer to a legislative issue is clarifying legislation. The Federal Criminal Code Reform Bill of 1977 was passed by the Senate early in 1978, but ran into difficulty with the Subcommittee on Criminal Justice and its parent committee, the House Judiciary Committee. The revision of section 1905 was not one of the more controversial portions of the bill, so it is possible that any federal criminal code enacted in the future will contain provisions the same as or similar to those in the rejected bill. Section 1905 was to be replaced by a section 1525, which provides as follows:
(a) OFFENSE.--A person is guilty of an offense if, in violation of a specific duty imposed upon him, as a public servant or former public servant by a statute, or by a regulation, rule, or order issued pursuant thereto, he discloses information to which he has or had access only in his capacity as a public servant, that had been provided to the government by another person, other than a public servant acting in his official capacity, solely in order to comply with:

1) a requirement of an application for a patent, copyright, license, employment, or benefit, or

2) a specific duty imposed by law upon such other person.

(b) GRADING.--An offense described in this section is a Class A misdemeanor.

(c) JURISDICTION.--There is federal jurisdiction over an offense described in this section if the public servant or former public servant acquired the information as a federal public servant.

The term "public servant" is broadly defined to include an officer, employee, adviser, consultant or other person authorized to act for the government, including persons elected or appointed to office. Submitters may qualify for protection if they voluntarily submit information for a patent, copyright, license, employment, or benefit, or if any law mandates involuntary submission. The proposed statute forbids disclosure in the face of a nondisclosure statute or regulation "issued pursuant thereto." The present section 1905 forbids disclosure unless an authorizing statute or regulation permits it; the proposed section 1525 forbids disclosure only if a more specific nondisclosure statute or implementing regulation also prohibits it. With section 1905, if Congress does not act, disclosure is forbidden. With section 1525, if Congress does not act, disclosure is permitted. Section 1905 is disclosure by exception; section 1525 is withholding by exception. Section 1525 appears similar to exemption three of the Information Act. Neither is self-executing; both require nondisclosure statutes to give life to their provisions. Interpretation of the present Trade Secrets Act is in the hands of the federal courts; modification of the Trade Secrets Act and Federal Criminal Code awaits Congress.
CHAPTER FOUR

THE BUSINESS RECORDS EXEMPTION

Most of the stuff we get isn't worth a damn. But the act is like an old fishing hole. You throw out a line. Usually you come up with an old tire or a shoe. But now and again you come up with a fish.300

Trade secrets and confidential business information are exempt from mandatory disclosure under exemption four. The language of the Act reaches "trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential . . . "301 Prior to the era of the Information Act, business data in the hands of the government enjoyed a degree of protection second only to that found at the company plant. Business data was generally used by the government internally with disclosure limited to innocuous material or to data in summary form. Private industry is probably less certain today that the government can keep a secret. Criticism of the Information Act and of agency administration has been received from segments of the business community. One spokesman noted that

The act has been employed by competitors, analysts, investors, disgruntled employees, potential and existing adverse litigants, self-styled "public interest" groups, foreign businesses and governments and a wide variety of others to obtain information concerning private businesses which, but for the FOIA, would not be available to them . . . . The use of the FOIA for such surveillance of private affairs was not intended by Congress and needs to be remedied.302

The Information Act's use for "surveillance" purposes was inevitable. Some years ago a firm valued a set of stolen financial plans at one million dollars and another firm estimated that some 160 million dollars in sales were lost when designs for a new piece of computer equipment somehow found their way into the hands of a competitor.303 The Information Act has
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apparently joined the parabolic microphones which pick up conversations a hundred yards away and the martini olive (transmitter) on a toothpick (antenna). Companies who pirate employees to gain information will not hesitate to use the Information Act to try to secure valuable business data. The authors of the Information Act would probably not have predicted the following distribution of Food and Drug Administration requesters:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOI Service Companies</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Interest Lawyers</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Publications and Press</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Though this analysis was conducted on 1975 figures, there is no reason to suspect a shift in the distribution. If 86 percent of requests come from business and the agents of business, as the FDA believes, some legitimacy is lent to the argument that the Information Act is being used primarily as an "Industrial Espionage Act." Public interest groups are unimpressed with this perception. One fervent response is that "trade secrecy is a tool for producers that has served to hide a range of ills until the harmful consequences burst forth in a torrent of human pain and misery." This viewpoint may be addressed to agencies such as the FDA and EPA, but what about non-regulatory agencies? Is the original purpose of the Information Act well-served when firms request, for example, component-by-component pricing schedules; negotiated cost, profit, prices, and general and administrative expenses; income statements and balance sheets; and valuable technical data? The answer is complex. In the first place, a mere request does not necessarily result in disclosure or an expensive reverse-FOIA lawsuit to protect business records. In the second place, some data considered sensitive by submitters does indeed pertain to the functions, operations, and activities of the government, the ostensible reasons behind the Information Act. The House Committee on Government Operations is sympathetic to the complaints of
submitters of business information, but clearly in no mood to provide any statutory relief:

Information received from contractors or builders shows what the Government is purchasing, what it costs, and how the procurement process functions. Equal employment opportunity data submitted under Federal requirements provides a way to measure the effectiveness of the Government's EEO programs. While this and other information about the interrelationships between business and Government is revealing about business activities, it is also revealing about Government activities and therefore of legitimate public interest.309

Presumably the Information Act could be used to expose errors in the acquisition process, bad judgment, abuses of discretion, waste, corruption, and fraud. Proponents of the status quo wish to retain exemption four in its present form in order to preserve the potential for policing the government acquisition function. To the extent the Information Act is misused, such proponents would rely on the safeguards presently available to protect trade secrets and confidential business information. These safeguards will now be examined.

Trade Secrets

The Attorney General's 1967 Memorandum outlined several ways the literal language of exemption four could be construed.310 Some early judicial interpretations of exemption four carved out a category for "privileged or confidential" data which was independent of "trade secrets" and "commercial or financial" information.311 A more restrictive construction views "privileged or confidential" as descriptive of "commercial or financial information", preserving the latter and "trade secrets" as two independent categories.312 This view has survived. Thus, today exemption four embraces

(a) Trade secrets, and also
(b) Commercial or financial information which is obtained from a person and which is privileged or confidential.313

Trade secrecy is a common law concept. The starting place in its definition is generally the Restatement's analysis of the common law:
A trade secret may consist of any formula, pattern, device, or compilation of information which is used in one's business, and which gives him an opportunity to obtain an advantage over competitors who do not know or use it. It may be a formula for a chemical compound, a process for manufacturing, treating, or preserving materials, a pattern for a machine or other device, or a list of customers.\textsuperscript{314}

The Supreme Court recognized the Restatement's view in a 1974 case\textsuperscript{315} and the District Court for the District of Columbia adopted the Restatement definition in a 1976 Information Act case.\textsuperscript{316} The Restatement's definition is broad enough to include commercial information, and does, in fact, cite a "customer's list" as an example of a trade secret. Similarly broad is the definition contained in the proposed Uniform Trade Secrets Protection Act:

"Trade secret" means any formula, pattern, device or compilation of scientific, technical, or commercial information which the trade secret owner has taken reasonable precautions to maintain in secrecy so that except by improper means there would be difficulty in acquiring it, and which gives said owner an opportunity to obtain an advantage over others who do not know or use it.\textsuperscript{317}

However, one of the early Information Act cases enunciated a somewhat narrower definition of trade secrets: "An unpatented, secret, commercially valuable plan, appliance, formula, or process, which is used for the making, preparing, compounding, treating or processing of articles or materials which are trade commodities."\textsuperscript{318} The Restatement's customers list would probably fall short of this definition. The competition between trade secret definitions was at issue in a recent Information Act case before the District of Columbia District Court. In Martin Marietta Corporation v. Federal Trade Commission\textsuperscript{319} a deposition taken by the FTC contained information on the firm's plant locations, types of cement sold, estimates of plant life, percentages of cement sold to various customers, storage capacity of plants, plant production, cement shipments, percentage of markets, freight absorption, and profitability figures. \textsuperscript{320} The Arizona Attorney General's Office had made an Information Act request for the deposition as part of an antitrust investigation. The FTC was disposed to release the deposition over Martin
Marietta's objection. The court observed that the Federal Trade Commission Act provided the FTC with the power to disclose information, "... except trade secrets and names of customers." Thus, if the data outlined above constituted trade secrets the court believed that both the Federal Trade Commission Act and the Trade Secrets Act forbade disclosure. If, however, the data did not rise to the level of trade secrets, then the Federal Trade Commission Act authorized disclosure and constituted the "authorization by law" to satisfy the Trade Secrets Act. Like the Information Act, the Federal Trade Commission Act does not define a "trade secret." As might be expected, Martin Marietta argued that the broad Restatement definition should be employed. The same court in the earlier Ashland Oil, Inc. v. Federal Trade Commission decision did employ the Restatement definition, declaring that an oil company's reserve estimates for natural gas leases and contracts on federal lands were trade secrets. Similarly, in Exxon Corporation v. Federal Trade Commission, the court determined that data concerning the projected yield of individual uranium mines constituted trade secrets. Nevertheless, in Martin Marietta the district court found that the production, shipment, pricing, and customer and marketing data contained in the requested deposition did not rise to the level of trade secrets. The Restatement test was rejected as being too broad. If a trade secret was merely any information used in a business, unknown to competitors, which provided an "opportunity to obtain an advantage over competitors ...," then there would be no need to write into the Federal Trade Commission Act that customer lists as well as trade secrets will not be disclosed. There would be no reason in the Trade Secrets Act to list other data in addition to trade secrets which is forbidden to be disclosed. Most importantly, there would be no reason to exempt commercial and financial data as well as trade secrets in the Information Act, if the latter could embrace the former. The court in Martin Marietta
followed a line of cases wherein a less expansive definition has prevailed. In these cases the following have been denied the trade secret label: costs of production;\textsuperscript{326} data on suppliers' capacities, pricing policies, and names and requirements of customers;\textsuperscript{327} and data on profits and costs, names of persons known to be customers in industry, and production techniques employing generally available technology.\textsuperscript{328}

Similarly, the court in Consumers Union of the United States v. Veterans Administration employed a definition which emphasized the elements of secrecy, commercial value, and essentially technically-oriented data, as opposed to commercial or financial data.\textsuperscript{329} The House Committee on Government Operations has advised that this definition appears to be "more suitable for FOIA."\textsuperscript{330} Facially, there would appear to be an advantage to designation as a "trade secret," since commercial and financial data must also be "confidential" to be eligible for protection from disclosure. However, the factors considered under either the Restatement definition or a less expansive definition limit the practical advantage of trade secret designation. Essentially a trade secret must be both "valuable" and "closely held." The Restatement's factors used to evaluate data for the status of trade secrets are as follows:

(1) The extent to which the information is known outside of the business;
(2) The extent to which it is known by employees and others involved in the business;
(3) The extent of measures taken to guard the secrecy of the information;
(4) The value of the information to its owner and to all competitors;
(5) The amount of effort or money expended in developing the information; and
(6) The ease or difficulty with which the information could be properly acquired or duplicated by others.\textsuperscript{331}

Data unable to meet the test for confidential commercial information described in the next section will probably be unable to satisfy the "value" and "secrecy" factors requisite for trade secret designation. It has been suggested that the answer to unfavorable confidentiality rulings is to argue
However, little solace will be found in this tactic both because courts will probably not view true commercial and financial data as trade secrets but also because an inability to demonstrate that disclosure will produce "substantial competitive harm" will in practice translate into an equivalent failure to demonstrate that data is both secret and commercially valuable.

In the federal acquisition process, trade secrets may be found in a number of documents submitted to the government. Trade secrets (as well as commercial and financial information) may be found, for example, in Independent Research and Development (IR&D) program submissions, technical proposals, invention disclosures, and final technical reports.

The Defense Acquisition Regulation requires that contractors which receive more than two million dollars annually in IR&D and bid and proposals costs will negotiate an advance agreement with the Department of Defense. The contractor submits a technical plan on its IR&D program which is reviewed for potential military relevancy and for reasonableness and technical quality. The plan will contain information on IR&D projects, including inter alia, the overall technical approach; methods, techniques and design approaches; specific tests and equipment; theoretical work being conducted; and progress made on the project during the past year. The Department of Defense form for IR&D data contains the following legend:

Furnished in confidence and subject to exemption under Subsection (b) of 5 U.S.C. 552. The information contained herein is the property of the company identified in Item 6 below; is furnished for the sole purpose of identifying the subject program and shall not be disclosed other than to duly authorized DOD personnel. Any authorized reproduction or disclosure of the information contained herein, in whole, or in part, shall include this notice.

The technical data contained in the IR&D program disclosure arguably satisfies even the narrow definition of trade secrets noted above by virtue of being unpatented, secret, commercially valuable, and being a "plan, appliance,
formula or process, which is used for the making, preparing, compounding,
treating or processing of articles and materials which are trade commodi-
ties."

Similarly, unsolicited technical proposals may contain closely held,
commercially valuable technical data exempt from mandatory disclosure as
trade secrets. In order to protect trade secrets, and confidential commercial
and financial information as well, the Defense Acquisition Regulation provides
that the following legend will be placed on unsolicited proposals:

All Government personnel handling this proposal shall exercise EXTREME
CARE to insure that the information contained herein is NOT DISCLOSED
outside the government and is NOT DUPLICATED, USED, OR DISCLOSED in whole
or in part for any purpose other than to evaluate the proposal, without
the written permission of the offeror . . . ."336

Unsolicited proposals, as well as those submitted pursuant to a request for
proposals (RFP), are eligible for yet another restrictive legend providing for
nondisclosure outside the government:

This data . . . shall not be disclosed outside the Government and shall
not be duplicated, used, or disclosed in whole or in part for any purpose
other than to evaluate the proposal; provided, that if a contract is
awarded to this offeror as a result of or in connection with the sub-
mission of this data, the Government shall have the right to duplicate,
use or disclose the data to the extent provided in the contract. This
restriction does not limit the Government's right to use information
contained in the data if it is obtained from another source without
restriction.337

The Defense Acquisition Regulation explicitly subordinates the policy
enunciated in the restrictive legend to the Information Act.338 Nonexempt data
must be disclosed on request, but the Information Act is inoperable as to
exempt data. Thus subordination of the markings to the FOIA would not be
mandated for exempt data. In any case, it is clear that technical proposals
will receive close scrutiny for trade secrets prior to release. Unclassified
contracts are often deemed "public documents" releasable upon request, but
certain contracts may contain trade secrets if all or part of technical
proposals are incorporated into the contract.
Research and Development contracts will contain a patent rights clause requiring written disclosure to the government of new and useful processes and devices which may be patentable. Such disclosures are not the patent applications themselves. The latter are protected under the Patent Act, which provides that "applications for patents shall be kept in confidence by the Patent and Trademark Office and no information concerning the same given without authority of the applicant or owner unless necessary to carry out the provisions of any Act of Congress or in such special circumstances as may be determined by the Commissioner." Invention disclosures consisting of detailed technical data which is maintained in secrecy and is valuable may be protected as trade secrets. However, if the invention is publicly used or disclosed, such that the twelve month period of the statutory bar is running, disclosure pursuant to an Information Act request would be in order.

Final technical reports may be a deliverable item under R&D contracts. It may be desired that such reports contain no proprietary data so that they may be forwarded to the National Technical Information Service for unlimited public distribution. However, if trade secrets proprietary to a contractor are desired in a technical report and limited publication is acceptable to the government, the report will be used internally within the government. Segregable trade secrets material in the final technical reports may be exempted from mandatory disclosure under exemption four.

Trade secrets contained in technical proposals may find protection under exemption four, but there is less certainty that counterpart data in grant applications will be similarly treated. Government grant programs are generally available to non-profit universities and research centers. The grant application will contain data analogous to that contained in technical proposals, including research designs, proposed methods, and specific aims for specific projects. The District of Columbia Circuit Court, in Washington
Research, Inc. v. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,\(^3\) considered whether a scientist's research design submitted in a grant application should be afforded protection under exemption four. At issue was data associated with sophisticated research projects approved and funded by the National Institute of Mental Health. The court ordered disclosure, emphasizing the terms "trade" in trade secret and "commercial" in confidential commercial data: "It is clear enough that a non-commercial scientist's research design is not literally a trade secret or item of commercial information, for it defies common sense to pretend that the scientist is engaged in trade or commerce."\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^5\) The court recognized that premature disclosure of research designs may have an adverse impact on the noncommercial scientist's career advancement and professional recognition and rewards, but determined that such interests were not trade or commercial interests.\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^3\) This holding no doubt surprised noncommercial scientists and their nonprofit institutions who find themselves in competition for a finite amount of grant research dollars and who use grant dollars to pay salaries, buy equipment, and keep the lights turned on. However, the court was within its rights to construe exemption four narrowly. Congress could provide protection to grant research data which would fall into exemption four if submitted by a profit-seeking corporation,\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^4\) but has declined to do so. The Administration, through Senator Robert J. Dole, proposed that the 1974 Amendments to the Information Act contain protection for the scientific and technical portion of research designs submitted by noncommercial scientists.\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^5\) The proposal was largely ignored. The House Committee on Government Operations is aware of the issue and the criticism of the Washington Research opinion,\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^6\) but has declined to make recommendations, calling instead for further study.\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^7\) The issue is a proper one for relitigation in other cases, this time with evidence and emphasis on the "commercial" value of sophisticated research designs.\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^8\)
If data submitted to the Government by a profit-seeking firm fails to qualify as a trade secret, a submitter or agency may alternatively argue that it represents confidential commercial or financial information. This is the subject of the next section. However, as noted above, if data is not valuable enough or not held closely enough to qualify as a trade secret, a submitter may have difficulty meeting the currently employed judicial test for the confidentiality of commercial data.

### Commercial or Financial Data

Commercial or financial data broadly relates to a firm's business affairs. The legislative history of the Information Act placed "business sales statistics, inventories, customer lists and manufacturing processes" into this category. Customer lists, it will be recalled, are cited by the Restatement as an example of information which could qualify as a trade secret. For that matter, manufacturing processes could be viewed as trade secrets. The Restatement attempts to distinguish between trade secrets and other business information, describing the latter as

> (I)nformation as to single or ephemeral events in the conduct of the business, as, for example, the amount or other terms of a secret bid for a contract or the salary of certain employees, or the security investments made or contemplated, or the data fixed for the announcement of a new policy or for bringing out a new model or the like.

In practice courts have broadly categorized data as commercial or financial data. The following list demonstrates the diversity of such records:

- Balance sheet data including cash in banks and on hand, marketable securities and investments, notes and accounts receivable, prepaid expenses, fixed assets and accumulated depreciation (including location, date acquired, useful life, cost, accumulated depreciation and book value), notes and accounts payable, mortgages and long-term liabilities, accrued liabilities, names of partners or stockholders and percentage of ownership or holdings; operating data including income, deductions, taxes, expenses, statement of net worth, breakdown of gross profits, salaries of owners, partners, officers, directors; and description of all projects existing or planned for the following year by location, cost and occupancy capacity.
Business sales statistics and tax data  

Financial reports  

Cost reports including income received, balance sheets, profit and loss statements, occupancy rates, cost breakdowns  

Production procedures, overhead and operating costs, levels of profit (profit margins), sales and pricing data  

Sales statistics including market shares, sales amounts, profit levels  

Unsuccessful cost proposal including prices of components and their maintenance and rental costs  

Bid information including pricing and software configuration  

Cost proposal  

Bid proposal, including customer list, design concepts, perceptions of problem areas, recommendations, and biographical data on key employees  

Unsuccessful cost proposal, including information on pricing and discount practices for approximately 200 component parts  

Bid information including details of pricing and software configuration  

Cost Accounting Standards disclosure statements, including cost accounting principles, practices and methods (such as the method of distinguishing direct from indirect costs, the basis used to allocate indirect costs, and the underlying formula upon which bid and cost estimates were submitted)  

Equal employment opportunity data  

Medicare cost reports  

Television station annual financial reports  

Joint venture agreement  

Customer and supplier lists  

Novel construction configuration  

Credit related information  

The decision to disclose or withhold commercial or financial data is not always predictable. Only confidential (or privileged) data is exempt from mandatory disclosure by exemption four. However, the test for confidentiality has not been static. The same business data which was declared exempt in 1970
may or may not be similarly treated in 1980. The test for confidentiality
which is universally embraced by courts today was enunciated by the District
of Columbia Circuit in 1974. The test is such that the same business data
found in different fact situations could conceivably be declared exempt in one
situation and nonexempt in the other. Perhaps the best illustration of this
point is the 1974 case itself which established the current test for
confidentiality. Seven submitters had provided the Department of Interior
with the same commercial and financial data. The data of five submitters
satisfied the test and was deemed exempt. The cases of the remaining two
submitters were reversed and remanded for reconsideration. Time is another
variable. Data may be confidential today, and of no consequence next year.
Finally, even if data is considered to be within exemption four, agencies may
have discretion to disclose it. Agency discretion is exercised by
individuals with varying experience with the Information Act, and with varying
sensitivities to the interests of requesters and submitters. As a result of
all of these variables, a degree of unpredictability is inherent in agency
responses to a FOIA request.

Early Confidentiality Tests

As noted above, the legislative history of the Information Act provided
examples of the types of data deemed to be exempted under exemption four. The
House and Senate Reports specifically cited business sales statistics,
inventories, customer lists, manufacturing processes, privileged information,
and technical or financial data submitted to a lending agency as falling
within exemption four. One issue that arises is whether any of the cited
data enjoys a per se exemption. Case law, particularly since 1974, would
answer in the negative. Today the customer list and sales statistics and the
other data favored by congressional mention in 1965 and 1966 must line up with
sundry uncited types of data and be measured by the standard handed down by
the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals in 1974. It is arguable
that Congress intended such records to be per se exempt, but critics will
point to the deficiencies and confusion in the legislative history, ascribing
mere "potentially exempt" status to the cited examples. Critics of the per se
test may also ask why Congress, which has acted with alacrity to modify other
judicial decisions on the Information Act, has failed since 1974 to modify
the test for confidentiality. Other tests of confidentiality enjoyed some use
prior to being superceded, or submerged into, the District of Columbia's 1974
test. One early test was drawn from a 1966 House Report on the Information Act:

(Exemption four) would also include information which is given to an
agency in confidence, since a citizen must be able to confide in his
Government. Moreover, where the Government has obligated itself in good
faith not to disclose documents or information which it receives, it
should be able to honor such obligations.

This sentiment may be heard even today and subscribed to by many citizens, but
did not survive long as an exemption four test. For if a mere promise of
confidentiality between agency and submitter will insulate data from
disclosure, unfettered discretion is vested in the agency and the submitter to
determine which data will escape the reach of the Information Act. As the
District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals wrote in Petkas v. Staats, "Nor
can a promise of confidentiality in and of itself defeat disclosure."

Another early test was drawn from the language of a 1965 Senate Report
on the Information Act: "(Exemption four) is necessary to protect the
confidentiality of information which is obtained by the Government through
questionnaires or other inquiries, but which would customarily not be
released to the public by the person from whom it was obtained."

Thus, if data was customarily closely held by a submitter, merely placing it in the
hands of an agency would not alter that practice. The difficulty with this
"expectation of confidentiality" test is that federal disclosure policy would
be dictated by the divergent disclosure practices of sundry submitters. The House Committee on Government Operations has expressed its disfavor of using even an industry standard to define disclosure practices.

The expectation of confidentiality test is inadequate even if made more general by asking whether a reasonable business enterprise would customarily release the information. Any test based on actual business policies for the release of information will prove to be inadequate because of the widespread practice of withholding information whether or not there is a legitimate reason for the withholding.381

One issue is just what constitutes a "legitimate reason" for nondisclosure. My rationale is of course legitimate, yours is questionable, and theirs is tantamount to a repeal of the Information Act. The House Committee has observed that predictions of harmful consequences of disclosure "are often exaggerated" and that documents routinely withheld in the past are now "routinely released without damage."382 Nevertheless, some submitters are willing to invest heavily in litigation costs to protect data which agencies and requesters feel free to disclose. Little solace should be taken in the fact that much of the business community today appears to acquiesce in agency decisions to disclose. For the submitter will weigh the value of the data about to be disclosed (or the harm which will emanate from its disclosure) against the expense of a reverse-FOIA suit, the probability of success at the federal district court level, and the potential for defending or petitioning at the appellate level. The history of Chrysler Corporation v. Brown383 is a case in point. It was filed in the United States District Court in Delaware. The 1976 Delaware decision384 was appealed to the Third Circuit Court of Appeals. That 1977 decision385 was reviewed by the Supreme Court in 1979, vacated and remanded to the Third Circuit. The Third Circuit vacated and remanded to the Delaware District Court.386 This three-year legal odyssey cannot be indulged in by all firms for all data. General acceptance of disclosure may be more a tribute to today's ballooning litigation costs than
to the concept that formerly withheld corporate documents need never have been withheld in the first place and can be released today without undue damage to the submitter. In the final analysis, large or successful businesses will generally pass Information Act litigation costs on to the consumer; small or marginal businesses will generally suffer disclosure in silence.

The National Parks\textsuperscript{387} Decisions

In 1974 the District of Columbia Court of Appeals enunciated the test which was to supplant the "promise of confidentiality" and the "expectation of confidentiality" tests. It has become known as the "substantial competitive harm" test. At issue was financial data submitted by concessions operated in the national parks, including audits and annual financial statements. In defining confidentiality, the court searched for the legislative purposes underlying exemption four. The first purpose discussed by the court was the need of government policymakers to have access to business information: "Unless persons having necessary information can be assured that it will remain confidential, they may decline to cooperate with officials and the ability of the Government to make intelligent, well informed decisions will be impaired."\textsuperscript{388} The second legislative purpose underlying exemption four was identified as protecting submitters of business information from the competitive disadvantages of disclosure.\textsuperscript{389} Both purposes are characterized by the court in this classic statement of the National Parks test:

To summarize, commercial or financial matter is "confidential" for purposes of the exemption if disclosure of the information is likely to have either of the following effects: (1) to impair the Government's ability to obtain necessary information in the future; or (2) to cause substantial harm to the competitive position of the person from whom the information was obtained.\textsuperscript{390}
confidentiality test and opted for nondisclosure. The circuit court remanded the case so that the district court could ascertain whether disclosure posed instead the likelihood of substantial competitive harm.391

The deficiencies of the legislative history of the Information Act have been exhaustively examined and reported by Professor Kenneth Davis. Professor Davis outlined the difficulties of the legislative history in this analysis:

The most important fact about the legislative history is that no explanation appears for the addition to the fourth exemption of the words "commercial or financial." The 1964 version of the bill (S. 1666) provided for exemption of "trade secrets and other information obtained from the public and customarily privileged or confidential." That version was passed by the Senate, but the House did not act, and when the bill (S. 1160) was introduced in the 89th Congress, two changes had been made: The word "customarily" was deleted, and the words "commercial or financial" were added.

Not only was no explanation ever made for the addition of the words "commercial or financial," but both the Senate committee and the House committee in their reports seem to read the words "commercial or financial" as if they were not there.

But the discrepancy between the statutory language and the (legislative) reports turns out to be a mere inadvertence. The Senate committee simply failed to alter its earlier report, based on the earlier bill without the words "commercial or financial." And the House committee seven months later copied most of the Senate committee report.392

In spite of such difficulties with the legislative history, the National Parks court devined as a legislative purpose of the Information Act the continued and full cooperation of those who voluntarily submit data to the government. If the voluntary contribution of data is chilled then the government will presumably have less information on which to base its decisions. The caveat is that if submitters are required to provide data then the court believed disclosure will not impair the flow of that information to the government. In National Parks the submitters were required, as licensed concessionaires in the nation's parks, to provide detailed financial information, so the "impairment" test was not fulfilled and the data in question was measured against the "substantial competitive harm" test instead.
If firms desire to contract with the government or are strictly regulated by government agencies, data may be extracted by statute and regulation from reluctant submitters. Thus, the first National Parks test has largely been ignored. Litigation has focused on its sister test. Part of the reason may be that the government today does not generally rely on good will and cooperation for information it deems necessary. In the federal acquisition process, for example, sensitive data is submitted as a condition of obtaining government contracts, from technical proposals to cost or pricing data to equal employment opportunity data. A second reason for the disuse of the "impairment" test is that the government is the only party which has "standing" to raise the issue. If the government is so unconcerned about chilling future submissions that it decides to disclose data, then a reverse-FOIA submitter will have difficulty relying on the "impairment" test. The government has simply waived the argument.\footnote{393}

In spite of the wide disuse of the "impairment" test in litigation, at least one thoughtful court has suggested a renewed role:

(W)hen the Government lacks the means to compel strict enforcement, it would be unrealistic to hold that a mere legal obligation sufficiently protects the Government's interests in collecting the relevant data. This sort of legal fiction should not be allowed to interfere with the smooth functioning of the Government. Thus, a statutory obligation to provide the Government with information is only a factor for the Court to consider in determining whether or not disclosure will impair the Government's ability to gather the data.\footnote{394}

This is a practical view. Firms with exclusive or significant federal business will remain reluctant submitters of data deemed sensitive. It would be unfortunate if firms with marginal federal business left the federal arena to protect data, if other firms curtailed federal business, and if firms contemplating a foray into the federal marketplace postponed such activity. It would be similarly unfortunate if contractors were to reduce the amount of data submitted to agencies due to fear of disclosure. An informal study has
suggested that aerospace contractors are in fact withholding some state-of-the-art technology from technical proposal submissions, ostensibly to prevent its disclosure under the Information Act. The nine contractors which do the largest dollar volume of business with Air Force Systems Command were queried as to the impact, if any, of the potential for disclosure. The conclusion drawn was that

The FOIA has effected the amount of the state-of-the-art technology contractors are willing to include in their technical proposals. Several contractors indicated that the threat of a FOIA request for their proposals has resulted in their withholding some of their sensitive (competitive) technology.

Such contractor survey responses must be evaluated with caution. They have the potential for being self-serving and are designed to promote a practice of nondisclosure at the agency level. Furthermore, contractors have an interest in disclosing at least enough information to demonstrate technical superiority since in negotiated R&D acquisitions, awards are not always made to the contractors submitting the lowest dollar offers. Nevertheless, the study conclusions are bothersome. Contractors perceiving a FOIA threat to their proposals have an interest in leaving as much sensitive data as possible at the company plant.

The second purpose of exemption four, which has been the subject of considerable litigation, is that which withholds data to prevent substantial competitive harm to the submitter. In deriving this test, the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals examined at some length the legislative history of the Information Act. Of particular interest to the court were selected witnesses who provided testimony at committee hearings. The court noted the testimony of representatives from the National Association of Broadcasters, the Treasury Department, the Department of Justice, and the Rural Electrification Administration. These four witnesses observed that nonexempt business data could be "exploited" by competitors and disclosure
would provide an "unfair advantage" to competitors. After recounting this testimony the court fashioned the test in question. There is some danger in fashioning a test based on selected witnesses. In the first place, if these very witnesses had been asked if the exemption four test should be the "likelihood of substantial competitive harm," they may well have dissented. If such a test were outlined, the four witnesses might well have responded with a few questions of their own for the subcommittee, such as

Why is this test so rigorous? Why must a firm be required to prove by a preponderance of the evidence the likelihood of substantial harm? What happens to the information which is merely useful to a competitor? What happens to current industry disclosure practices? What happens if the government promises confidentiality?

If these issues had been probed, it is suspected that the National Parks court would have testimony unsuitable as a warrant for the substantial competitive harm test. Furthermore, legislative history "by witness" is a function of the witnesses that appear. What would have been the impact of testimony by a noncommercial research scientist, pointing out that his research design is just as important and valuable and deserving of protection as a counterpart design submitted by a commercial firm? If the subcommittee had sympathized with the scientist, would the District of Columbia Circuit Court in Washington Research Inc. v. HEW have come to the opposite conclusion (protecting such research designs) based on "legislative history"? Such testimony certainly does not require much imagination. There is danger in fabricating tests based on who shows up to testify and who does not. Of course, the court in National Parks also relied on House and Senate reports, but those reports suggested that the proper tests should be the "per se," "promise," or "expectation of confidentiality" tests discussed above and dismissed by the District of Columbia Circuit Court.

One possible motivation for the National Parks test is the judicial preference for objective tests. The District of Columbia Circuit Court of
Appeals prefaced its derivation of the two exemption four tests with these words, "We have made it clear . . . that the test for confidentiality is an objective one." The same affirmation was repeated in Petkas v. Staats three months later. In each case an earlier circuit court decision, Bristol-Myers Co. v. FTC, was cited. The seeds of National Parks are found in Bristol-Myers, decided four years earlier:

(Exemption four) serves the important function of protecting the privacy and the competitive position of the citizen who offers information to assist government policy makers. Nevertheless, the statutory scheme does not permit a bare claim of confidentiality to immunize agency files from scrutiny. The District Court in the first instance has the responsibility of determining the validity and extent of the claim, and insuring that the exemption is strictly construed in light of the legislative intent.

In spite of the advantages of an objective test, Congress may provide for a subjective test if it so desires. It may be argued that the language drawn from the Information Act's legislative history supporting the promise of confidentiality and expectation of confidentiality tests is supportive of a subjective, as opposed to an objective, test. However, if an objective test is deemed vital, then a test equally consonant with the Act's legislative history is to ascertain industry disclosure practice, and if nondisclosure of the data in question is customary, to let that "objective" response drive the Information Act disclosure decision. Such a test would embrace the concern for competitive harm expressed by the witness testimony which the National Parks court deemed important. Data useful to competitors is customarily not disclosed. Such a test would not leave disclosure to the subjective whim of a firm out of step with the disclosure practices of the rest of an industry.

Such a test would recognize that when the Information Act and its legislative history became law, part of the framework was the disclosure practices of industry. It was against this backdrop that Congress expressed a desire to allow that which had customarily not been released to retain that status. The Information Act was not designed to promote the wholesale disclosure of
However, an "objective" test using an industry standard will find little support today outside the boardroom. The problem is that a subjective test, or an objective test using an industry standard, simply produces too little data for the proponents of Open Government. The business world customarily played its cards close to the chest; a "substantial competitive harm" test is going to be necessary to take a peek at the hand. The attitude of those who favor broad disclosure practices was perhaps revealed in a recent district court case. At issue were Medicare cost reports. The Department of Health, Education and Welfare had promulgated a regulation providing for their disclosure. The court observed that

If the HEW regulation which required disclosure of cost reports is valid (and they were), the same information about all hospital providers will be equally accessible to everyone. In other words, every hospital will have equal access to the cost information about its potential competitors. Where every member of the relevant competitive market is affected similarly, it is somewhat specious theoretically to argue that a change from unavailable, to equally available, information is anticompetitive.

This line of reasoning, wedded to the substantial competitive harm test, and carried to its logical extreme, would emasculate exemption four. One suspects that the proponents of disclosure carry with them the kernel of this philosophy, which translates roughly into "universal disclosure equals competitive stalemate." If this particular philosophy of disclosure plus construction of an exemption four test designed to destroy pre-1966 industry disclosure practices seems unduly harsh, it is important to remember not only that the Information Act embodies a philosophy of disclosure and that any exemptions should be narrowly drawn, but also that Congress has had six years to cure any perceived judicial deficiencies in the substantial competitive harm test and has declined to act.

Though the first National Parks decision (National Parks I) was generally not applauded by submitters, the second appeal to the District of
Columbia Circuit sub nominee National Parks and Conservation Association v. Kleppe (National Parks II) proved more satisfactory. The federal district court, for the second time, had determined that disclosure of most of the information was not required, though some financial data was deemed to fall outside of exemption four. The requester appealed to the circuit court, arguing that the lower court's finding that the submitters actually face competition and that disclosure would work substantial competitive harm were not supported by substantial evidence. The requester demanded detailed economic evidence to support the findings. However, the circuit court declined to turn an Information Act case into a mini-antitrust proceeding. Customer surveys showing the elasticity of the submitters' demand curves, detailed price and quality comparisons between submitters and their alleged competition, pricing and rate-of-return data, and marketing surveys were not deemed necessary to support the district court's findings that competition existed with other concessions and non-concessionary businesses, and that disclosure would be likely to cause substantial competitive harm.

Viewing the district court's findings that these five concessioners face competition in light of the extremely detailed and comprehensive nature of the financial records requested by the Association, we consider the likelihood of substantial harm to their competitive positions to be virtually axiomatic. Disclosure would provide competitors with valuable insights into the operational strengths and weaknesses of a concessioner, while the non-concessioners could continue in the customary manner of "playing their cards close to their chest." Selective pricing, market concentration, expansion plans and possible take-over bids would be facilitated by knowledge of the financial information the Association seeks. Suppliers, contractors, labor unions and creditors, too, could use such information to bargain for higher prices, wages or interest rates, while the concessioner's unregulated competitors would not be similarly exposed.

This is a practical stance. A stricter interpretation of the test might have required sophisticated economic analysis. One appraisal suggested that under such an interpretation
It would be necessary to define the relative competitive positions of the companies in the industry. Assuming it could be shown that a competitor would be likely to make use of the submitter's information it would then be necessary to prove that the use which the competitor would make of the information would be likely to have an actual effect on the submitter's competitive position: that it would reduce the submitter's market share, sales, or increase the competitor's market share, profits, or sales in a manner that he would not otherwise have achieved. Such proof obviously would have been difficult and costly to present. Congress could not have contemplated that this type of analysis would be triggered each time an agency receives a request for business records under the FOIA.408

The decision in National Parks II concluded that sophisticated economic analysis was not required: "The court need only exercise its judgment in view of the nature of the material sought and the competitive circumstances in which the concessioners do business, relying at least in part on relevant and credible opinion testimony."409

There are two views as to the impact of National Parks II on the substantial competitive harm test. One view is that though the "substantial competitive harm" characterization has been retained, all that is needed to be shown is the existence of competition and that the business data is likely to be useful to competitors.410 A second view is that the test remains unchanged, but the evidentiary standards have been relaxed in that relevant and credible opinion testimony may be used to prove competitive harm.411 In either case the burden of the submitter or nondisclosing agency has been eased.

In 1978 the Office of Federal Procurement Policy provided a "uniform policy and approach" on exemption four to agency heads.412 The policy letter reviews the National Parks I and II decisions, then requests that agencies provide submitters with notice of Information Act requests for acquisition data, and "give careful consideration to the facts that"

(a) Commercial and financial information submitted in connection with a procurement frequently is submitted more or less voluntarily and public disclosure against the wishes of the submitter may result in less complete information in future procurements, and
(b) The context in which such commercial and financial information is submitted—that of the highly competitive area of government procurement and free market enterprise—makes it more likely that release of the information would in many instances cause competitive harm.413

The policy letter also attempted to preserve an even-handed approach by noting the Act's philosophy of disclosure, the public interest in and right to scrutinize the government acquisition process with the assistance of the Information Act, and the need to examine each request for records on its own facts. However, the House Committee on Government Operations holds the OFPP policy letter in some disfavor, emphasizing that "the thrust of the letter is excessively weighed in favor of the withholding rather than the release of information."414 The policy letter itself notes that "it is also in the public interest to protect certain types of material from disclosure."415 Subordination of the business records exemption to the philosophy of disclosure no doubt contributes to the uneasiness submitters experience whenever their sensitive data is tendered to an agency.

In its Information Act guidance, the Department of Defense has provided examples of acquisition data which may qualify as exemption four data. Since the competitive environment is employed to define confidentiality, certain data may be exempt under exemption four while other data, of the same type, may be declared nonexempt. Furthermore, since "exemption" merely means exemption from mandatory disclosure, even exemption four data may be disclosed in the proper exercise of an agency's discretion. Nevertheless, the Defense Department has provided the following examples of potentially exempt data:

a. Commercial or financial information received in confidence in connection with . . . bids, contracts, or proposals, as well as other information received in confidence or privileged, such as trade secrets, inventions and discoveries, or other proprietary data.

b. Statistical data and commercial or financial information concerning contract performance, income, profits, losses and expenditures, if offered or received in confidence from a contractor or potential contractor.
d. Personal statements given in the course of inspections, investigations, or audits, where such statements are received in confidence from the individual and retained in confidence because they cover trade secrets or commercial or financial information normally considered confidential or privileged or because they are essential to an effective inspection, investigation, or audit.

e. Data provided in confidence by private employers in connection with locality wage surveys which are used to fix and adjust pay schedules applicable to prevailing rate employees within the Department of Defense.

The Defense Acquisition Regulation provides additional examples of documents which would normally be exempt:

(C)ost and pricing data submitted by contractors; documents or data appropriate for renegotiation purposes; price analyses based on contractor submitted data; documents supporting advance and progress payments; documents received from contractors relating to compliance with labor policies (e.g., records of compliance checks; payrolls or certified excerpts); settlement proposals, rejected engineering change proposals, invention reports or disclosures and value engineering proposals.

Other provisions of the Defense Acquisition Regulation suggest that the following documents and data may qualify under exemption four: solicited and unsolicited cost and technical proposals; an offeror's cost breakdown, profit, overhead rates, manufacturing processes and techniques; contractor-volunteered information regarding wage rates and material costs used to prepare government estimates for proposed acquisitions. Technical and cost proposals submitted to agencies are of especial interest to competitors. Such documents are no doubt requested for a variety of reasons: to second-guess an agency contract award to the submitter; to ascertain a firm's technical capability and areas of primary expertise and emphasis; to obtain detailed descriptions of various techniques and methodologies, technical and management approaches, and test procedures; for information which relates to processes, operations, and style of work; and generally, for information which would allow a competitor to determine how a firm would approach a
particular problem based on employment of specific resources or approaches. Though cost and technical proposals provide a window into the submitter and are generally inimical to the submitter's competitive position, nondisclosure is not a foregone conclusion. In a climate of decentralized disclosure, with competitors assuming the role of requestors, with Congress and its staff convinced agencies are still withholding too much information, and with agencies uncertain of the competitive significance of data, agency protection of data considered sensitive by a submitter is not a constant.

Abuse of Agency Discretion

If a business submitter convinces an agency that its data is indeed a trade secret or confidential information, then the issue becomes whether the agency may nevertheless disclose the data pursuant to an Information Act request. To the dismay of corporate submitters, agencies may have discretion to disclose even business data which meets the stringent criteria of exemption four. The philosophy of mandatory protection of exempt data reached its zenith in a 1976 decision from the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals, *Westinghouse Electric Corporation v. Schlesinger*:

The Act was intended . . . to "set up workable standards for what records should and should not be open to public inspection." . . . This provision in the Act was more than a simple exemption, it represented an express affirmation of a legislative policy favoring confidentiality of private information furnished to government agencies, the disclosure of which might be harmful to private interests.421

The Fourth Circuit was not in tune with Congress which used the occasion of the 1974 Information Act amendments to declare that Congress did not intend the exemption in the FOIA to be used either to prohibit disclosure of information or to justify automatic withholding of information. Rather, they are only permissive. They merely mark the outer limits of information that may be withheld where the agency makes a specific affirmative determination that the public interest and the specific circumstances presented dictate—as well as that the intent of the exemption allows—that the information should be withheld.422

This view, which was shared by most courts, prevailed before the Supreme Court
in *Chrysler Corporation v. Brown*. In considering the same type of information that was before the court in *Westinghouse Electric*, equal opportunity data, the Supreme Court put the issue to rest. The present exemptions are permissive, not mandatory.

Agencies may not, however, disclose with impunity. Where there is discretion to disclose, there is also the potential for abusing that discretion. The Supreme Court in *Chrysler* concluded its opinion with a discussion of the Administrative Procedure Act which provides for judicial review of adverse agency action. The Court drew upon an earlier decision, *Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe*, to support the conclusion that an agency's decision to disclose was reviewable agency action.

In *Overton Park* the Secretary of Transportation had rubber-stamped approval of a six-lane highway through a public park in Memphis, Tennessee. However, statutes required that the Secretary disapprove highways through public parks unless there is no other "feasible and prudent alternative" to use of the park land, and unless any necessary park use attempts to "minimize harm" to the park. The district court and Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals had upheld the agency decision. A nearly unanimous Supreme Court reversed, taking the opportunity to essay at length on agency abuse of discretion. In its judicial review role, a court has several inquiries to make:

(1) Did the Secretary act within the scope of his authority?
(2) In determining whether the Secretary's action was "arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law,"
   (a) Was the Secretary's decision based on a consideration of the relevant factors, and
   (b) Was the Secretary's decision a clear error of judgment?
(3) Did the Secretary's action follow the necessary procedural requirements?

In *Chrysler* the Supreme Court focused on whether the agency decision was "in accordance with law." Specifically, the *Chrysler* case was remanded to ascertain whether the Trade Secrets Act forbids disclosure of the equal
opportunity information at issue. If that statute forbids disclosure, then disclosure is contrary to law and an agency has no discretion to disclose exempt data. Chapter Three dealt at length with the impact of the Trade Secrets Act on exempt data.

Similarly, in *GTE Sylvania, Inc. v. Consumer Product Safety Commission*, the CPSC's seminal statute provided that before data identifying manufacturers is disclosed, the Commission shall take reasonable steps to insure the data is accurate, that disclosure is fair under the circumstances, and reasonably related to the purposes of the Act.\(^{431}\) In spite of this mandate, the Commission obtained data from manufacturers on television-related accidents, specifying that all available data was sought, even though it might be "incomplete, unverified, and even inaccurate."\(^{432}\) Verified reports were not distinguished from unverified reports. Mere speculation was sufficient to report a television related accident. Submitters of data interpreted what constituted a television related accident differently. Some manufacturers did not fully comply with the subpoena for information and were never compelled to do so. The Commission was even moved to draft a disclaimer to accompany the intended disclosure (which identified manufacturers): "The television accident statistics being released to you may be misleading because some television manufacturers were more conservative than others in maintaining television accident files."\(^{433}\) In spite of the Consumer Product Safety Act's demand for accuracy and fairness with a view toward fostering cooperation from industry and in spite of the existence of an alternative Commission report based on the same data which did not relate the dubious accident data to specific manufacturers, the Commission opted for disclosure. The district court enjoined disclosure. A reasonable probability of eventually prevailing on the merits was demonstrated by the Commission's abuse of discretion in the face of the Consumer Product Safety Act.
While Chrysler and GTE Sylvania turn on whether a statute forbids disclosure or has been satisfied, an equally important consideration is whether all relevant factors were considered by the agency prior to exercise of discretion to disclose. Two illustrative cases in this area are Pennzoil Company v. Federal Power Commission and Charles River Park "A", Inc. v. Department of Housing and Urban Development. In Pennzoil natural gas producers were required to provide detailed natural gas reserve information which the FPC intended to disclose to the public. Producers objected to such disclosure, arguing exemptions four and nine, since such data is obtained only through expensive exploratory drilling and facilitates estimates of the potential productivity of nearby tracts. The FPC was unimpressed:

(We think the value to the public of this information far outweighs the claimed pecuniary interest of the producers in confidentiality. We recognize the disclosure of the reserve data requested by us may adversely affect the private interest of the producers, but such possible damage does not override in our view the public interest in disclosure.

Just the year before this FPC decision to disclose, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals held that the FPC had abused its discretion in ordering disclosure of the identity of parties to various intrastate natural gas sales. No legitimate purpose was found to be served by such disclosure. In Pennzoil the Fifth Circuit similarly found an abuse of discretion in the FPC's failure to consider these three factors:

(1) Whether disclosure will aid the FPC in fulfilling its function. Assuming that the data in question will be of interest to consumers, are experts available to assist consumers, or will the data in fact only be used by other producers.

(2) Whether the public will be harmed from disclosure. The FPC should consider whether exclusive reserve data is a significant incentive to gas exploration; and whether exploration will be reduced if that incentive is destroyed through disclosure.

(3) Whether there are alternatives to detailed disclosure which may serve the consumer while protecting the producer. Perhaps information in the aggregate should be disclosed.
In Charles River Park, a Boston tax assessor requested detailed financial reports submitted to HUD as the insurer of mortgages on multi-family housing projects. The requester's stated purpose was to use the data to set assessments on the housing projects for property tax purposes. The district court, in enjoining disclosure of the exemption four data, concluded inter alia that it would be an abuse of discretion for HUD to release the information. The court concluded, five years before Chrysler, that if disclosure violated the Trade Secrets Act, it would be an abuse of discretion "to ignore such a statutory mandate." The court also held that if the Trade Secrets Act does not apply

(T)he district court must balance the interests of the tax assessor and the public in accurate tax assessments against the interests of CRP in keeping the information confidential in determining whether HUD would abuse its discretion if it released the information. If it is necessary to strike this balance the district court should consider ways in which the interests of both parties may be accommodated. For example, it seems unlikely that all of the information filed with HUD would be of proper concern to Boston's tax assessor. Thus, it might be appropriate to release certain specified parts of the requested document to the assessor on the condition that he keep them confidential.

In light of Overton Park and Pennzoil, and this language from Charles River, an agency failure to consider the interests of the requester and submitter in the disclosure of exempt material could be considered an abuse of discretion. Similarly, failure to consider the possibility of a partial release of exempt material accompanied by a promise of confidentiality could be an abuse of discretion.

Summarizing, while a court cannot substitute its judgment for that of an agency, agencies may not act in unrestrained fashion. With the background provided by the Overton Park, Chrysler, GTE Sylvania, Pennzoil, and Charles River Park decisions, it is possible to identify and examine relevant criteria for evaluating whether an agency's decision to disclose acquisition data is arbitrary and capricious, an abuse of discretion, or inconsistent with law. A
number of factors warrant consideration, including (1) substantive legislative constraints, (2) agency regulations, (3) interests in nondisclosure, (4) interests in disclosure, (5) promises of confidentiality, and (6) modified disclosure.

Legislative Constraints

Exemption three statutes, which were discussed in Chapter Three of this thesis, may inform an agency's discretion, or may completely remove discretion. However, even if a statute does not qualify under exemption three, that is, independent of the exemption three issue, an agency may abuse its discretion by ignoring statutory language. The Tax Reform Act of 1976 provides an example of an exemption three statute which removes agency discretion in the disclosure of specified categories of records. The Act provides for the deletion of sensitive documents before written determinations and background file documents are open to public inspection. Essentially, data categorized under exemptions one, three, four, five, eight and nine shall not be made available to the public. The mandate thus includes trade secrets and commercial or financial information. If IRS employees "intentionally or willfully" fail to delete the protected material the government is liable for actual damages of not less than one thousand dollars and for court costs and reasonable attorney's fees. Such statutory treatment would presumably drive the disclosure decision. Other statutes, independent of exemption three considerations, may advise or constrain the exercise of agency discretion. Examples include the Trade Secrets Act as analyzed above in *Chrysler Corporation v. Brown* and the Consumer Product Safety Act as analyzed in *GTE Sylvania, Inc. v. CPSC*. It would be an abuse of discretion as well as inconsistent
with law to disclose data in violation of such statutory constraints.

Agency Regulations

Some agencies have attempted to manage the deluge of Information Act requests by issuing categorical disclosure rules. It may be argued that an agency which fails to follow its own rules thereby abuses its discretion. However, disclosure regulations are not always dispositive, and in certain situations, it may be an abuse of discretion to adhere to definitive disclosure rules.

Agency regulations were involved in the Chrysler case. The Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) by regulation required government contractors to supply equal employment data which the OFCCP by regulation determined shall be disclosed. Specifically, Standard Forms EEO-1, imposed EEO plans, final conciliation agreements, validation studies of tests, and dates of compliance reviews must be disclosed by regulation. Affirmative action plans are deemed releasable except to the extent they reveal major changes in contractor personnel requirements. Similarly, Food and Drug Administration regulations provide for both disclosure and nondisclosure of certain classes of data. One rule provides that the agency will not exercise its discretion to disclose business documents which are exempt. Technical proposals of successful offerors will be disclosed, but technical proposals of unsuccessful offerors are automatically exempt from disclosure. The FDA has also issued detailed guidance for specific categories of records. For example, manufacturing methods or processes and quantitative formulae from color additive petitions will not be disclosed. Production and sales data will not be disclosed unless aggregated.
Is it a proper exercise of agency discretion to conclude that all exempt material or even certain exempt data will automatically be withheld regardless of the public interest in disclosure; or conversely, that all or even certain data will automatically be disclosed on request even if exempt, even if the requester has a private (not public) interest in the material, and even if a given submitter can demonstrate a likelihood of serious harm?

Categorical rules may or may not reflect an abandonment of agency discretion, but in any case do not work well with acquisition records. The disclosure decision as to acquisition records is a function of variables which do not easily lend themselves to a static answer imposed by a categorical rule. The variable of "time" alone defeats static rules since the sensitivity of most acquisition records dissipates with time. The interests of requesters and submitters will also vary widely. Categorical rules enunciated prior to any given request of necessity apply to an agency conception of a standard "situation" with standard assumptions. Categorical rules ignore situations which do not fit the preconception.

In contrast with the OFCCP and FDA approaches, the Defense Acquisition Regulation merely provides examples of the kinds of business records which could qualify for exemption four. These examples were listed above. The DAR also provides general disclosure policy:

> It is the policy of the Department of Defense to make available to the public the maximum amount of information concerning its operation and activities.

> A record exempt from public disclosure . . . should, nevertheless, be made available to the public when . . . no significant and legitimate governmental purpose would be served by withholding the record.

This statement of disclosure policy is typical among federal agencies and is consistent with Department of Justice criteria for defending agencies in FOIA litigation. In 1977 Attorney General Bell, perhaps thinking of the 600-plus
Information Act cases on the dockets at that time, enunciated a test for providing Department of Justice litigation support to agencies.

In determining whether a suit against an agency under the Act challenging its denial of access to requested records merits defense, consideration shall be given to four criteria:

(a) Whether the agency's denial seems to have a substantial legal basis,
(b) Whether defense of the agency's denial involves an acceptable risk of adverse impact on other agencies,
(c) Whether there is a sufficient prospect of actual harm to legitimate public or private interests if access to the requested records were to be granted to justify the defense of the suit, and
(d) Whether there is sufficient information about the controversy to support a reasonable judgment that the agency's denial merits defense under the three preceding criteria.459

This policy commits the DOJ to defend agency nondisclosure only when disclosure would be "demonstrably harmful" and when it is "important to the public interest."460 The "demonstrably harmful" standard for litigation support is consistent with the "significant and legitimate governmental purpose" disclosure policy of the Defense Department and other agencies.

The broad disclosure policy and examples are clearly intended as guidance to assist agency officials in the exercise of discretion. The definitive disclosure rules generally purport to be more than mere guidance. Such rules are intended to be dispositive for the types of data described. What deference will such rules be accorded outside the agency? Some disclosure regulations have the "force and effect of law." Others are mere interpretive rules which are accorded varying degrees of deference "based on such factors as the timing and consistency of the agency's position, and the nature of its expertise."461 The latter type of rules may be accorded no more deference than the Defense Department's general guidance and examples. In contrast, regulations with the force and effect of law must be (1) substantive rules (rules which affect individual rights and obligations); (2) promulgated according to the APA's rule-making procedures (involving notice and a meaningful opportunity to comment); and (3) issued pursuant to legislative
authority. The Supreme Court determined in *Chrysler v. Brown* that regulations providing for the disclosure of equal opportunity data would not be accorded the force and effect of law for want of the latter two elements of the test. The procedural deficiencies should be curable, such that legislative authorization becomes the constraint. An example of legislative authorization is found in the Social Security Act. One provision authorizes the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare to promulgate regulations providing for the disclosure of data submitted under the Medicare program. Regulations providing for the disclosure of Medicare cost reports were recently accorded the force and effect of law by the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals.

Once a regulation with the force and effect of law is found, to ignore the disclosure or nondisclosure mandate would probably violate the APA, which provides for setting aside agency action which is "arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law." Thus, for agencies which wish to promulgate substantive disclosure rules, the first difficulty is to identify (or to solicit from Congress) legislative authority. Without such authority, even specific rules which call for disclosure or non-disclosure become mere guidance which may or may not be accorded deference in court. Specific disclosure rules which are merely interpretive or administrative will be treated the same as general "guidance" and "examples" and disclosure "policy" published by agencies. Before examining the status of interpretive disclosure rules, one caveat should be noted concerning disclosure regulations with the force and effect of law. This latter status is not completely sacrosanct. Disclosure regulations must not only be reasonably within the contemplation of the grant of statutory authority, but also must not themselves be arbitrary and capricious or represent an abuse of discretion. Even a substantive regulation will probably be ignored in
certain circumstances. For example, if data is nonexempt yet an agency regulation commands nondisclosure, the regulation should be ignored unless its authorizing statute manifested an intention that the Information Act be subordinated to it.

Interpretive regulations may provide for the disclosure or nondisclosure of exempt data. The Information Act is silent as to exempt data. The Act commands disclosure of nonexempt material; exempt material falls outside its ambit. However, the APA is still operative. It may be an abuse of discretion for an agency to blindly adhere to a rule providing for automatic disclosure of a class of records under certain fact situations. For example, the competitive harm stemming from disclosure may be severe and the interest in disclosure whimsical, or calculated to insure that the submitter does indeed suffer the competitive harm, with no apparent public interest in disclosure. Adhering to an interpretive disclosure rule under such circumstances is agency action ripe for review under the APA's arbitrary, capricious, and abuse of discretion standard. Disclosure may affect submitters differently. This is a basic truth recognized by the competitive harm test, which argues against any automatic rule, and for a case-by-case approach. Disclosure of the same type of data may have negligible effect on some firms, and a devastating impact on others. Hoisting an agency rule overhead and using that rule to excuse the agency from weighing the factors cited in this section could support a charge of arbitrariness. For example, adherence to an interpretive rule commanding nondisclosure of a class of exempt records in the face of a significant public interest in disclosure such as safety or health or the public welfare or to prevent fraud and wrongdoing may be deemed arbitrary. The agency which refuses to weigh relevant factors and relies instead on a static rule may be charged with an abuse of discretion. Under this analysis, interpretive rules which purport to make specific disclosure determinations should be viewed as
"examples" to guide the discretion of agencies, and not as edicts to be adhered to in all instances. Perhaps the real value of categorical rules is to place submitters on notice that for the designated records the government may not provide protection. Categorical rules may also prove useful in subsequent litigation if an agency violates them without any apparent reason, disclosing for example when a rule provides for withholding and withholding when a rule provides for disclosure. Such action will probably be inconsistent with prior practice and may be labeled arbitrary and capricious unless the agency can conjure a public interest rationale to explain and justify such aberrant behavior. The following framework of analysis summarizes some of the considerations surrounding exempt data and agency regulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If Interpretive Agency Regulations Provide For</th>
<th>And the Agency</th>
<th>Then the Agency May Have</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. Nondisclosure</td>
<td>A. Withholds</td>
<td>Abused its discretion if there is a public interest warranting disclosure (safety, health, exposure of fraud).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. Discloses</td>
<td>Abused its discretion unless there is a public interest rationale justifying disclosure (safety, health, exposure of fraud).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. Disclosure</td>
<td>A. Discloses</td>
<td>Abused its discretion if there is a strong submitter interest warranting nondisclosure (competitive harm) and no counter-balancing public interest in disclosure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. Withholds</td>
<td>Abused its discretion unless the submitter's interest in nondisclosure (competitive harm) warrants withholding.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Interests in Nondisclosure

Consider the interests Congress attempted to preserve through the fourth exemption. The stringent tests required to achieve exemption four status and vindication of the interests manifested in exemption four are important factors to be weighed. Basically, an agency ought to have a very good reason for disclosing trade secrets, records which will impair the government's ability to secure data in the future, and material which will likely visit substantial competitive harm on a submitter. To reveal a trade secret which was developed at great expense and thereby dissipate its value (and the incentive for developing trade secrets) requires considerable public interest rationale. To reveal private commercial or financial data which would likely enable a competitor to derive component costs, ascertain what new products and processes were being developed, evaluate production capabilities and technology employed, identify customers and their needs, conduct employee raids, reduce risk-taking in purchasing capital equipment, and develop competitive bid strategies would similarly require a notable public interest. It is in the public interest to encourage submission of unexpurgated unsolicited proposals and a full portrayal of innovative ability in solicited technical proposals. It is in the public interest to increase the number of contractors in the government acquisition process and to acquire the most advanced technology for the tax dollar. It is generally not in the public interest to force contractors to calculate how much sensitive information the government can be trusted with. The agency which refuses to consider interests in nondisclosure may well be abusing its discretion.

Interests in Disclosure

Considerable discussion has centered on the issue of whether or not a request's purpose or motivation in demanding documents is of legitimate
interest to the agency. The Information Act clearly states that records shall be made promptly available "to any person." The House Committee on Government Operations reiterates the point: "No FOIA requester should be obliged to explain the reasons for the request. A decision to withhold information should be based on the nature of the information and the need for confidentiality rather than the identity of the requester." However, as the Third Circuit Court of Appeals in Wine Hobby USA, Inc. v. Internal Revenue Service pointed out, it is only nonexempt material that must be made available "to any person." In Wine Hobby the requester desired the names and addresses of persons who had registered with the government in order to produce wine for family use. The requester, a commercial firm, desired to send promotional literature to these individuals. The government argued that disclosure would involve an unwarranted invasion of privacy and withheld the data under exemption six. The court balanced the invasion of privacy which would result from disclosure against what it perceived as the absence of any identifiable public interest and permitted withholding. The requester's motivation, commercial solicitation, was not deemed to be a purpose underlying the Information Act. If the requester had been able to identify a "public interest" purpose, it presumably would have been balanced.

A similar balancing should occur for data withheld from mandatory disclosure under exemption four. For example, the requester in Charles River Park "A", Inc. v. Department of Housing and Urban Development provided a "public interest" motivation for its data request: to assess property for purposes of taxation. The District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals remanded the case with instructions. If the requested data was found to fall within exemption four, the district court must then balance the interests of the requester and the public in accurate tax assessments against the interests of the submitter in confidentiality.
There are other legitimate public interests which could be identified with or without the assistance of requesters. For example, disclosure of some business data may be necessary to foster a more open acquisition process with a consequent reduction in fraud, waste, and abuse. Data on EEO compliance by government contractors may foster fair employment practices. Data could have environmental, safety, and health implications. Of course, a requester may remain mute or make a blind request through an agent, in which case an agency or court is left to its own devices in conjuring any public interest in disclosure. Or the requester may assist in the delineation of the public interest in disclosure of exempt material. If neither the requester nor the agency is able to conjure a public interest to be balanced against the submitter's interest in confidentiality, then a request for exempt material may suffer denial as in Wine Hobby.

Promise of Confidentiality

It is now clear that as to exempt status, a mere agency promise of confidentiality to the submitter is not dispositive. However, when the issue is whether or not exempt data should be disclosed, agency promises to withhold data are of more than passing interest. An unexplained reversal of a former promise takes on the trappings of arbitrariness. In fact, there is a governmental interest in giving life to former promises. Citizens should be able to rely on an agency promise, absent a compelling reason to disclose exempt material. Similarly, though stare decisis is an unrecognized doctrine outside the courtroom, an unexplained departure from prior agency determinations to withhold data or disclose data is an indication that an agency may be acting arbitrarily and capriciously. The agency may be ignorant of the precedent or of the relationship of the data in question to the settled treatment. In any case, a breach of promise or an inconsistent decision,
absent a viable rationale, raises the abuse of discretion issue.

Modified Disclosure

The 1974 Amendments to the Information Act provided for the release of reasonably segregable, nonexempt portions of otherwise exempt records. A corollary principle should prove useful to an agency balancing interests. If the public interest could be furthered and the submitter's interest protected by the release of summarized data or by a partial release, such modified disclosure could constitute a proper exercise of agency discretion. Additionally, a release conditioned on a requester's promise of confidentiality may prove useful in certain fact situations. Where the submitter has made the case for nondisclosure of exempt data, yet a certain public interest could be served by disclosure, then a limited release may be a proper exercise of agency discretion. Conversely, failure to consider such practical remedies may constitute an abuse of agency discretion.

An agency which refuses to consider legislative constraints, agency regulations, interests in disclosure and nondisclosure, promises of confidentiality and a settled treatment of certain records, and the possibilities of modified or conditional disclosure may well be abusing its discretion in violation of the Administrative Procedure Act.

Remedies

If data is improperly withheld, the principal judicial remedy is to enjoin the withholding. Additionally, the 1974 Amendments to the Information Act provide that a court may assess attorney's fees and other court costs against the government where the requester has "substantially prevailed"; that "arbitrary or capricious" withholding of records may result in disciplinary action against the principal perpetrator; and that noncompliance with a court's disclosure order may be punished by contempt.
Award of attorney's fees and court costs has occurred on occasion.488 Disciplinary action and contempt citations have generally not been employed since only the most flagrant conduct will support such action. For disciplinary action a court must order disclosure of records "improperly withheld"; attorney's fees and court costs must be assessed against the government; the court must make a written finding that the issue of arbitrary or capricious agency conduct has been raised; and the Special Counsel of the Merit System Protection Board must investigate and provide the agency findings and recommendations. Only then will the agency in question act.489 Since these and other provisions of the Information Act do not apply to exempt material,490 the "arbitrary or capricious" withholding apparently pertains only to nonexempt material. However, since exempt status is often a complex legal issue, disciplinary action would normally not be available unless an agency official retains material nonexempt beyond any doubt or material a court has declared to be nonexempt. At this latter point a contempt citation may also be called for. The language of adverse action is a clear expression of disclosure policy, as is the language of fine and imprisonment in the Trade Secrets Act. Neither may actually be used,491 but each should nevertheless minimize the more flagrant abuses by government officials. The requester's true remedies remain disclosure itself and perhaps an award of attorney's fees and court costs.

It should be noted that the Information Act does not provide for disciplinary action against officials who arbitrarily and capriciously disclose exempt material. If data is improperly disclosed, what remedies, if any, does the submitter enjoy? An improper and unexecuted agency decision to disclose may be enjoined under the Administrative Procedure Act.492 But what if the agency rushed to disclosure, and abused its discretion in the process under the criteria outlined in the preceding section? The Trade Secrets Act,
if applicable to the improperly disclosed data, provides for a criminal penalty of not more than one year in prison or a one thousand dollar fine, or both plus removal from office.\(^{493}\) The Tax Reform Act of 1976 provides for actual damages of not less than one thousand dollars and award of court costs and attorney's fees for an intentional disclosure of certain data.\(^{494}\) This is a more realistic remedy. Outside of specific statues with a specific focus, does the submitter possess any remedy to redress the improper disclosure of valuable data? The first principle is that a court will be able to *enjoin* disclosure only if the issue has not been mooted by release, and only if there is a statutory basis for injunctive action such as the Administrative Procedure Act, Trade Secrets Act, or Tax Reform Act of 1976. Absent statutory authorization to enjoin disclosure, the submitter's remedy, if any, would be money damages. The aggrieved submitter must survey tort law, contract law, and the Constitution for a theory of recovery.

A private party who tortiously misuses or discloses without right a trade secret may be liable for damages.\(^{495}\) However, when the disclosing party is the government, the first requirement is consent to be sued. Nearly three decades ago, in *Aktiebolaget Bofors v. United States*,\(^{496}\) the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals held that the Federal Tort Claims Act\(^{497}\) does not permit suit for breach of confidential disclosure. Absent the overruling of *Bofors* or amendment of the FTCA, tort law does not appear to provide a viable remedy to redress the government disclosure of trade secrets.

The Tucker Act\(^{498}\) provides the Court of Claims with jurisdiction to render judgment on claims founded in express or implied-in-fact contracts. The Contract Disputes Act of 1978\(^{499}\) provides boards of contract appeals with the same jurisdiction as the Court of Claims. Two scenarios will test the efficacy of contract law in providing a remedy for improper agency disclosure.
The first scenario concerns an express contract, the second a contract implied-in-fact.

Scenario No. 1. A defense contract provides for a final technical report to be a deliverable item. The report arrives with several pages marked proprietary. The contractor's position is that the markings are proper since the data is associated with items, components or processes developed wholly at the contractor's own expense and does not constitute the type of data which must be delivered with unlimited rights regardless of its origin. The government concurs with the origin of data and uses the report internally. An Information Act request is received for the technical report. The government considers the data with markings to constitute exemption four material, but exercises its discretion to fill the Information Act request. The contractor is able to quantify its injury.

DAR 7-104.9(a) provides that data associated with items developed at the contractor's own expense may be delivered to the government with limited rights. Limited rights do not include the right to generally disclose and use the data outside the government. If the data is in fact proprietary to the contractor, and the government discloses it, a remedy should lie under the contract.

Scenario No. 2. There is no contract in existence. The government has received an unsolicited proposal stamped with restrictive markings; or the government has issued a Request for Proposals and in response has received several cost and technical proposals with restrictive markings. The government considers the data in question to be exempt from mandatory disclosure under exemption four. An Information Act request for a technical, management, and cost proposal is received. The government exercises its discretion to fill the request.

In this scenario there is no express contract. The classic implied-in-fact contract case was Padbloc Company v. United States. The Court of Claims found that the Padbloc Company had submitted technical data to the government pursuant to an "understanding" not yet reduced to contract. The government violated the understanding by disclosing Padbloc's technical data to industry. The Court of Claims found a breach of an implied-in-fact contract. The case was remanded for damages to be determined, and the parties agreed to a $245,000 settlement in favor of Padbloc. After surveying Padbloc and related cases, a 1967 monograph outlined the requisite elements for recovery.
under both express and implied-in-fact contract theories. The outline still provides the gauntlet a submitter must face to recover for such data disclosure:

1. Authority. It is a basic rule of Government contract law that for a contract, be it express or implied in fact, to be binding upon the Government, the agent who acts for the Government must be authorized; or if not authorized, his acts must be ratified by one with the requisite authority. Therefore, for a contract implied in fact to result from a disclosure of a trade secret, the agent to whom it is disclosed must have authority to contractually bind the Government.

2. Communication. (a) The owner must communicate to the authorized agent that he is offering the Government a trade secret. The communication may be by a restrictive legend placed on the information containing the secret or by separate letter that clearly identifies such information and restricts its use. (b) The Government must accept this restrictive offer. Acceptance may either be express, i.e., in writing; or implied, i.e., by retention and use.

3. Consideration. The Government must have promised to compensate the owner for his disclosure. An express promise, however, need not be proven. It is sufficient to establish that the acts of the Government's agents induced the owner to disclose his secret, and that it was reasonable for him to expect, in reliance upon those acts, that he would be compensated for his disclosure.

4. Damage. The owner must have been injured as a result of the Government's improper use or disclosure of his trade secret. Thus, if the owner publicly discloses the information containing the secret, thereby destroying its secrecy, the mere fact that the Government uses or discloses that information will not entitle him to recover therefor.

There is arguably a bargain of sorts or an understanding at some level between government and contractor when a proposal, whether unsolicited or solicited, is tendered. The government is able to review fresh technical approaches and may accept the offer which best satisfies government requirements. The contractor, on the other hand, may secure government funding, and has a reasonable expectation that tendered proposals will be honestly considered and will receive protection commensurate with the language of various restricted legends. It may be argued that the Information Act subordinates mere agency regulations, that the Defense Acquisition Regulation itself makes
explicit the subordination,\textsuperscript{506} and in any case, since Petkas v. Staats\textsuperscript{507} it has been clear that promises of confidentiality may not be given effect. However, restricted legends are subordinated to the Information Act only when data is nonexempt. For exempt data the Information Act falls away, leaving the explicit promise that data will not be used or disclosed outside the government.\textsuperscript{508} The principal contracting officer has the authority to bind the government. The restricted legend provided in the Defense Acquisition Regulation advises that the data is to be kept confidential. The contracting officer normally accepts the proposals with this restriction. The proposal data is clearly sensitive and valuable. The contractor has been induced to rely on the promises of the DAR. Injury from disclosure should be quantifiable. In sum, disclosure of exempt business data pursuant to FOIA request could, arguably, be redressed under an implied-in-fact contract theory. It may be that the Padbloc precedent has not yet been employed in a court challenge since valuable trade secrets are routinely protected by agencies in practice.

A final possible theory is that disclosure of trade secrets constitutes a Fifth Amendment taking of private property. Little case law is available on point. However, the Third Circuit Court of Appeals rejected the constitutionality argument in a case involving rulemaking on disclosure practices:

A voluntary submission of information by an applicant seeking the economic advantages of a license can hardly be called a taking. And a voluntary submission of information by a private enterprise in a rulemaking proceeding is not likely in the absence of hope of similar economic advantage.\textsuperscript{509}

Similarly, the government has argued in FOIA litigation that any proprietary interest in data ",, , is waived by any contractor doing business with the government."\textsuperscript{510} Nevertheless, there is some indication of life in the doctrine. In Wearly v. Federal Trade Commission,\textsuperscript{511} a district court ruled
that certain confidential business records subpoenaed by the agency need not be provided unless guaranteed protection from disclosure. The court's rationale was that disclosure is a taking of property without compensation prohibited by the Fifth Amendment. Furthermore, the Justice Department has testified in congressional hearings that disclosure of trade secrets might constitute an unconstitutional taking. The Fifth Amendment taking argument should be argued as an alternative theory of recovery to the express or implied-in-fact contract theories.

Data eligible for exemption four is generated by private submitters. Business submitters may well wonder how much of the responsibility to protect truly sensitive material agencies will shoulder. The Administrative Procedure Act provides a floor of protection against an agency which exhibits little or no knowledge of the value of the data, nor any interest in exploring the implications of disclosure.

The prudent agency which decides to disclose over a submitter's objection will create a record with a two-tiered analysis. First, the agency will attempt to demonstrate that the requested material is not exempt and must, therefore, be disclosed. Second, the agency will show that, even if the material in question is ultimately deemed to be exempt, that a proper exercise of discretion likewise leads to disclosure. The agency which typically stops its analysis after deciding that the requested material does not meet one of the stringent tests for exemption four may later find, in court, that it guessed wrong on the exempt status issue, and that the entire matter must be remanded for further agency proceedings since the agency, in failing to consider any relevant factors, has failed to exercise any discretion at all.
CHAPTER FIVE

INTERNAL MEMORANDA

Exemption five protects from mandatory disclosure "inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party... in litigation with the agency." The exemption has traditionally encompassed attorney-client and attorney work products, as well as internal agency deliberative material. Exemption five has also been sought as a refuge from disclosure for non-deliberative material, including the government's commercial information and government generated or sponsored material which would be eligible for exemption four protection if it belonged to private firms. These latter three categories of information will be discussed in this chapter; attorney-client confidences and attorney work products are beyond the scope of this thesis.

The statutory language of exemption five purports to exempt that "which would not be available by law," or material which is not discoverable. The problem with this characterization is that discoverable material is not an absolute. The purpose of the party seeking discovery is not wholly irrelevant in a discovery motion as is the motivation of the requester seeking disclosure through a FOIA request. As the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals has observed, "A court's decision in a discovery case may rest in part on an assessment of the particularized need of the party seeking discovery, but in a FOIA suit, the court does not consider the needs of the requester." This dilemma was recognized by the Supreme Court in EPA v. Mink and again in FOMC v. Merrill:
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We are mindful that "the discovery rules can only be applied under Exemption 5 by way of rough analogies ... and, in particular, that the individual FOIA applicant's need for information is not to be taken into account in determining whether materials are exempt under Exemption 5."

**Deliberative Material**

EPA v. Mink was the Supreme Court's first consideration of exemption five. The case rose from the underground nuclear tests known as "Cannikin" scheduled to take place at Amchitka Island, Alaska in the fall of 1971. There were rumors that the recommendations as to the advisability of the test were not unanimously favorable. Congresswoman Mink demanded release of the recommendations and when release was not forthcoming, filed an Information Act suit. The documents at issue included memoranda, letters, and reports classified "Secret" and "Top Secret." Exemption five was called upon to protect several unclassified memoranda and letters. The documents had been sent to the chairman of a committee of the National Security Council formed to provide advice to the President on the underground nuclear test program. The Supreme Court essayed at length on the parameters of exemption five, turning first to the classic executive privilege case, Kaiser Aluminum, then to the legislative history of exemption five. The Court of Claims opinion in Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corporation v. United States was recalled for the fundamental basis of exemption five: "There is a public policy involved in the claim of privilege for this advisory opinion ... the policy of open, frank discussion between subordinate and chief concerning administrative action." The Supreme Court also drew upon the legislative history of exemption five for the same rationale:

It was pointed out in the comments of many of the agencies that it would be impossible to have any frank discussion of legal or policy matters in writing if all such writings were to be subjected to public scrutiny. It was argued, and with merit, that efficiency of Government would be greatly hampered if, with respect to legal and policy matters, all Government agencies were prematurely forced to "operate in a fishbowl."
Since it is the "consultative" or "deliberative" function of government which is subject to injury, severable factual material would generally be discoverable, absent another applicable exemption. The Supreme Court in *Mink* remanded so that the district court, through submission of detailed affidavits, oral testimony, or in camera inspection, could identify and disclose factual material which was not inextricably intertwined with the deliberative process.

**Pre-decisional Material**

Two years after *EPA v. Mink*, the Supreme Court handed down two exemption five decisions on the same day, *NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & Co.* and *Renegotiation Board v. Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation*. In these two cases the policy behind exemption five was reviewed, with the focus on the "pre-decisional/post-decisional" element.

*Sears, Roebuck & Co.* had requested certain memoranda which were generated by the NLRB's Office of General Counsel pursuant to the issue of whether to permit the filing of unfair labor practice complaints. The lower courts agreed with Sears that the memoranda in question were adopted by the NLRB and were thus disclosable final opinions, while the government argued for withholding based on exemptions two, five, and seven. The Supreme Court examined at length the nature of the memoranda and concluded that those documents "... which explain decisions by the General Counsel not to file a complaint are 'final opinions' made in the adjudication of a case and fall outside the scope of Exemption 5; but that those ... (m)emoranda which explain decisions by the General Counsel to file a complaint and commence litigation before the Board are not 'final opinions' made in the adjudication of a case and do not fall within the scope of Exemption 5." The rationale for this distinction has significance beyond the agency adjudication arena. The Supreme Court observed that post-decisional documents
may be disclosed without affecting the decision-making process, while prior communications and "ingredients of the decision-making process" must be protected to preserve the climate for candid opinions, recommendations, and deliberations. Exemption five calls for " disclosure of all 'opinions and interpretations' which embody the agency's effective law and policy, and the withholding of all papers which reflect the agency's group thinking in the process of working out its policy and determining what its law shall be."

Though this characterization of the rule sounds plausible, there is difficulty in its implementation. An agency's "effective law and policy" may be found even in documents which launch further activity. A good example is the very memoranda in Sears which directs the filing of a complaint. The Court in Sears was obviously troubled by this dual status of the memoranda when it recognized that an Advice or Appeals Memorandum directing the filing of a complaint—although representing only a decision that a legal issue is sufficiently in doubt to warrant determination by another body—has many of the characteristics of the documents described in 5 USC § 552(a)(2).

. . . . Although not a "final opinion" in the "adjudication" of a "case" because it does not effect a "final disposition," the memorandum does explain a decision already reached by the General Counsel which has real operative effect—it permits litigation before the Board; and we have indicated a reluctance to construe Exemption 5 to protect such documents. . . . We do so in this case only because the decisionmaker—the General Counsel—must become a litigating party to the case with respect to which he has made his decision. The attorney's work-product policies which Congress clearly incorporated into Exemption 5 thus come into play and lead us to hold that the Advice and Appeals Memoranda directing the filing of a complaint are exempt whether or not they are, as the District Court held, "instructions to staff that affect a member of the public."

Apparently the attorney work-product rule rescued from disclosure memoranda which served to explain the decision to file a complaint. Professor Davis has criticized the result in Sears as allowing a degree of "secret law." Statements of policy and interpretations, which are supposed to be disclosed, may nevertheless be withheld if the action to which the documents are associated is not "final." Professor Davis argues that
When a memorandum of the General Counsel explains a decision to file a complaint, and when a portion of the memorandum is a reasonable opinion on the question of whether or not to assert jurisdiction, that portion of the memorandum may be the only agency law on the subject. For that reason, that portion of the memorandum should be available for public inspection. Yet the Court held in the Sears case that it need not be. To that extent, the holding seems to be an authorization of secret law, despite the Court's language to the contrary.530

Much clearer is the Supreme Court's conclusion that documents incorporated by reference into disclosable memoranda become themselves disclosable. If an agency expressly adopts a pre-decisional memorandum as the final opinion, it becomes by this act a disclosable document.531

The companion case to Sears was Renegotiation Board v. Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation.532 Just as a full understanding of the NLRB practice drove the decision in Sears, the renegotiation process was dispositive in Grumman. As in Sears, the issue was the pre- versus post-decisional nature of agency-generated documents. Grumman had requested records of renegotiation proceedings involving fourteen other companies.533 The district court refused to order disclosure, but the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals reversed and remanded for the district court to release "final opinions including concurring and dissenting opinions" under the Information Act. This is the same issue that arose in Sears. Should the documents in question be treated as merely advisory to the Renegotiation Board which had the final decisional authority (and withheld), or should the documents be treated as statements of policy and interpretations of Regional Boards and "divisions" of the Renegotiation Board (and released)? The district court argued persuasively that

As to the Regional Board Reports in clearance cases, the court characterizes the clearance as the "decision" of the Regional Board "unless the Board is not in accord"; and held that "(i)n order for the public to be fully informed, the reasons behind the clearance . . . must be made available and in this type of case such . . . reasons are found in the Regional Board's report." As to the Division Reports, the court said that, although the Board may disagree with the reasoning of the report, "(i)t is
in fact the last document which explains reasons for the Board's
decision," it should at the very least . . . reflect the analysis of one
member," and thus it must be disclosed at least as a "concurring (or)
dissenting opinion."535

The District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed, adding that even if
the Regional Board Reports were not final opinions and were merely advisory to
the Renegotiation Board, they were nevertheless "final opinions" of the Re-
gional Board and thus disclosable under 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(2)(A).536 Furth-
more, the Regional Board Reports were "not solely part of the consultative and
deliberative process, but rather reflect actual decisions communicated outside
the agency."537 The Supreme Court was unpersuaded and reversed the lower courts.

(B)oth Exemption 5 and the case law which it incorporates distinguish
between predecisional memoranda prepared in order to assist an agency
decisionmaker in arriving at his decision, which are exempt from dis-
closure, and postdecisional memoranda setting forth the reasons for an
agency decision already made, which are not. Because only the full
(Renegotiation) Board has the power by law to make the decision whether
excessive profits exist; because both types of reports involved in this
case are prepared prior to that decision and are used by the Board in its
deliberations; and because the evidence utterly fails to support the con-
clusion that the reasoning in the reports is adopted by the Board as its
reasoning, even when it agrees with the conclusion of a report, we
conclude that the reports are not final opinions and do not fall within
Exemption 5.538

The Supreme Court in Sears had observed that a memorandum directing the
filing of a complaint was not a "final opinion" since it did not effect a
final disposition, but that such memoranda do explain the decisions of the NLRB
General Counsel to permit litigation before the NLRB.539 As a result, it was
with some reluctance that the Court permitted nondisclosure, and perhaps only
on the basis that the memoranda additionally constituted an attorney's work
product. In contrast, the Supreme Court in Grumman manifested no such
reluctance in withholding from disclosure renegotiation memoranda. The NLRB
memoranda in Sears may arguably have been characterized as "statements of policy
and interpretations" which are to be available for public inspection.540 The
renegotiation memoranda in Grumman were perceived by the Supreme Court as
created exclusively for the purpose of discussion. They were purely deliberative tools protected from disclosure by exemption five.541

The sum of Mink, Sears, and Grumman is that nonfactual, predecisional, unincorporated deliberative material is protectable under exemption five. The protection is designed, as one commentator noted, to "enhance the efficiency of government agencies in carrying out executive branch programs and activities, by encouraging better decision-making and policy making within and among federal agencies, in two mutually complementary ways:"

(a) (3) by assuring presidents, agency heads and other decision-makers that they can safely welcome a full spectrum of candid expressions from their staffs and/or peers, because they will be free to accept or reject all such input on its apparent intrinsic merit, not whether a particular staff memorandum may make the official's action look better or worse, especially if the action is controversial or later proves unsuccessful; and

(b) (B) by giving the authors of such papers greater security for describing their ideas freely, with their honest analysis and best judgment on the issues, frank comments on the factors to be considered pro and con, and unfettered appraisal of the relative merits of alternative options—all without worrying whether, at an early or later date, the disclosure of their expressions, perhaps selectively or in a different climate of popular attitudes, may stir political, social or financial reactions or pressures against themselves or their bosses.542

Acquisition Records

The Mink case dealt with a politically explosive issue, underground nuclear testing, while Sears and Grumman dealt with the NLRB and the Renegotiation Board. These latter two cases were concerned with "litigation" processes within agencies. None of these cases dealt with memoranda associated with the management decisions involved in the acquisition process. Thus, a threshold issue is whether exemption five guidance forged in political debate and "litigation" scenarios is operable in "management decision" scenarios. The answer is that predecisional, deliberative material in the acquisition process is protectable under the analyses of Mink, Sears, and Grumman.
Potentially deliberative materials in the acquisition process have been identified by the Defense Acquisition Regulation as "(t)hose nonfactual portions of evaluations . . . of contractors and their products" by government employees. The DAR also provides the following examples of documents which may contain protectable deliberative matter: "cost and price analysis . . .; negotiation memoranda; procurement management reviews, such as Contract Performance Evaluation Reports; Government price estimates; pre-award surveys and other advisory documents considered by contracting officers in determining contractor responsibility for award purposes and other documents containing staff advice preliminary to an award of a contract; records of Source Selection Boards, Contract Review Boards, etc.; advisory documents regarding termination actions; advisory records concerned with contract administration, such as production surveillance, quality assurance and inspection reports; and renegotiation reports . . ." In addition to deliberative material any of the cited documents may also contain disclosable factual material.

Exemption five case law has also embraced acquisition materials. For example, deliberative material was requested in Audio Technical Services, Ltd. v. Army. Audio had responded to an Army Request for Proposals with the lowest cost proposal. Audio protested the Army determination to award to another firm and subsequently requested, inter alia, the evaluation which recommended award to the competitor. The Army, and the district court, declined to release the "basic ingredients" of the evaluation and the recommendations of the evaluation team. The court noted that human experience teaches that those who expect public dissemination of their remarks may well temper candor with a concern for appearances . . . to the detriment of the decisionmaking process. The Army asserts that such considerations are paramount in order to encourage frank discussion among personnel of the evaluation and selection teams and that such a course is in the best interests of the Government . . . if Government employees expected every written recommendation, cost analysis, or feasibility opinion . . . would be the object of intense scrutiny by the party adversely affected . . . they would be likely to communicate
orally and or conclusionally. The cost of such an eventuality in terms of efficiency and quality of decisionmaking could be great indeed.\textsuperscript{546}

Thus, the court found that nonfactual, predecisional material may exist in the source selection process and be protected from disclosure with a rationale drawn from \textit{Mink}, \textit{Sears}, and \textit{Grumman}. However, there is a price levied for the preservation of the security of the evaluative process. Audio Technical Services, Ltd. did not indulge in an idle request for documents. Audio had expended time and effort on submitting technical and cost proposals, yet observed its offer being set aside for a more expensive version. Audio may well have wondered if the winning proposal was worth a high enough technical premium to displace its offer. The DAR provides for debriefing unsuccessful offerors, but the emphasis is on the deficiencies in the proposal of the offeror being debriefed:

\begin{quote}
While offerors should be informed of the areas in which their technical or management proposals were weak or deficient, point-by-point comparisons with the technical or management proposals of the other offerors shall not be made. Furthermore, debriefings shall not reveal: (i) trade secrets; (ii) privileged or confidential manufacturing processes and techniques; (iii) commercial and financial information which is privileged or confidential, including cost breakdowns, profit, overhead rates, and similar technical standing of competitors or the evaluation scoring.\textsuperscript{547}
\end{quote}

The issue, restated, is which disclosure policy will better preserve the integrity of the source selection process: nondisclosure of the details of the evaluation process including nondisclosure of a comparison of technical proposals and evaluative factors which proved dispositive in a given source selection; or detailed documentation and disclosure of the true basis of the award so that fraud, waste, abuse, and conflicts of interest may be exposed, combated, and eradicated. Exemption five permits elevation of the former policy interests.

The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals had a recent opportunity to consider the same issues in \textit{Shermco Industries, Inc. v. Air Force.}\textsuperscript{548} The Air Force had terminated a contract with Shermco, citing "quality problems," and had
resolicited. Shermco bid on the re-solicitation, but was informed that a competitor had submitted the low acceptable bid. Shermco protested to the Comptroller General, alleging that the original contract was wrongfully terminated by the Air Force; that "quality problems" were not in fact the true reason for cancellation of the original contract; and that the apparent winner of the re-solicitation not only did not submit the low bid but lacked capacity, credit, and capability to perform the contract. Shermco filed requests under the Information Act in a search for data to support its protest. Shermco was particularly interested in information pertaining to the apparent winner of the re-solicitation. Some of the requested documents were withheld under exemption four, and three legal opinions were withheld under exemption five. The Fifth Circuit measured the legal opinions against the deliberative memoranda portion of exemption five and did not reach the attorney work product rationale.

Shermco illustrates once again the tension between competing interests: the need to protect pre-decisional advice and recommendations versus the need for an open acquisition policy to expose abuse of the source selection process. The district court determined that the legal opinions in question were written to assist the contracting officer in the source selection decision and were thus protected by exemption five—until the Air Force provided them to the Comptroller General pursuant to Shermco’s protest.

In sending these documents to the GAO the Air Force made them part of the basis of its decision to award the contract to Tayko (a “final opinion” under the FOIA) and the Air Force waived its exemption. They were designed to explain the Air Force’s decision to the GAO and bolster the Air Force’s position. The documents became more than “mere” staff opinions submitted to an Air Force official for internal decision making—they became part of the “final opinion.” I find that the three legal memoranda are releasable under the FOIA as they are part of the agency’s “final opinion.”

Apparently, had the Air Force not provided the documents to the Comptroller General, the district court would have protected them as
predecisional deliberative material falling squarely within exemption five. The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, citing Sears, Grumman, and Audio, agreed with this part of the district court's analysis. However, the circuit court also noted that Sears required that pre-decisional documents be converted to post-decisional material only by being "expressly adopt(ed) or incorporate(d) by reference" into the final opinion. The Fifth Circuit concluded that the test for incorporation had not been met since in light of the protest, there had been no final decision to award to anyone, and, for that matter, the legal memoranda had not been attached or expressly incorporated into even the proposed award decision. As to the effect of disclosure of the memoranda to the General Accounting Office, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals concluded that mere release to another federal agency did not serve to waive the Air Force's right to assert exemption five. The court noted that inter-agency memoranda are also protected.

By including inter-agency memoranda in Exemption 5, Congress plainly intended to permit one agency possessing decisional authority to obtain written recommendations and advice from a separate agency not possessing such decisional authority without requiring that the advice be any more disclosable than similar advice received from within the agency.

Before leaving the deliberative portion of exemption five the views of the Department of Justice on providing litigation support, which were first described in Chapter Four, bear repeating here since the principal focus of the policy was exemption five. In May 1977 the Attorney General enunciated a "demonstrably harmful" test for its defense of data agencies wish to withhold: "The Government should not withhold documents unless it is important in the public interest to do so, even if there is some arguable legal basis for the withholding. In order to implement this view, the Justice Department will defend Freedom of Information Act suits only when disclosure is demonstrably harmful, even if the documents technically fall within the exemptions in the Act."
This move to implement the spirit of the Information Act, though not limited to any single exemption, was directed primarily at what was perceived as excessive agency use of exemption five. The Department of Justice decision to defend agency withholding in court depends upon a consideration of the following criteria:

(a) Whether the agency's denial seems to have a substantial legal basis,
(b) Whether defense of the agency's denial involves an acceptable risk of adverse impact on other agencies,
(c) Whether there is a sufficient prospect of actual harm to legitimate public or private interests if access to the requested records were to be granted to justify the defense of the suit, and
(d) Whether there is sufficient information about the controversy to support a reasonable judgment that the agency's denial merits defense under the three preceding criteria.

Thus, the Attorney General has in one sense imposed a sort of exemption four "substantial competitive harm" test on agency use of exemption five. Exemption four is concerned with substantive as opposed to nominal harm to a private business; exemption five is concerned with substantive as opposed to nominal harm to an agency's decision-making process.

The Attorney General's Information Act specialist, Mr. Robert Saloschin, has provided a twelve-point checklist to assist in the determination of the degree of harm to the decision-making process and thus the necessity to invoke exemption five:

(a) What type of advice is involved? (Has the advice traditionally been considered confidential?)

(b) What is the program or activity context in which the advice and the decision-making will occur? (Does deliberative material traditionally enjoy confidentiality?)

(c) What is the decision-making procedure or methodology? (Is the source of the deliberative input independent or subordinate to the decision-making? The former source may require less protection than the latter.)

(d) How old is the record in question? (The older the material, the greater the likelihood of disclosure having no effect on the deliberative process.)
(e) What is the status of the decision? (Mr. Saloschin argues that deliberative inputs may require greater protection prior to the final decision. While this may be true, protection of the decision-making process may require nondisclosure of inputs after the final decision as well as before.)

(f) What is the status of the personnel? (The chilling effect of disclosure will vary with the vulnerability of advisors.)

(g) Is there reason to expect a "warming" effect. (The sources of deliberative material may not be affected by disclosure or may even welcome it.)

(h) Are the issues inflammatory? (The more inflammatory the issue, the greater the risk that disclosure will produce a chilling effect.)

(i) Are powerful pressures likely? (Are there groups which may attempt to punish advisors?)

(j) Is there an undue risk that the deliberative communication will be distorted or misunderstood?

(k) Is there an unusual "track record" for the particular kind of decision-making which is so highly successful (or highly unsuccessful) as to suggest that a change in the protection for deliberative expression as part of the process of reaching such decisions would or would not involve much risk of harm?

(l) Where decision-making is oriented to interests partly or largely adverse to the agency, will release of particular deliberative matter impair agency strategies or weaknesses? (This factor is of particular importance in the acquisition process.)

The Government's Commercial or Financial Information

Even under the above-described Department of Justice criteria, advisory material within the acquisition process not adopted or incorporated by reference into final decisions may find protection under exemption five. The rationale of Mink, Sears, and Grumman, though dealing with political and litigation scenarios, is translatable into the acquisition process. There is, however, another category of information which falls less in the "advisory" category than it does in a "commercial or financial information" category. This is government data which would be a candidate for exemption four protection if only it had been generated by private sources. The Defense Acquisition Regulation suggests such material may be protected under
exemption five:

Records which are received or generated by a department and which are preliminary to a decision or action, should not be released until such time as disclosure would not be detrimental to the authorized and appropriate purpose for which they are being used. For example, a copy of an IFB (Invitation for Bid) intended for public release at a particular time should not be released prematurely, although the document is in final form and ready for distribution. Similarly, advance information on proposed plans to procure, lease, or otherwise acquire or dispose of materials, real estate, facilities or functions should not be released, when such information would provide undue or unfair competitive advantage to private personal interests.559

The government's sensitive "commercial" data has generally been protected from disclosure, though the rationale has varied. The initial basis for protection was exemption four.560 When judicial decisions limited use of exemption four to nonfederal submitters561 the rationale shifted to exemption five.562 Until recently, there was no explanation of how this information fit into the traditional conception of exemption five: attorney-client material, attorney work product, or deliberative material. The deliberative material rationale did not fit such information well, but was not challenged since it was generally recognized that the government's "commercial" information was sensitive at certain stages and worthy of protection. Finally, in June 1979, the Supreme Court arguably provided legitimacy by expanding the reach of exemption five. The case was Federal Open Market Committee of the Federal Reserve System v. Merrill.563

Open market operations involve the purchase and sale of government securities in the domestic market. This instrument of national monetary policy is wielded by the Federal Open Market Committee. The FOMC's monetary decisions are recorded in a "Domestic Policy Directive" which is published in the Federal Register the month following the date it becomes effective. At this point of disclosure, the old directive has been superceded by a new directive. The requester in FOMC v. Merrill564 demanded that directives be released while still effective. The FOMC argued that release at this stage would produce an
immediate impact in the market as opposed to the desired gradual impact, that the impact might be uncontrollable, that large institutional investors would be provided an unfair advantage over small investors, and that disclosure would lead to burdening the Treasury with substantial additional borrowing costs. However, the requester, the federal district court, and District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals brushed aside as irrelevant the argument that disclosure would seriously disrupt open market operations. The circuit court's response to the "devastation" scenario is that Domestic Policy Directives must be disclosed under the Information Act, and if the economy will thereby be disrupted, then Congress should respond with exemption three protection.

However, congressional assistance was not required to protect the Domestic Policy Directives. The Supreme Court noted that exemption five, in language at least, is defined in terms of federal rules of discovery. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c)(7) provides that

Upon motion . . . by the person from whom discovery is sought, and for good cause shown, the court . . . may make any order which justice requires to protect a party or person from annoyance, embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden or expense, including one or more of the following: . . . (7) that a trade secret or other confidential research, development, or commercial information not be disclosed or be disclosed only in a designated way.

The legislative history of exemption five did not explicitly link the exemption to the confidential commercial information language of the federal discovery rules. The Supreme Court forged the link. The Court began with the Information Act hearings. Testimony from the Department of Defense worried that information concerned with the purchase and sale of real estate and materials and other property might be disclosed. Testimony from the General Services Administration worried that information might be prematurely disclosed which could prejudice the government's bargaining position in business transactions. Testimony from Post Office representatives argued
that in matters such as contract negotiation, the government should enjoy the same data protection as private parties. Then there was the Treasury Department's prophetic testimony:

Information as to purchases by the Federal Reserve System . . . of Government securities in the market, if prematurely disclosed could have, we feel, serious effects on the orderly handling of the Government's financing requirements so that in all of these things there is a question of timing. There are many things on which full disclosure is made in reports which are published or filed with the Congress with a timelag, there is no basic secrecy about these matters, and yet the premature release of these could be very damaging to the general interest.

Before these hearings, the proposed language of what was to become exemption five protected internal memoranda "dealing solely with matters of law or policy." After these hearings, the Senate Judiciary Committee revised the exemption to protect internal memoranda undiscoverable in litigation. The legislative history included as part of the explanation for the revision this rationale:

Moreover, a Government agency cannot always operate effectively if it is required to disclose documents or information which it has received or generated before it completes the process of awarding a contract or issuing an order, decision or regulation. This clause is intended to exempt from disclosure this and other information and records wherever necessary without, at the same time, permitting indiscriminate administrative secrecy.

The Supreme Court found a limited privilege for confidential commercial information pertaining to government contracts from the hearings testimony, the revision of statutory language and concurrent committee analysis, and Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c)(7). The discovery of a heretofore unknown branch of exemption five may require a leap of faith for some jurists. However, there is that relatively explicit language concerning commercial information in the federal discovery rules, and then there is that language in the legislative history of exemption five, quoted above, which seems to be worried not about predecisional, deliberative material, but about the government's negotiation posture and competitive disadvantage from premature disclosure. It might be
added that whatever leap of faith is required to embrace this extension of exemption five, it is perhaps similar in degree to that required to embrace the District of Columbia Circuit's "substantial competitive harm" test for exemption four material. The District of Columbia Court of Appeals seized upon a rigorous test for confidentiality which was not readily apparent to most submitters or for that matter to most jurists. However, as the District of Columbia Circuit might observe in defense of its National Parks decision, if the Supreme Court in FOMC v. Merrill has gone too far, then Congress, which has never hesitated to reassert its will in the freedom of information area, may either amend exemption five or enact a "reverse-exemption three" statute which commands the timely disclosure of Domestic Policy Directives.

Recognition of the exemption five potential of confidential commercial information was not dispositive in FOMC v. Merrill. The case was remanded to ascertain if immediate release of the Domestic Policy Directives will indeed significantly harm the government's monetary functions. A member of the Federal Reserve Board as well as Professor Milton Friedman are noted as favoring immediate release, so the issue is not necessarily a foregone conclusion.

The Government's "Trade Secrets"

The Merrill case provides a basis for nondisclosure of the government's "commercial or financial" information, at least during the stage that the data is sensitive. Thus, information concerning pre-solicitation and pre-award activities need not be disclosed prematurely. The government may enter the marketplace with acquisition intentions and bargaining position intact. However, there is a final category of government information which is what might be termed the government's "trade secrets," and consists of those formulae,
designs and drawings, research data and analyses, and computer programs which some departments such as the Air Force and Navy view as "valuable property" rather than "records" subject to the Information Act. This category of information is distinguishable from the commercial data at issue in Merrill. As the Supreme Court noted,

The theory behind a privilege for confidential commercial information generated in the process of awarding a contract, however, is not that the flow of advice may be hampered, but that the Government will be placed at a competitive disadvantage or that the consummation of the contract may be endangered. Consequently, the rationale for protecting such rationale expires as soon as the contract is awarded or the offer is withdrawn.

In contrast, the classic example of a government "trade secret" has been the formulas the Federal Bureau of Engraving and Printing uses for ink and currency paper. The Attorney General's 1967 Memorandum offered an expansive exemption four as a haven from disclosure for the formulas:

It seems clear that applicability of this exemption should not depend upon whether the agency obtains the information from the public at large, from a particular person, or from within the agency. The Treasury Department, for instance, must be able to withhold the secret formulas developed by its personnel for inks and paper used in making currency.

An important consideration should be noted as to formulae, designs, drawings, research data, etc., which, although set forth on pieces of paper, are significant not as records but as items of valuable property. These may have been developed by or for the Government at great expense. There is no indication anywhere in the consideration of this legislation that Congress intended . . . to give away such property to every citizen or alien who is willing to pay the price of making a copy. Where similar property in private hands would be held in confidence such property in the hands of the United States should be covered under exemption (4).

Though the necessity for nondisclosure is unquestioned, there is no legal basis to place Treasury formulas or other valuable data under the protection of exemption four. The latter exemption is clearly concerned with business data from private submitters, not belonging to the government. Courts have almost unanimously supported this view, and any lingering doubts on the issue were resolved by the Supreme Court in the Merrill case: "Exemption 4 . . . is limited to information 'obtained from a person,' that is, to information obtained outside the Government." However, this decision which closed the
door on use of exemption four, may arguably have opened the door for use of exemption five. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c)(7) addresses not only "commercial information" but also "trade secret or other confidential research (and) development" information.584

Such material is as sensitive in its own way as the government's "commercial" data. The need to protect certain research data may dissipate as technology moves forward, but other data, such as the Treasury Department ink and currency formulas, may require permanent protection. However, any such protection would represent an extension of Merrill, which limited its ruling to the conclusion "that Exemption 5 incorporates a qualified privilege for confidential commercial information, at least to the extent that the information is generated by the Government itself in the process leading up to awarding a contract."585 If the courts will not extend Merrill into the area of formulas and research data, such extension would be an appropriate consideration for legislative action. The final answer is by no means clear. Proponents of disclosure may argue that government-sponsored and government-generated formulas and research data, though not necessarily the type of material the Information Act was initially designed to expose, has nevertheless been paid for by the public and the public thereby has a right to access absent classification for purposes of national security.586

The Department of Defense, in the latest revision of its freedom of information regulation, may have provided the basis for protection of government "trade secrets" under exemption five. Added to its FOIA regulation is the following example of exemption five material:

Trade secret or other confidential research development, or commercial information owned by the Government, where premature release is likely to affect the Government's negotiating position or other interests.587

One part of this example speaks of the premature disclosure of commercial information owned by the government which impacts the government's negotiating
posture or other commercial interests. This scenario falls squarely within FOMC v. Merrill. Such commercial information was discussed in the preceding section of this chapter. Protection under exemption five should be available. The other part of this example seems to go farther. It speaks of the premature disclosure of trade secrets and other confidential research developments having an impact on the government's commercial interests. Such language could arguably protect the Treasury Department's formulas for ink and currency paper and the Defense Department's formulae, designs and drawings, research data and analyses, and computer programs which are presently characterized as "valuable property" rather than "records." The justification for employing exemption five to protect the government's "trade secrets" might be found in Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c)(7) and an extension of the Supreme Court's reasoning in FOMC v. Merrill.
CHAPTER SIX

PROCEDURAL CONSIDERATIONS

In calendar year 1977 two federal agencies distinguished themselves by making a profit on Information Act transactions. The Civil Aeronautics Board grossed $111,508 in fees while costs totaled only $100,000 and the Interstate Commerce Commission grossed $5,565 against costs of $4,148. However, these two experiences fall into the "man bites dog" category. In that same year all federal agencies reported Information Act implementation costs of $25,953,317 against total fees collected of $1,366,886. Costs are apparently increasing. A preliminary estimate of the cost of implementation of the Information Act in calendar year 1978 is $47.8 million. As recently as 1974 total program cost estimates were pegged at a mere $40,000 a year by the Senate Committee on the Judiciary and at $50,000 for 1974 and $100,000 a year thereafter by the House Committee on Government Operations. This latter estimate of $100,000 a year is the cost of implementation reported by NASA alone in 1977. Thirty-eight other offices, agencies, and departments reported the $25.9 million in 1977 and the $47.8 million in 1978 noted earlier.

The 1974 Amendments to the Information Act provide that each federal agency shall publish a uniform fee schedule, shall charge only for document search and duplication, and shall waive all fees when filling requests deemed to be in the public interest. Thus, for example, the time of FBI agents who spend many hours scrutinizing records to distinguish releasable from non-releasable matter is not chargeable. Similarly, non-chargeable is the time of the contracting officer or project engineer (and the submitting contractor) who must review multi-volume technical, management, and cost proposals to...
distinguish the releasable from the non-releasable. The Department of
Defense has effectively decided to stop charging even search and duplication
costs to most requesters. As of March 24, 1980, all fees under $30.00 have
been automatically waived. Of course, DOD documents are not being provided
free of charge, the cost has merely been shifted from requesters to taxpayers.
Most agencies already provide for waiving fees (generally under $3.00) if
collection costs will exceed the fees. It may well be that a more open
government is worth whatever the cost, or that the assault on government
secrecy is worth at least 50 million dollars, particularly in light of the
government's multi-billion dollar budget. In fact, the millions spent may be
viewed as a measure of both the interest in the contents of government filing
cabinets and the efforts that agencies are expending to implement the Act.

Each federal agency has established its own unique organizational
structure to implement the Information Act. Generally there is a releasing
authority, such as the head of a field unit, with the authority to fill
requests; a denial authority who is at a higher level in the agency hierarchy,
with the power to make the initial agency determination to deny all or part of
a request; and an appellate authority, the secretary of the agency or a designee
at the highest agency level, who makes the final agency determination to fill
or deny a request. As might be expected, an agency's peculiar Information Act
structure is a function of its organization. To illustrate, the structures of
several agencies will be outlined, then the organization of one agency will be
examined in greater depth. For example, the General Services Administration is
organized into a Central Office in Washington, D.C. and ten regions. The GSA's
administrative monitor for the Information Act is the Director of Information at
the Central Office and the Directors of Business Affairs at the regional
offices. Requests are received by these offices for administrative control,
then forwarded to those offices having custody of the records. Officials in
the custodial offices are the releasing authorities. Initial denial authorities are the occupants of sixteen high level positions in the Central Office and the Regional Administrators at the ten regions. The GSA Deputy Administrator makes the final agency determination on appeals.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has identified Information Centers at NASA headquarters in Washington, D.C. and at ten research centers and laboratories around the country, and also at the NASA Resident Procurement Office in Pasadena, California. The Information Centers provide administrative control over the requests. The Director or Official-in-Charge of NASA field installations makes the initial determination to release or deny a request. Thus, release and denial authority is vested in the same high field official (or designee such as the principal Public Affairs Officer). The Associate Deputy Administrator of NASA makes the final determination on appeals after consulting with the General Counsel and the Assistant Administrator for Public Affairs.

Even within the Department of Defense there are some differences in procedural implementation, born of varying organizational structures and secretarial preferences in the allocation of responsibilities. In the Navy, the commanding officers and heads of all departmental and field activities are authorized to release records. Denial authorities are explicitly designated officials, including, for example, the Chief of Naval Operations, the Commandant of the Marine Corps, the Chief of Naval Materiel, the Chief of Naval Personnel, and commanders of naval system commands and naval districts. The Secretary of the Navy has authorized The Judge Advocate General of the Navy and the General Counsel of the Navy to make the final agency determination on appeals. The subject matter of the request identifies which agency appellate authority will act. For example, the General Counsel of the Navy is the exclusive appellate authority for requests of Navy acquisition records.
In the Army, custodial offices may release records in their possession. Initial denial authorities are organized by field of interest: for example, the Surgeon General acts on requests for medical records, the Chaplain acts on requests related to the clergy, the Comptroller of the Army acts on requests for finance and accounting records, and the Commanding General of the United States Army Materiel Command is the denial authority for all requests involving Army acquisition records. All appeals to the Secretary of the Army for a final agency determination are through the General Counsel of the Army.

Though there are some differences in the Air Force's Information Act apparatus, the similarities to other agencies appear more significant than the variations. A closer look at the Air Force implementing structure may prove instructive. The Air Force is composed of 134 major installations in the United States and overseas. These installations are organized into twelve major commands (MAJCOMs) and twelve separate operating agencies (SOAs). Examples of MAJCOMs include the Strategic Air Command, Air Force Logistics Command and Air Force Systems Command; examples of SOAs include the Air Force Engineering and Services Agency, Air Force Inspection and Safety Center, and the Air Force Test and Evaluation Center. Air Force regulations identify the release authority as the chiefs of offices at directorate or higher level at Headquarters, United States Air Force and commanders at MAJCOMs and SOAs. However, reserving the initial disclosure decision at this level would be burdensome so regulations provide that release authority may be delegated to directorates at MAJCOM headquarters and to wing and base and comparable commanders. Release authority has been so delegated to field commanders. Initial denial authority, however, is not delegable to a lower level, and is retained by the Deputy Chief of Staff and chiefs of comparable offices at HQ USAF and by commanders of MAJCOMs and SOAs. A final determination to deny a request at the MAJCOM
level may be appealed to the Administrative Assistant of the Secretary of the Air Force who makes the final agency determination. The Air Force share of this total was 22,270. The Air Force denied or partially denied 853 requests, or 3.8 percent. The following chart reveals Air Force denial rates and the treatment of appeals over a four-year period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number Denied</th>
<th>Percent Denied</th>
<th>Number Appealed</th>
<th>Appeals Denied</th>
<th>Partially Denied</th>
<th>Granted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>2,492</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(unavailable)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>2,652</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>2,242</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>853</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The exemptions most often employed by the Air Force to support denials were (b)(5) (internal memoranda), (b)(6) (personnel and medical and similar records), and (b)(4) (business data), in that order. In an acquisition-oriented MAJCOM such as Air Force Systems Command, the order of use was (b)(4), (b)(5), and (b)(6). In addition to the denials based on exemption, the Air Force did not fill another 2,020 Information Act requests. In these cases, the Air Force either did not have the requested records (1,312 cases in 1978), forwarded the request to another agency for processing (235), the requester failed to comply with the procedures on fee payment (222), the requester failed to reasonably describe the desired records (149), or the request was withdrawn (102).

Tracing a hypothetical request through the Air Force organizational structure will illustrate how the mechanism works. Assume that a request for a copy of a recently awarded contract and for the cost and technical proposal of the winning offeror is received by an Air Force Systems Command contracting center, the Rome Air Development Center, located at Griffiss Air Force Base, New York. The request is in writing and reasonably describes the desired records. The request will typically be received by the principal contracting
officer or perhaps by the command section or the Director of Administration. The latter (or counterpart) is responsible for the administration of the program at each echelon (field, MAJCOM, HQ USAF), so a request which is sent to any other office in the Center will be hand carried to the Freedom of Information (FOI) Manager in the Office of the Director of Administration. The FOI Manager will assign the request a number reflecting the year and number of requests received (such as 80-001 for the first request in CY 1980) and enter it into a log book. Then the request will be hand carried to the principal contracting officer (PCO) of the contract in question, since that individual serves as the records custodian. The PCO and perhaps a supervisor will be making an independent recommendation to the Center Commander, the releasing authority, as to whether the requested documents should be released. The PCO will call the submitter of the records, the winning offeror in this hypothetical case, for an input. Typically, a submitter will object to the release of anything, but when reminded that all reasonably segregable, nonexempt portions of documents must be released, submitters will normally assist in identifying the truly sensitive portions and articulating just how substantial competitive harm will flow from disclosure. Occasionally, submitters will confess to no interest in documents as to which an exemption could arguably have been supported. Such documents will be released. If necessary, the PCO will solicit an input from the Center Program Manager (CPM).

With the submitter's input, the PCO, often with the assistance of a supervisor, will provide the FOI Manager with a disclosure recommendation. For example, the recommendation may be to release a copy of the contract, assuming it to be unclassified, to withhold the bulk of the cost proposal as containing sensitive cost burdens and rates, and to withhold those portions of the technical proposal which describe unique approaches and ideas and which describe in detail personnel resources and plant and equipment resources not otherwise
available. The FOI Manager will obtain an opinion from the Staff Judge Advocate's office as to the propriety of withholding portions of the cost and technical proposals, then will provide the case file to the local releasing authority, the Center Commander. At this point the case file will contain the original request, the custodian's recommendation (PCO/CPM), an indication of the submitter's input, a judge advocate opinion (if a partial or full denial is contemplated), and a copy of all of the documents requested.

The Center Commander may decide to release all of the requested documents. In this event the submitter will be informed if the submitter had objected to release. Normally, the Commander will adopt the recommendations hammered out by the FOI Manager, the PCO, and counsel. In this hypothetical case, the recommendation was a partial denial, so the entire case file will be forwarded by the Center Commander to the denial authority at the MAJCOM, Air Force Systems Command, located at Andrews Air Force Base, Maryland.

The 1974 Amendments to the Information Act require that the names and titles of all persons who have denied records during the past calendar year be forwarded to Congress. In calendar year 1978 the Air Force reported 111 individuals with the authority to deny records. Of the 111 only 64 had actually denied any requests that year, and only nineteen had denied over ten requests. Of the 64 initial denial authorities, 32 were of general officer rank, 28 were full colonels, and the remaining four were lieutenant colonels. At Air Force Systems Command where the hypothetical partial denial has been forwarded, four IDAs have been appointed: the major general who serves as the Deputy Chief of Staff for Procurement and Manufacturing, the full colonel who serves as the Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff, the full colonel who serves as the Director of Administration, and the lieutenant colonel who serves as the Deputy Director of Administration. The recommendation for a partial denial will be received by the FOI Manager at Systems Command, logged in, then forwarded to the
contracting directorate and servicing legal office for evaluation. The denial authority may release all of the requested records, or may partially deny the request, or may deny the request altogether. If the decision is to release anything, those records are forwarded to the requestor at this point, and in the latter two cases (partial denial or full denial) the requester is advised of the right to appeal within 45 days of receipt of notice of the denial. The submitter has no agency appeal rights, but should be advised of any impending release if the submitter posted objections. The submitter may wish to seek judicial review of the decision to release and injunctive relief.

Any appeal by the requester is to the Administrative Assistant to the Secretary of the Air Force, but is forwarded through the MAJCOM which partially or fully denied the request, in this case Air Force Systems Command. The MAJCOM may reverse itself and release the requested records, or may forward the request to the litigation staff of The Judge Advocate General of the Air Force (HQ USAF/ JACL). Air Force attorneys who specialize in freedom of information will review the appeal and have the authority to release the requested records. If denial appears to be appropriate, the litigation division may coordinate the matter at this point with the Freedom of Information Committee of the Justice Department's Office of Information Law and Policy. If the litigation division of The Judge Advocate General's Office recommends denial, the appeal is then forwarded to the Office of the General Counsel of the Air Force where an attorney specializing in freedom of information will review it. If the OGC concurs in the denial, the appeal will be forwarded to the Administrative Assistant to the Secretary of the Air Force (SAF/AA). The Administrative Assistant or a designated deputy will make the agency's final determination. If the response to the request is a denial or partial denial the letter to the requester will advise of the right to a judicial review of the agency decision. This will conclude the agency phase
of the FOIA procedure. Several facets of this administrative procedure warrant separate examination: (1) agency notice to submitters of requested records; (2) the *Vaughn v. Rosen* index; and finally, (3) timeliness and the exhaustion of agency administrative procedures. A formal *Vaughn* index is normally an element of the litigation stage, but may also be of interest at the agency level. Each of these topics will be dealt with below, then the remainder of the chapter will consider judicial review from the viewpoints of both the requester and the submitter.

**Notice to the Submitter**

Substantive due process was briefly discussed in Chapter Four. That issue centers on whether it may be argued that disclosure of proprietary data under the Information Act constitutes an uncompensated taking of property forbidden by the Fifth Amendment. The other side of the coin involves procedural due process. In *Goldberg v. Kelly*, a case involving the denial of welfare benefits, the Supreme Court outlined the full complement of procedural due process protection: (1) timely and adequate notice, (2) confronting adverse witnesses, (3) oral presentation of arguments, (4) oral presentation of evidence, (5) cross-examination of adverse witnesses, (6) disclosure to the claimant of opposing evidence, (7) the right to retain an attorney, (8) a determination on the record of hearing, (9) a statement of the reasons for the determination and an indication of the evidence relied on, and (10) an impartial decisionmaker. The amount of procedural due process to be provided is not a constant. The denial of certain benefits or imposition of certain penalties may warrant the full panoply of procedural rights, while other proceedings of lesser import may require only minimal procedural safeguards. As the Supreme Court observed in *Morrissey v. Brewer*, "it has been said so often by this Court and others as not to require citation of
authority that due process is flexible and calls for such procedural protections as the particular situation demands."628 The Information Act itself provides for no procedural safeguards to protect submitters. The popular view among commentators is that even mere notice to submitters is not required, either constitutionally or statutorily.629 This view is the product of a small handful of court cases which have briefly addressed the procedural due process issue. There is a distinction, however, between the judicial rejection of submitter claims for additional due process, and the conclusion that submitters need not be afforded even minimal due process. The necessity for a modicum of process is implicit in a judicial conclusion that no further process is required. Several FOIA cases will illustrate the point.

The case of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association v. Weinberger630 involved a challenge of the Food and Drug Administration's Information Act regulations. These regulations provided for advance determination of releasability, notice to submitters of requests, and an opportunity to be heard in uncertain cases.631 The court concluded that these provisions provided adequate due process protection.632

Similarly, the district court in Chrysler Corporation v. Schlesinger633 considered Chrysler's claim that Information Act regulations of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs were violative of Fifth Amendment due process requirements. The applicable OFCCP regulations provide that equal employment data is subject to the Information Act, that contractors may identify data believed to be nondisclosable and provide the rationale for nondisclosure, that the agency will then make a disclosure/nondisclosure determination within ten days and inform the contractor, and that the contractor may appeal an adverse determination.634 The applicable regulations of the OFCCP compliance agency, the Defense Supply Agency (now Defense Logistics Agency), provide that:
When a request is received for records which were obtained by DSA from a non-U.S. government source; or contain information obtained by DSA from a non-U.S. government source and because of the source and the nature of the records or information, there is reason to believe that the source of the information or records may object to release and may have an enforceable right to prevent release, prompt notification of intended release shall be given to the source. Release will normally be withheld until the source has a reasonable time to comment on the proposed release. Comments received will be considered in determining the releasability of the document. When the source advises that it is seeking a restraining order or other court action to prevent release, release will normally not be made pending the outcome of the court action.  

Finally, the district court observed that the final agency decision is reviewable under the Administrative Procedure Act. Concluding that the Fifth Amendment requires no more than notice and some sort of hearing before the government deprives a corporation of property, the court found that the submitter had been afforded adequate process. On appeal, the Third Circuit Court of Appeals briefly considered Chrysler's due process claim. The Third Circuit concurred with the district court that the agency regulations and administrative and judicial review provide ample due process. Equa employment information was also at issue in United Technologies Corporation v. Marshall. After considering the procedural due process arguments of the submitter, the district court concluded not that due process was unnecessary but instead that due process had been afforded. The OFCC afforded Pratt & Whitney notice of the proposed disclosure and an opportunity to make a written submission of the reasons for its objection to disclosure. Furthermore, the agency provided an administrative appeal and a detailed written decision stating its rationale for rejecting those objections, which was then subjected to judicial review in this Court. Thus Pratt & Whitney was given notice of the proposed action and an opportunity to be heard. Due process requires nothing more. Pharmaceutical Manufacturers, Chrysler, and United Technologies do not stand for the proposition that submitters need not be afforded due process. The procedural due process provided the submitters in those cases passed constitutional muster. Full evidentiary hearings at the agency level were not deemed necessary; however, had notice, an opportunity to comment, and judicial
review not been available, the courts may well have come to different conclusions on the due process issue.

In Mathews v. Eldridge, the Supreme Court provided a framework for analysis of the adequacy of due process. Three factors must be evaluated to ascertain due process requirements: "First, the private interest that will be affected by the official action; second, the risk of an erroneous deprivation of such interest through the procedure used, and the probable value, if any, of additional or substitute procedural safeguards; and finally, the Government's interest, including the function involved and the fiscal and administrative burdens that the additional or substitute procedural requirements would entail." Government violation of a liberty or property interest is necessary to invoke Fifth Amendment due process protection. The courts in Pharmaceutical Manufacturers, Chrysler, and United Technologies assumed, without discussion, that government disclosure of a submitter's data involves a private property interest. This is a reasonable conclusion in light of the rigorous test for defining the exempt status of business data. Submitters will be claiming that disclosure of the data in question would likely result in substantial harm. Absent appropriate due process, the risk of an erroneous deprivation is not minimal. Release authorities are highly decentralized and may not be sensitive to the injury to competitive position which can result from data disclosure. Without notice to submitters, releasing authorities acting unilaterally may disclose sensitive business data, and thereby moot judicial review under the Administrative Procedure Act. Finally, the administrative burden which due process places on agencies cannot be ignored. The administrative burden the Information Act now places on agencies is considerable. Provision for a full evidentiary hearing at the agency level would create an onerous burden for agencies. However, in the area of business data, notice to submitters and an opportunity to be heard provided
at the agency level would not subvert the process. Experience in acquisition-oriented agencies which now routinely provide notice to submitters of business data demonstrates that providing a modicum of process is feasible. A submitter's input is vital to both the agency decision and creation of an agency record suitable for judicial review under the Administrative Procedure Act. The Mathews v. Eldridge framework of analysis suggests that notice to business data submitters of the receipt of Information Act requests, a meaningful opportunity for submitters to be heard at the agency level, and the opportunity to invoke judicial review prior to disclosure provide adequate due process.

Constitutional issues aside, many agencies provide for notice to submitters in their regulations, and the Office of Information Law and Policy of the Department of Justice recommends that all agencies provide timely notice, containing at the minimum:

1. A detailed description of those documents within the scope of the FOIA request,

2. The data on which the agency desires to make its determination whether or not to disclose all or portions of the requested information;

3. A request that the submitter provide the agency with any written objection to disclosure, in the form of a detailed identification of each portion of the requested information which the submitter would have the agency withhold, together with specific explanations of all factors weighing in favor of withholding; and

4. A request that the submitter provide a sworn statement indicating whether or not any portion of the requested information has, to the knowledge of the submitter, been revealed to any person not employed by the submitter or to any other agency.

Furthermore, the Office of Federal Procurement Policy, after coordinating with the Justice Department, disseminated to all agency heads a policy letter containing this plea: “You are requested, on receipt of a Freedom of Information request for information, submitted by a contractor or potential contractor, that may fall within exemption 4 to: (1) immediately notify the submitter of
the information of the request and afford the submitter an opportunity to
present its views on whether disclosure should be made . . . "645

In the hypothetical Information Act request to the Air Force for
acquisition records (for the contract and winning cost and technical
proposal) discussed in the preceding section notice to the submitter would
probably have been provided. Department of Defense regulations, at least
since 1975, have provided for notice to submitters. The latest characterization
of the notice requirement provides that

When a request is received for a record that was obtained from a non-U.S.
Government source, or for a record containing information, clearly
identified as having been provided by a non-U.S. Government source, the
source of the record or information normally shall be notified promptly of
that request and afforded reasonable time to present any objections
concerning the release unless it is clear that there can be no valid
bases for objection. If, for example, the record or information was
provided with actual or presumptive knowledge of the non-U.S. Government
source that it would be made available to the public upon request, there
is no obligation to notify the source. Any objections shall be evaluated
when a substantial issue has been raised, the DOD Component may seek
additional information from the source of the information and afford the
source and the requester reasonable opportunities to present their
arguments on the legal issues involved prior to making an agency
determination. When the source advises it will seek a restraining order
or take court action to prevent release of the record or information, the
requester shall be notified, and action on the request normally shall not
be taken until after the outcome of that court action is known.646

Even absent the constitutional due process impetus and agency
regulations, notice to contractor-submitters is an integral part of agency
Information Act procedures. An agency can never assume what portions of
records a submitter will abandon and what portions a submitter will retain
counsel to protect. Furthermore, the agency needs the submitter's input. The
submitter possesses the knowledge necessary to ascertain the competitive
implications flowing from disclosure of certain data. The submitter has the
familiarity with voluminous records to pinpoint those portions for which a
claim of privilege may be made. An even-handed implementation of the Informa-
tion Act calls for timely notice to submitters, a meaningful opportunity for
submitter comment, and temporary withholding sufficient to enable submitters to seek judicial review.

The Vaughn Index

A 1973 District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals case, Vaughn v. Rosen,\textsuperscript{647} has had considerable impact on Information Act procedures at the litigation stage and arguably at the agency level. A law professor conducting research on the Civil Service Commission was denied a number of requested documents by the agency. Denial was based on exemptions two, five, and six. The district court granted summary judgment to the agency based on an affidavit submitted by a government official. On appeal, the court essayed at length on the disadvantaged position of the requester vis-à-vis the government.

(i)It is anomalous but obviously inevitable that the party with the greatest interest in obtaining disclosure is at a loss to argue with desirable legal precision for the revelation of the concealed information. . . . .

Here the Government contends that the documents contain information of a personal nature the disclosure of which would constitute an invasion of certain individuals' privacy. This factual characterization may or may not be accurate. It is clear, however, that appellant (requester) cannot state that, as a matter of his knowledge, this characterization is untrue. Neither can he determine if the personal items, assuming they exist, are so inextricably bound up in the bulk of the documents that they cannot be separated out. The best that appellant can do is to argue that the exception is very narrow and plead that the general nature of the documents sought make it unlikely that they contain such personal information. . . . .

This lack of knowledge by the party seeking disclosure seriously distorts the traditional adversary nature of our legal system's form of dispute resolution. Ordinarily, the facts relevant to a dispute are more or less equally available to adverse parties. In a case arising under the FOIA this is not true, as we have noted, and hence the typical process of dispute resolution is impossible.\textsuperscript{648}

Thus, the court perceived the requester as being at a decided disadvantage in the legal arena. The court did not consider in camera examination by the trial judge to be a complete answer to the requester's disadvantage, noting that in the instant case documents consisting of hundreds of pages were being withheld thereby necessitating a page-by-page examination.
to identify segregable nonexempt portions.

Such an investment of judicial energy might be justified to determine some issues. In this area of the law, however, we do not believe it is justified or even permissible. The burden has been placed specifically by statute on the Government. Yet under existing procedures, the Government claims all it needs to do to fulfill its burden is to aver that the factual nature of the information is such that it falls under one of the exemptions. At this point the opposing party is comparatively helpless to controvert this characterization. If justice is to be done and the Government's characterization adequately tested, the burden now falls on the court system to make its own investigation. This is clearly not what Congress had in mind.649

What the court had in mind has become known as the Vaughn index or matrix. Conclusory or generalized allegations of exemption were declared unacceptable. Six years later the same court in another Information Act case outlined the three "indispensable elements" of a Vaughn index:

(1) The index should be contained in one document, complete in itself.
(2) The index must adequately describe each withheld document or deletion from a released document.
(3) The index must state the exemption claimed for each deletion or withheld document, and explain why the exemption is relevant. (The explanation) . . . must be sufficiently specific to permit a reasoned judgment as to whether the material is actually exempt under FOIA.650

It is necessary to identify the material to be withheld, to identify the applicable exemption from mandatory disclosure, and to indicate just how the material fits into the exemption. The form of the index is less important than the substance of it. Voluminous material requires an index or matrix of some sort tying the specific withheld portion of a document to a specific exemption and justification. For example, in Vaughn v. Rosen itself, the agency was attempting to withhold documents containing "many hundreds of pages" under three exemptions.651 The single affidavit tendered by the government, employing conclusory terms, was insufficient to clarify just what was being withheld, under what exemption, and why. Four years later the same court concluded that two affidavits were provided in sufficient detail to support the nondisclosure of seven documents under exemption five.652 In another case the same court found that a single affidavit supported the nondisclosure of twenty-three
The CIA's affidavit lists the deletions; provides a "relatively detailed analysis" of the material deleted; makes clear which exemptions are claimed for the deletions (Exemptions 1 & 3); and explains why the deleted material fits within the exemptions claimed (i.e., how the deletions relate to "national security" and "intelligence sources and methods"). The CIA's justifications, we think, could not have been much more detailed without "compromis(ing) the secret nature of the information." Although the Agency did not tender its analysis in the form of an "index," it satisfied the "detailed justification," "specificity," and "separation" requirements whose satisfaction the Vaughn index was meant to insure. Although we do not retreat in the least from our belief that an index is of great assistance to requesters and courts in appropriate cases, common sense suggests that an index was unnecessary for the 23 pages that were so specifically described and justified here.653

A Vaughn index is not necessarily the complete answer to the requester's problem of fashioning arguments for the release of material which the requester has never seen. Requesters routinely argue that any government affidavits submitted provide an inadequate substitute for a true Vaughn index, and that any Vaughn index submitted is too conclusory and requires greater detail in describing the withheld material and in justifying the claimed exemption.

Other devices include in camera examination of withheld records at the district court's discretion and appointment of a special master by the court to examine and evaluate voluminous documents. The District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals in Cuneo v. Schlesinger decided two weeks after Vaughn, characterized the indexing procedures as "an experiment to be tried by experience." The experiment seems to have been broadly adopted, and today the "Motion Under Vaughn v. Rosen to Require Detailed Justification, Itemization and Indexing" is a standard Information Act motion when an acceptable index has not been tendered to requester. On the occasion of the 1974 Information Act amendments, the Senate Report noted the Vaughn decision and indicated support for the indexing requirement. It is the agency, of course, which bears the brunt of this procedure which has found such favor with requesters, courts, and Congress. The Vaughn court recognized that the
procedural requirement handed down might impose a "substantial burden" on the agency. The court simply preferred for the burden to reside on the agency rather than on the requester. The court was pragmatic concerning the potential effect of such a burden:

Our decision here may sharply stimulate what must be, in the final analysis, the simplest and most effective solution--for agencies voluntarily to disclose as much information as possible and to create internal procedures that will assure that disclosable information can be easily separated from that which is exempt. A sincere policy of maximum disclosure would truncate many of the disputes that are considered by this court. And if the remaining burden is mostly thrust on the Government, administrative ingenuity will be devoted to lightening the load.660

The Vaughn index does assist in focusing agency attention away from broad claims of exemption for whole documents in conclusory terms toward the philosophy of the Information Act which provides that everything shall be released save for finite, comprehensible portions which will escape mandatory disclosure only on the wings of an applicable exemption. If a Vaughn index is necessary for the litigation phase of an Information Act request, what of the agency administrative phase? Whatever benefits accrue from linking finite portions of material to specific exemptions with a supporting rationale would be equally important at the agency level. The index is a procedural device to carry out the Act's philosophy of disclosure. If the requester needs the device to effectively litigate the withholding of material, for the same reasons a requester should need the device to effectively appeal to the secretary of an agency. This issue arose, briefly, in Mead Data Central, Inc. v. Air Force.661 The Air Force withheld from Mead Data seven documents under exemption five. Seeking these documents in court, Mead Data argued that since the Air Force had failed to comply with Vaughn v. Rosen at the administrative level, the Air Force should not be allowed to cure this defect after suit is filed. Mead Data demanded that the court not consider "supplemental description" supplied by affidavits in an attempt to comply with Vaughn.662
On the way to concluding that the affidavits did comply with *Vaughn*, the court observed that

We agree with Mead Data that the objective of the *Vaughn* requirements, to permit the requesting party to present its case effectively, is equally applicable to proceedings within the agency. We cannot agree, however, that failure to follow those procedures in the administrative review of a FOIA request is a valid reason for an appellate court to reverse the judgment of a district court that the requested information is exempt, where those requirements have been satisfied in the district court proceeding.

... We do not excuse the Air Force's failure to provide Mead Data with sufficient detail about the nature of the withheld documents and its exemption claims at the administrative level, but for purposes of this case those inadequacies are irrelevant.*663

Thus, the court in *Mead Data* saw merit in the use of a *Vaughn* index at agency level proceedings, but would not direct its use. A *Vaughn* index may appear, for the first time, after suit is filed. If the index is deemed inadequate, the requester will seek a proper *Vaughn* index by motion. Recently, a district court judge apparently grew tired of inadequate indexes and the attendant delays involved in extracting proper ones and ordered disclosure of all requested documents.664 The agency was given no opportunity to revise the index. This is a harsh remedy which could lead to the release of sensitive material exempt from mandatory disclosure. The substantive policy interests behind any such exemptions will have been subordinated to the procedural mechanism. It remains to be seen whether such an order will survive on appeal or will find favor in other courts.

The central point, however, is that the *Vaughn* index, though not mandatory, may be useful prior to the litigation stage.665 Of course, as noted above, a formal index or matrix is not always necessary; often a memorandum providing the *Vaughn* level of detail will suffice. Use of an "index" forces the agency to focus on the necessity for a rational linkage between material and exemption. Employing such a focus, the agency may release more material.
The requester with an "index" or its substitute may not appeal, or if an appeal is nevertheless filed, may be able to focus the issues sufficiently that a subsequent lawsuit becomes unnecessary. If a lawsuit is deemed necessary, fewer documents may be left in issue. An agency cannot comply with the Information Act without generating an analysis that complies with Vaughn. Thus, providing Vaughn-level data to the requester should create few problems for the agency complying with the Information Act. In fact, Air Force guidance provides that a Vaughn "analysis and presentation should be accomplished, to the greatest extent possible, as part of the initial processing of a FOIA request when records, or portions of records, are to be denied."666

The court in Mead Data did not hesitate to conclude that the absence of a Vaughn index at the agency administration level was of no consequence to the district court proceedings.667 The reason for this conclusion is in a requester's suit for disclosure the proceedings are de novo. The agency's decision below is not being reviewed, as it is in a submitter's suit to block disclosure. A Vaughn index is merely of assistance at the agency level, when mandatory at the litigation stage. However, the Vaughn "level of analysis" is vital at the agency stage when a submitter claims an exemption for certain data, for the agency analysis and conclusion to nevertheless disclose that data is reviewable. This agency duty is characterized in reverse-FOIA suits as the burden to construct an adequate administrative record, suitable for Administrative Procedure Act review under the "arbitrary, capricious, ... abuse of discretion or otherwise not in accordance with law" standard.668 The normal scenario begins with a request for records, for example, a technical proposal. The submitter is telephoned and informed of the request by the principal contracting officer. The submitter typically claims that the entire proposal is sensitive and exempt for disclosure. The PCO should demand that
the submitter specify what portions are sensitive and why with a follow-up by telegraph or teletype. The PCO has just elicited a Vaughn analysis from the submitter. If the agency is convinced the material should be withheld it will similarly have performed a Vaughn analysis, whether or not a formal Vaughn index is constructed at this stage. If the agency decides the material should be disclosed over the submitter's objections, it should chronicle its rationale. The agency is in the requester's posture at this point, having solicited a Vaughn analysis from the submitter to focus the issues. The agency has been building a record suitable for review from the point the request was received. The administrative records will consist of the request, the submitter's Vaughn analysis, and the agency's rationale for rejecting the submitter's input as well as any other potential exemptions fairly raised by the nature of the requested material. One commentator lists the contents of an "ideal" record, suitable for judicial review:

The simplest way in which to proceed is for an agency official to prepare an affidavit after the reverse suit has been filed. It should detail the factual evolution of the case; state what factors were considered by the agency in reaching its decision; explain the legal standard applied; and have appended all relevant correspondence. For example, these exhibits would include the FOIA request; the letter notifying the submitter of the request; the submitter's response; a memorandum for record describing the informal administrative hearing; a detailed letter to the submitter informing him of what information the agency had decided to disclose, with the scheduled date of disclosure indicated; and the agency's response to the requester. It is also helpful to attach copies of all applicable agency regulations and representative copies of the documents in question.

The Department of Justice has published similar guidance:

For litigation the agency needs to prepare a certified administrative record with all correspondence and other necessary documents to assist the Department of Justice in defending agency decisions to disclose privately generated information.

At a minimum, copies of the following documents should be included as part of the certified administrative record:

* the FOIA request;
* the agency's notice to the submitter;
* any comments by the requester on the submitter's arguments;
the final agency decision; and
*the requested records marked to indicate those portions which the
agency decided to disclose. (This last item of the administrative
record may be filed in court under seal.)
In making all of the above determinations, it is vital to create an
adequate administrative record of the agency's work on the request and on
the submitter's objections. There has been great difficulty in the past
in having agency disclosure decisions affirmed by the courts because the
courts have insisted on the agency's ability to document its consideration
of the arguments for and against disclosure, and to explain adequately
the bases of agency action . . . . (I)t is necessary that the administra-
tive record supporting the agency's action show that the agency
adequately considered all issues and reached a reasonable decision which
can withstand judicial scrutiny.670
Notice that the first list spoke of a "letter notifying the submitter
of the request," and of a letter to the submitter detailing the material to be
disclosed. The second list spoke of "comments by the requester on the sub-
mitter's arguments." One who notifies a submitter of an Information Act
request by letter and who informs a submitter of an impending disclosure by
letter has abandoned all thought of achieving the Act's time standards. In the
acquisition arena, where buyers and PCOs often conduct business over the
telephone, including the negotiating of contracts, time standards may be met by
providing the submitter notice of a request and of the disclosure decision by
telephone (or telegraph or telefax). Timelines is the subject of the next
section of this chapter. Whether a requester should have an opportunity to
evaluate the submitter's input at the agency level, as the second list suggests,
and the nature of the agency "hearing" required to effectively cope with the
agency portion of an Information Act request, are two issues that often sur-
face. These two issues, as well as whether the submitter should have the
right to an agency appeal, will complete this section.
Now that submitters generally, at least in acquisition circles, are
provided notice of requests for potentially sensitive documents and an
opportunity to be heard in defense of nondisclosure, requesters generally may
feel left out of the process. There is often a dialogue going on between
submitter and custodian, and the requester is not part of it. However, the administrative process could easily become unduly burdened if, for example, a PCO were to call a submitter and elicit a Vaughn "analysis", and then had to call the requester and discuss the submitter's rationale for nondisclosure, and then had to bring the requester's rationale for disclosure to the attention of the submitter, and so on until the issues had been fully aired. Such procedures would constitute an administrative nightmare. Perhaps a moderate course of action would be to allow the requester a single "cut" at the submitter's input. However, even this would add another largely unnecessary layer to an already burdensome administrative process. The requester should be informed of the reasons for nondisclosure by the initial denial authority. If the requester is unsatisfied with the rationale for nondisclosure, the Information Act provides for appeal to the head of the agency. At this point the requester may martial arguments for disclosure and attempt to demonstrate the invalidity of the custodian's rationale, including the deficiencies of any of submitter's arguments adopted by the agency. Requesters may prefer to interact in the disclosure determination process at the release authority or initial denial authority level, and an agency dealing with a complex request may indulge the requester. However, the right to appeal is normally an adequate remedy to the requester's need for an input at the agency level. Other requester inputs prior to the appeal stage should be left to the discretion of the agency, and granted on a case-by-case basis.

A related issue is the extent of agency "proceedings". The administrative process could be quite formal, involving a full hearing with the presentation of evidence and argument before an administrative law judge. However, live testimony, cross examination, and the other indicia of a full evidentiary hearing would serve to balloon both the resources committed to
implementing the Information Act and the time to reach a final agency decision. There has been no demonstration that such formal administrative proceedings are necessary. Curing defects in the present, informal agency proceedings would better conserve the taxpayer's dollar. The system has manifested a capacity to respond to defects. For example, though notice to submitters is not a part of the Information Act, notice of requests for acquisition records is generally supplied. A formal apparatus would not significantly enhance agency implementation of the Information Act and the cost would dwarf any advantages over the present informal agency system.673

The final issue centers on the desirability of a submitter's appeal to the agency head. The Information Act provides for an agency appellate procedure for the requester, but ignores the submitter. Agency regulations generally implement the requester's appeal procedures, similarly ignoring the submitter. This places the submitter in a difficult position. First, the release authority is widely dispersed, so that field units making disclosure decisions possess widely varied experience with the Act and also varying philosophies on how much protection exempt material is due. Second, a submitter cannot ignore the cost-benefit analysis when advised that an agency is about to release its data. Even though a submitter deems material to be sensitive the cost of protective litigation versus the value of the data must be weighed. The right to appeal would be appropriate for submitters who have just as much or perhaps more interest in the subject matter in question than requesters. Currently, once an agency has decided to release, the submitter has no recourse other than seeking judicial review of the agency decision. It might be a better use of resources to employ the appeal channels already established for requesters than to force submitters, and therefore agencies, into court. If a submitter appealed, then sought review of an adverse decision, the record available for APA review would also stand a better chance
of being suitable. Submitter appeals could be achieved through amendment of the Information Act. In the absence of congressional action, acquisition-oriented agencies should consider adding submitter appeals to their freedom of information regulations, if only for a test period during which the concept may be evaluated. 674

**Timeliness and the Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies**

There is tension between compliance with stringent Information Act time standards and execution of an agency's traditional mission. The time standards generally reorder to a degree an agency's established set of priorities in the face of the volume of requests and in the absence of budgetary increases fully funding freedom of information activities. Congress was determined to put teeth into the Information Act. Many agencies were taking months to respond to requests. 675 Thus, the 1974 Amendments 676 established unprecedented time standards. President Ford originally vetoed what became the 1974 Amendments. He viewed the time standards as onerous.

Our law enforcement agencies do not have, and could not obtain, the large number of trained and knowledgeable personnel that would be needed to make ... a line-by-line examination of information requests that sometimes involve hundreds of thousands of documents, within the time constraints added to current law by this bill.

Therefore, I propose that more flexible criteria govern the responses to requests for particularly lengthy investigatory records to mitigate the burden which these amendments would otherwise impose, in order not to dilute the primary responsibilities of the law enforcement activities. 677

President Ford was prophetic as the *Open America* 678 case, which will be discussed below, illustrates. However, Congress was unimpressed with such dire sentiments, and overrode the veto. Senator Kennedy responded to the President's criticism:

*(T)here is the issue of time limits. Our bill provides an agency 10 working days to respond initially to a request for information, 20 working days on appeal, and an additional 10 working days when unusual circumstances are present. That gives the agency 40 working days, or almost two calendar months—more than enough time for any agency to complete the process of finding and reviewing requested documents.*
If a person sues the agency after that time, and the agency is still diligently trying to complete review of the materials under exceptional circumstances, then we have another escape valve in the bill--added by specific request of the administration during our conference. The agency may ask for, and the court is authorized to grant, additional time pending completion of such review.679

These remarks provide a summary of the time provisions which govern requests today, and ultimately provided the answer in the Open America case.680

In the hypothetical example described in an earlier part of this chapter,681 the Rome Air Development Center had ten workdays after receipt to respond to the request.682 The first day is counted when the FOI Manager receives the request.683 If ten or more workdays have elapsed between the postmark on the request and the date received, it is Air Force practice to forward an acknowledgment of receipt to the requester.684 When RADC forwarded the request to the MAJCOM (Air Force Systems Command) it was consulting with another "component of the agency having substantial subject-matter interest therein," in the language of the Act, thereby adding as many as ten additional workdays to the prescribed time limits.685 When the request was appealed to the Administrative Assistant of the Air Force, twenty workdays after receipt were allowed for the process.686 The first day is counted on the day the appeal is received in the Office of the Secretary of the Air Force.687 The time limits are stated in terms of workdays, which means that Saturday, Sunday and legal holidays are not counted. These statutory time limits mean that a request cannot be shunted to the bottom of the paperwork file, but must be assigned priority. The FOI Manager at each headquarters level monitors the time standards.

Either the initial ten-workday period or the twenty-day appellate procedure may be lengthened by a ten workday extension in the event of unusual circumstances. "Unusual circumstances" are defined in the 1974 Amendments as a need for additional time to search for and collect records from other locations,
a need for additional time to search for and collect and examine a voluminous amount of material to satisfy a single request, and a need for additional time to consult with another agency or another component of the same agency interested in the particular disclosure decision. As noted above, it is this last circumstance which is drawn upon to authorize the additional ten-day period to be used, if necessary, to facilitate forwarding recommendations for denials from field units to MAJCOMs (the initial denial authority) in the Air Force. An authoritative report by the House Committee on Government Operations indicates that the extention of time limits "can be invoked only once, during the initial decision process or the appeal but not both." The Committee probably means that the full ten-day extension may be used only once. The language of the Act permits multiple extensions so long as the ten-workday constraint is observed. This is the view espoused in the Attorney General's Preliminary Guidance and held by agencies generally.

If an agency fails to comply with the time limits, a requester will be deemed to have exhausted administrative remedies and may proceed to judicial remedies. The 1974 Amendments indicate that initial agency decisions will notify requesters "of the right ... to appeal to the head of the agency any adverse determination ...." The Attorney General's Preliminary Guidance suggested that the 1974 Amendments did not expressly forbid an initial determination that is administratively final, at the same time recognizing that agencies will probably retain a two-step (initial determination/appeal) procedure. However, the language of the Amendment provides that if the initial determination is made at a level beneath the agency head, then the agency must notify the requester of the right to appeal to the agency head (or designee). In practice, agencies do not deem administrative remedies to have been exhausted until the requester has taken advantage of the agency appeal procedure. However, if an agency fails to respond with an initial
determination in timely fashion, that is, to make the determination within ten workdays, and then "immediately notify" the requester, the requester need not employ the appellate procedure and may pursue the judicial remedy. Agencies unable to respond within the initial time limits should explain the difficulty to the requester, provide the contemplated date of response, and inform the requester of the present right to appeal. In this way the agency appellate procedures are normally preserved. Most requesters, at least in acquisition circles, will respond favorably to an indication of difficulties encountered by an agency and will negotiate an acceptable date for the substantive response. Agency regulations typically provide that a requester must file an appeal so that it reaches the appellate authority within a certain number of days after notification that a request has been denied. For example, the Department of Defense requires that appeals be filed within forty-five workdays of notice of an initial denial. There are sound reasons for the doctrine of exhaustion of administrative remedies. One federal court summarizes them:

(1) Judicial review may be hindered by failure of the litigant to allow the agency to make a factual record or exercise its discretion; (2) courts may never have to intervene if the complainant party is required to pursue his administrative remedies; (3) the agency should be given the opportunity to correct its own errors; (4) ignoring administrative processes could weaken the effectiveness of the agency by encouraging people to ignore its procedures; (5) the agency possesses expertise in dealing with complicated and technical facts in certain areas of the law; and (6) resolution of the dispute may involve interpretation and application of agency regulations.

After a requester has exhausted administrative remedies and brought suit seeking disclosure, if the government can show the existence of "exceptional circumstances" and that the agency is exercising "due diligence" in attempting to respond to the request, then the federal district court may retain jurisdiction and allow the agency additional time to respond to the request. This provision of the Act was examined in a 1976 District of
Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals case, *Open America v. Watergate Special Prosecution Force.* The case began with a request to the Attorney General of the United States and the Director of the FBI demanding the production for inspection of all records relating to the role of a former Acting Director of the FBI in any aspect of Watergate. The Director of the FBI informed the requesters that on the day their letter had been received, 5,137 other requests were on hand and being processed. Requesters appealed. The FBI response essentially asked the requesters to take a number. Requesters filed suit. The federal district court judge ordered the FBI to provide requesters with a *Vaughn v. Rosen* index within thirty days. In effect, the requesters demanded, and the judge granted, processing priority. Under this ruling, any of the 5,137 requesters who wished priority need only file suit; the remainder will wait their turn. If all 5,137 requesters decided they wished priority and filed suit, presumably the dates of motions for a *Vaughn* index would control, and the phrase "race to the courthouse" would take on new meaning.

The circuit court found both "exceptional circumstances" and "due diligence" on the part of the FBI sufficient to permit the district court to retain jurisdiction and allow the FBI to respond to the request in turn. The circuit court noted that the House Committee on Government Operations had estimated the total additional cost of the 1974 Amendments for all agencies at $50,000 in 1974 and $100,000 for each of the next five years.

The cloudy state of the Congressional crystal ball is demonstrated by an FBI official's affidavit filed in these proceedings: "(The FBI's) actual cost for implementation of the FOIA was $160,000. In Fiscal year 1975 it jumped to $462,000 and for Fiscal year 1976 we have estimated the cost to be $2,675,000. For Fiscal year 1977, we have estimated the cost for the FOIA to be the same $2,675,000 plus an additional $725,000 for the Privacy Act of 1974."

If Congress' anticipation of the burden thrust upon all agencies by its 1974 FOIA amendments is to be taken as a measuring stick, then surely the demands placed on this one agency by Congress' action may reasonably be viewed as "exceptional circumstances." In 1976 the FBI had assigned 191 employees at its Headquarters alone to process
requests. The Open America request would involve a project team headed by a supervisory special agent, and including five research analysts and two or more research clerks reviewing over 38,000 pages. The court thought the FBI was probably doing the best it could under the circumstances.

In summary, we interpret Section 552(a)(6)(C) to mean "exceptional circumstances exist" when an agency, like the FBI here, is deluged with a volume of requests for information vastly in excess of that anticipated by Congress, when the existing resources are inadequate to deal with the volume of such requests within the limits of subsection (6)(A), and when the agency can show that it "is exercising due diligence" in processing the requests. In such situation, in the language of subsection (6)(C), "the court may retain jurisdiction and allow the agency additional time to complete its review of the records." Under the circumstances defined above the time limits prescribed by Congress in subsection (6)(A) become not mandatory but directory. The good faith effort and due diligence of the agency to comply with all lawful demands under the Freedom of Information Act in as short a time as is possible by assigning all requests on a first-in, first-out basis, except those where exceptional need or urgency is shown, is compliance with the Act.

The result in Open America should be viewed with caution. The FBI was unprepared to handle a surge of requests in 1976. In the years to come budget requests and personnel allocations should reflect the realities of the freedom of information era. The FBI may have a more difficult burden of proof today in meeting the tests of "exceptional circumstances" and "due diligence." Other courts have remained unpersuaded of the difficulties confronting the government. In a court order issued the year before Open America, the Department of Justice was given three months to comply with a request from a son of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg seeking documents relating to their trial and execution. To comply with the order, the Justice Department had to assign 65 full-time and 21 part-time employees exclusively to this single request. Most requesters recognize the burden placed on agencies by the large number of requests and the difficulty of reviewing records to distinguish releasable from non-releasable material, and are willing to permit an agency a reasonable amount of time for processing before seeking the judicial remedy. Since the time limits are for the benefit of requesters, requesters may waive them or negotiate realistic
time limits.

Generally, agency compliance with time standards has varied from agency to agency and even from office to office within a single agency. The General Accounting Office surveyed eleven agencies at forty-eight locations over the period January 1, 1976 through September 1, 1977. The average processing time ranged from 123 days at the United States Attorney's Office in New York City to four days at the Air Force Logistics Command at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. No requests at the U.S. Attorney's Office were processed within ten days. The Dallas Regional Office of the Department of Energy processed only twenty percent of the surveyed requests within ten days and averaged 118 days apiece on the requests. The Department of Defense organizations surveyed, which were units which could be expected to have a larger share of requests for acquisition records, generally appeared to be complying with the time standards.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent Of Responses Within 10 days</th>
<th>Average Processing Time (in days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air Force Logistics Command, Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Logistics Center, Hill AFB, Ogden, Utah</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army Aviation Systems Command St. Louis, Missouri</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Army Corps of Engineers District Office, Los Angeles, California</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Office, Kansas City, Missouri</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Naval Air Station, San Diego, California</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. European military commands</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Those agencies which had difficulty in making timely responses blamed postal
delays in forwarding case files for consultation with other agency components, difficulty in collecting records from several locations for a single request, and most important, an insufficient number of qualified personnel to examine the voluminous records requested.\textsuperscript{708}

It is not known whether those agencies which are able to meet the stringent time standards of the 1974 Amendments are able to do so because they have established a more efficient processing mechanism, or because they have secured additional funding for additional employees to process requests, or because priorities have been reorganized so that processing Information Act requests subordinates other work. The answer may be some combination of these factors. The extent to which traditional work of an agency has been subordinated is an Information Act cost which will not appear in the annual reports to Congress.

The Judicial Remedy

If the agency head denies an Information Act request, the stage is set for the judicial remedy. The final agency denial should explain the reasons for the denial and inform the requester of the right to file a complaint in federal district court.\textsuperscript{709} The Information Act is manifestly a disclosure-oriented statute. The Act provides for lawsuits by requesters, but not by submitters. The 1974 Amendments added teeth to the philosophy of disclosure. Since 1974 more requests have been made and more information has been disclosed, in a shorter time, than ever before. This state of affairs gave birth to the reverse-FOIA lawsuit. Before 1974 government agencies could generally be depended upon to protect the data of third parties. After 1974 submitters began seeking the courts for help in protecting material which agencies were quite willing to release. The procedural aspects of lawsuits filed by both requesters and submitters will be outlined below. Where possible, direct-FOIA
and reverse-FOIA lawsuits will be contrasted.

Jurisdiction

Section 552(a)(4)(B) of the Information Act itself explicitly provides the jurisdictional basis for lawsuits by requesters against custodian agencies. A federal district court "has the jurisdiction to enjoin the agency from withholding agency records and to order the production of any agency records improperly withheld from the complainant."\(^7\)\(^1\)\(^0\)

The submitter does not find a jurisdictional basis in the Information Act to support efforts to enjoin disclosure. Until 1977 submitters would assert jurisdiction through either the Administrative Procedure Act\(^7\)\(^1\)\(^1\) or the federal question jurisdiction statute,\(^7\)\(^1\)\(^2\) or both,\(^7\)\(^1\)\(^3\) depending on the circuit in which the submitter was bringing suit. The split in the circuits was resolved in 1977 by Califano v. Sanders, a case not involving the Information Act. The Supreme Court held that APA does not confer subject matter jurisdiction.\(^7\)\(^1\)\(^4\) In 1976 the federal question statute had been amended so that the $10,000 jurisdiction amount was no longer required in actions against federal agencies. The amended language provides that

\begin{quote}
The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of all civil actions wherein the matter in controversy exceeds the sum or value of $10,000, exclusive of interest and costs, and arises under the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United States except that no such sum or value shall be required in any such action brought against the United States, any agency thereof, or any officer or employee thereof in his official capacity.\(^7\)\(^1\)\(^5\)
\end{quote}

The Supreme Court observed that

\begin{quote}
The obvious effect of this modification, subject only to preclusion of review statutes created or retained by Congress, is to confer jurisdiction on federal courts to review agency action, regardless of whether the APA of its own force may serve as a jurisdictional predicate. We conclude that this amendment now largely undercuts the rationale for interpreting the APA as an independent jurisdictional provision.
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
We thus conclude that the APA does not afford an implied grant of subject-matter jurisdiction permitting federal judicial review of agency action.\(^7\)\(^1\)\(^6\)
\end{quote}
Reverse-FOIA cases subsequent to Califano v. Sanders have found jurisdiction in 28 U.S.C. § 1331(a). If there was any lingering doubt on the matter it was resolved by the Supreme Court's footnoted observation in Chrysler v. Brown, citing Califano v. Sanders and concluding that "jurisdiction to review agency action under the APA is found in 28 U.S.C. § 1331." 718

**Venue**

The Information Act provides that venue will lie in "the district court of the United States in the district in which the complainant resides, or has his principal place of business, or in which the agency records are situated, or in the District of Columbia." 719 The 1974 Amendments added the District of Columbia as a proper venue ostensibly to provide requesters with a forum which has considerable experience with Information Act cases and to provide a convenient forum for both public interest group requesters and government agencies. 720

Submitters must look to the general venue statute to find a proper forum. Thus, 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b) provides that a civil action not founded solely on diversity of citizenship "may be brought only in the judicial district in which all defendants reside, or in which the claim arose, except as otherwise provided by law." 721 Furthermore, 28 U.S.C. § 1391(e) provides that a civil action in which an officer or agency of the United States is a defendant may be brought in any judicial district in which "(1) a defendant in the action resides, or (2) the cause of action arose, . . . or (4) in which the plaintiff resides if no real property is involved in the action." 722

If agencies will provide notice of impending disclosure to submitters, submitters may be able to select the initial forum to litigate the propriety of disclosure. The classic Information Act venue case involved GTE Sylvania, Inc. and eleven other television manufacturers as submitters, the Consumer
Product Safety Commission as the custodian agency, and both Consumers Union of the United States, Inc. and Public Citizens Health Research Group as requesters. In 1972 the Consumer Product Safety Act created the Consumer Product Safety Commission as an independent regulatory agency.\textsuperscript{724} Two years later the Commission decided to investigate television set safety. Toward this end, the Commission attempted initially to elicit television accident data voluntarily. Manufacturers proved reluctant to submit the desired details. The Commission then issued subpoenas duces tecum pursuant to the Consumers Product Safety Act.\textsuperscript{725} Some 120,000 pieces of paper were submitted in response to the subpoenas. After the information was massaged into more manageable form, the requesters invoked the Information Act. In March 1975 the Commission informed submitters and requesters alike that the data was not exempt and even if it was exempt from mandatory disclosure the Commission intended to exercise its discretion to disclose on May 1, 1975.\textsuperscript{726}

GTE Sylvania, RCA Magnavox, Zenith, Motorola, Warwick Electronics, and Aeronautical Ford filed individual lawsuits in the federal District Court of Delaware. Matsushita Electronic, Sharp Electronic, and Toshiba-America filed actions in the Southern District of New York. General Electric filed in the Northern District of New York. Admiral Corporation filed in the Western District of Pennsylvania.\textsuperscript{727} These individual actions were consolidated in the federal District Court of Delaware, temporary restraining orders were issued, and then on October 25, 1975, a preliminary injunction was issued forbidding release of the requested data pending trial.\textsuperscript{728} The submitters had chosen their forum, and the requesters proceeded to select theirs, the federal District Court for the District of Columbia. This direct-FOIA suit was filed May 5, 1975. Defendants included the Consumer Product Safety Commission and the television manufacturers. Requesters had not attempted to intervene in Delaware, nor did the submitters attempt to join requesters in that action.
The District of Columbia District Court dismissed the complaint; the District of Columbia Court of Appeals reversed and the submitters filed a petition for a writ of certiorari to the Supreme Court. Meanwhile, back at the Delaware Court, lawyers for the submitters had been busy. The Delaware court granted a motion for summary judgment and permanently enjoined the CPSC from releasing the television accident data on December 8, 1977. In response to this activity in Delaware, the United States Supreme Court granted certiorari to the District of Columbia case, vacated the lower court opinion, and remanded so the impact of the permanent injunction handed down by the Delaware District Court could be considered.

If submitters had chosen their forum well, requesters had chosen their circuit well. On remand, the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals was not prepared to defer to the Delaware District Court merely because a permanent injunction had issued any more than it had been prepared to yield to a preliminary injunction from Delaware. The court examined and rejected various theories which might preclude litigation in one court subsequent to issuance of a permanent injunction in another:

1. Stare decisis—"The notion that any would defer on stare decisis grounds to a decision by a co-ordinate court with which he disagreed is unworthy of comment."

2. Collateral estoppel—"If the FOIA applicant has neither been a party nor otherwise represented in a prior successful reverse-FOIA suit, he will not be blocked from taking his controversy to the courts."

3. Comity—"The doctrine surely does not contemplate that fundamental rights of citizens will be adjudicated in forums from which they are absent."

Thus the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals concluded that prior litigation between submitters and the agency need not have a dispositive effect on subsequent litigation initiated by requesters. The court's suggested remedy for conflicting decisions is to employ various procedural devices presently available. These devices (intervention, joinder, and consolidation) will be discussed in
the next three sections. The D.C. Circuit Court remanded the case to the
district court for a decision on the merits.

Its (the District Court's) first task is to analyze closely the Delaware
court's reasoning, for it may turn out that the court here will agree
with the Delaware court. Should, however, the court decide that the
failure to release the information was indeed improper, it will have to
ascertain the relief appropriate in the circumstances. Since the manu-
facturers are party-defendants, it might consider enjoining them from
enforcing their Delaware judgment against the Commission.736

The District of Columbia Circuit raises an interesting scenario: the Delaware
District Court issues a permanent injunction, the D.C. District Court enjoins
submitters from enforcing that Delaware judgment, and the CPSC then releases
the requested documents in the face of the Delaware injunction. The D.C.
Circuit Court of Appeals is apparently suggesting that a federal agency may
ignore a federal district court injunction. Presumably, if the CPSC disclosed
the material, a submitter could seek a contempt citation in Delaware; if the
CPSC were successfully held in contempt, then presumably the D.C. District
Court would hold the submitter in contempt of its judgment which forbade the
submitter from seeking a contempt citation in Delaware. Hopefully, such an
empasse will never occur either in freedom of information or any other area of
the law. Certiorari was granted once again in the D.C. Circuit Court case and
Mr. Justice Marshall observed, for a unanimous Supreme Court, that "(t)here is
nothing in the legislative history to suggest that in adopting the Freedom of
Information Act to curb agency discretion to conceal information, Congress in-
tended to require an agency to commit contempt of court in order to release
documents."737 The Supreme Court did not discuss stare decisis, or collateral
estoppel, or comity, as had the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals; instead, the
Supreme Court re-read 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(B):

The Freedom of Information Act gives federal district courts the juris-
diction "to enjoin the agency from withholding agency records and to
order the production of any agency records improperly withheld." This
section requires a showing of three components: the agency must have
(1) improperly (2) withheld (3) agency records. In this case the sole
The question is whether the first requirement, that the information has been "improperly" withheld, has been satisfied." The Supreme Court concluded that the Commission had not "improperly" withheld anything. The Commission had been subject either to a temporary restraining order or a preliminary injunction or a permanent injunction forbidding disclosure since the complaint was first filed by requesters in the District of Columbia District Court. The agency had not tried to avoid disclosure; the agency had had its discretion to disclose removed. It was clear that the Delaware District Court had jurisdiction to issue the injunctions; those subject to an injunction are normally expected to obey it until it is dissolved, even if they have proper grounds to object. Thus, the Supreme Court concluded that the Commission was required to obey the injunctions out of respect for the judicial process and that the withholding was clearly not "improper." The D.C. Circuit Court opinion was reversed.

The Commission may have wished by this time that it had never become interested in television set safety. The answer to the substantive disclosure question came three months later. The summary judgment for submitters and permanent injunction forbidding disclosure of the television accident reports were affirmed on appeal by the Third Circuit Court and by the Supreme Court. Section 6(b)(1) of the Consumer Product Safety Act was found to be an exemption three statute which effectively prohibited disclosure of this particular accident data. The Consumers Union case focuses attention on the submitter's early selection of a convenient forum, which proved advantageous, and on the procedural devices which are available to submitters, agencies, and requesters to promote efficient use of the court system.

Intervention

Requester and submitter lawsuits need not proceed independently of each other. Traditional procedural devices such as intervention, joinder, and
consolidation may effect a more efficient use of the judicial system; however, it also may be tactically advantageous for a submitter or requester to avoid or resist such mechanisms. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 24(a) provides for a right to intervene

(2)(W)hen the applicant claims an interest relating to the property or transaction which is the subject of the action and he is so situated that the disposition of the action may as a practical matter impair or impede his ability to protect that interest, unless the applicant's interest is adequately represented by existing parties. 744

Both requesters and submitters may be able to meet the test to intervene as of right, or failing this, the test for permissive intervention. Focusing on intervention of right, a requester would seem to have an interest in the subject matter of a submitter's suit against an agency, and the Consumers Union case, dealt with at length in the prior section, demonstrates that the outcome may indeed "impair or impede his ability to protect that interest" in disclosure. Requesters did not attempt to intervene in the Delaware District Court where submitters ultimately won summary judgment and a permanent injunction forbidding disclosure by the Consumer Product Safety Commission. Subsequent efforts by the requesters in the District of Columbia District Court were dismissed since the Commission was not improperly withholding records, but was merely complying with the Delaware injunction. The answer on the disclosure issue was thus found by an appeal of the Delaware judgment to the Third Circuit and a writ of certiorari to the Supreme Court. Requesters may have wished they had intervened in the Delaware action, though at the time the tactical decision to pursue a remedy in the District of Columbia court system no doubt appeared preferable.

Similarly, a submitter would seem to have an interest in the subject matter of a direct-FOIA suit brought by a requester against the custodian agency, and an adverse ruling enjoining the withholding will indeed "impair or impede his ability to protect that interest" in nondisclosure. Thus, the
crucial issue in both the requester and submitter motions to intervene would seem to be whether "the applicant's interest is adequately represented by existing parties." If the agency has opted for disclosure, will the agency adequately represent the requester's interests against the submitter? If the agency has opted for nondisclosure, will the agency adequately represent the submitter's interests against the requester? The demonstration of inadequate representation may be found in a parting of interests. For example, in a direct-FOIA lawsuit, the agency may believe a request should be partially filled while the submitter believes it should be completely denied; in a reverse-FOIA lawsuit, the agency may believe a request should be partially denied, while the requester believes it should be completely filled. However, if there is unity of interests between the agency and the potential intervenor, "inadequate representation" may be more difficult to show. Nevertheless, the submitter might argue that the government cannot truly make out a "substantial competitive harm" case under exemption four, that the business firm submitter can thereby requiring intervention; that the submitter's interest is always different from the agency's since the agency has discretion to disclose even material exempt from mandatory disclosure; and that the agency must also consider the "public interest" which may or may not coincide with the submitter's interests. The requester might argue that its private interest in disclosure diverges from the agency's interest which is broadly against government secrecy and which is unconcerned with the reason for the request and thus is incapable of negotiating a compromise which could be acceptable to the requester. The requester might also employ the latter two arguments cited above for the submitter. The District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals in Consumers Union746 suggested that "there are procedural devices aplenty" to avoid multiple suits and multiple judgments, citing Fisher v. Renegotiation Board as a case where a submitter was permitted to intervene as of right in a
Joinder

The District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals also suggested joinder as a procedural remedy for multiple lawsuits:

At the very least, the Commission (the custodian agency) could have urged that the requesters were parties whose joinder was required under Civil Rule 19.

If, as the manufacturers (submitters) and the Commission assert, the Delaware reverse-FOIA suit so affected appellants' (requesters') interest in disclosure of the information sought that they are now barred from litigating it in the District Court here, the Delaware action certainly could have been said, in the words of Rule 19, "as a practical matter (to) impede (their) ability to protect that interest or . . . (to) leave (the agency) subject to a substantial risk of incurring double, multiple, or otherwise inconsistent obligations by reason of (appellants') claimed interest."748

The D.C. Circuit Court was apparently thinking of the agency being confronted with conflicting judgments from different federal district courts as a rationale for joinder, which meets one of the tests of Rule 19(a). Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 19(a) also provides another test for joinder which is of interest:

A person who is subject to service of process and whose joinder will not deprive the court of jurisdiction over the subject matter of the action shall be joined as a party in the action if . . . (2) he claims an interest relating to the subject matter of the action and is so situated that the disposition of the action in his absence may (i) as a practical matter impair or impede his ability to protect that interest . . . 749

An injunction in favor of the submitter (to withhold) or the requester (to disclose) would serve to impair or impede protecting the respective interest, as a practical matter.

If Rule 19(a) is applicable, the party in question shall be joined. In contrast, Rule 20 provides for permissive joinder:

All persons . . . may be joined in one action as defendants if there is asserted against them jointly, severally, or in the alternative, any right to relief in respect of or arising out of the same transaction, occurrence, or series of transactions or occurrences and if any question of law or fact common to all defendants will arise in the action.750
The requester may join a submitter and vice versa when the same FOIA request is at issue and the question of law and fact will be the same for the agency and the joined party.

However, joinder may constrain the choice of forum. As noted in the previous section, in cases against the government, the venue provisions are found at 28 U.S.C. § 1391(e). When either the requester or the submitter is joined as a defendant in reverse-FOIA cases, the applicable venue provisions are found at 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b). Both provisions must be satisfied for proper venue to be achieved for all defendants. There are equally difficult jurisdictional questions arising from joinder. Mere satisfaction of the tests for joinder found in Rule 19 or Rule 20 does not automatically provide jurisdiction over the joined party. Previously, it was noted that section 552(a)(4)(B) of the Information Act provides a jurisdictional basis for direct-FOIA suits and the federal question statute provides a jurisdictional basis for reverse-FOIA suits. When private parties are defendants the jurisdictional statute requires that the amount in controversy exceed $10,000. If the amount in controversy can be met the court has jurisdiction to adjudicate the matter with all parties joined; if the amount in controversy is not met, pendant party jurisdiction will have to be argued. When the jurisdiction of federal courts is properly invoked to hear federal claims, the courts also have the power to hear claims over which they would normally have no jurisdiction, so long as the initial claim and the pendant claim involve a "common nucleus of operative fact" and so long as adjudicating both the claims in the same lawsuit would further the ends of judicial economy, efficiency, and fairness and convenience to the litigants. While this classic 1966 test for pendant party jurisdiction may be met in either the direct or reverse-FOIA suit, more recent pendant party jurisdiction cases have added the requirement that the statute providing a jurisdictional basis for the initial federal claim not be
explicitly or implicitly negated through the exercise of such jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{759}

One noted commentator has suggested that pendant jurisdiction may survive the additional test in direct-FOIA suits but not in reverse-FOIA suits:

In direct FOIA cases the purpose of the FOIA would seem to be served by the exercise of jurisdiction over the submitter. Thus, although the FOIA is limited in scope to claims by the requester against the agency, Congress did not intend to preclude the litigation of claims against nonfederal defendants in FOIA cases . . . Congress in the FOIA simply never contemplated the joinder of nonfederal defendants. Whether the submitter should be permitted to join the requester in a reverse FOIA suit is more problematic. Here the basis for jurisdiction against the agency is not the FOIA, but 28 U.S.C. § 1331, which requires that the amount in controversy exceed $10,000 when private parties are defendants. The question is whether a party should be allowed to invoke ancillary jurisdiction to circumvent this express congressional limitation.

In sum, although not conclusive, . . . the assertion of pendant party jurisdiction may be more difficult in reverse FOIA cases than in direct FOIA cases.\textsuperscript{760}

Consolidation

The District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals in its Consumers Union opinion also cited "transfer and consolidation of FOIA and reverse-FOIA suits" as a procedural device which may be used to avoid conflicting opinions from different courts.\textsuperscript{761} Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 42(a) provides that when actions involving a common question of law or fact are pending before the court, it may order a joint hearing or trial of any or all the matters in issue in the actions; it may order all the actions consolidated; and it may make such orders concerning proceedings therein as may tend to avoid unnecessary costs or delays.\textsuperscript{762}

The test of "a common question of law or fact" is easily met; direct- and reverse-FOIA cases are excellent candidates for consolidation. The problem lurks in the necessity for the cases to be "pending before the court."

Direct- and reverse-FOIA actions are often filed in different forums. Thus, the different actions must be transferred to the same forum before consolidation is a viable procedural mechanism. This is precisely what the submitters in the GTE Sylvania\textsuperscript{763} case did. Seven submitters of television safety d
had filed a reverse-FOIA suit in the Delaware District Court, three had filed in the Southern District of New York, one in the Northern District of New York, and one in the Western District of Pennsylvania. All of these suits were transferred to the Delaware District Court and consolidated. However, the requester's direct suit filed in the D.C. District Court was never transferred to Delaware (nor vice versa) so consolidation provided only a partial procedural remedy for multiple suits and multiple judgments. The true remedy becomes the motion for change of venue.

The federal venue statute, 28 U.S.C. § 1404(a), provides that "(f)or the convenience of parties and witnesses, in the interest of justice, a district court may transfer any civil action to any other district or division where it might have been brought." However, it is unlikely that a court will transfer a case of its own volition. One or more parties will normally request the change of venue. Thus, in the GTE Sylvania case the agency might have requested transfer of the reverse-FOIA action to the forum where the direct suit was being tried. The submitters, who had selected the Delaware court as their preferred forum, would no doubt have resisted, and the Delaware court may have noted that its jurisdiction had been invoked first and that the case was farther along in Delaware than the case in the other forum and denied the motion. The direct-FOIA forum may refuse to transfer to the reverse-FOIA forum, perhaps citing convenience to the parties and the venue advantages in favor of the requester which are built into the Information Act. Thus, the tactical rationale which caused certain forums to be selected in the first place and which caused no intervenor motions to be filed, may cause the submitter and the requester to resist transfer to another forum. To the extent the submitter and the requester are able to enlist their chosen forum in preserving the status quo, consolidation will prove an empty remedy, for want of transfer.
In addition to jurisdictional and venue requirements, and the procedural devices of intervention, joinder, and consolidation, there are two other procedural concepts warranting discussion—indispensable parties and collateral estoppel. Neither has yet proved dispositive in FOIA cases, but they have been argued, and may surface again in litigation.

Indispensable Parties

The indispensable party issue is a corollary to the joinder of parties issue. The analysis under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 19 requires that it be first determined whether a party shall be joined because

(2) (H)e claims an interest relating to the subject of the action and is so situated that the disposition of the action in his absence may (i) as a practical matter impair or impede his ability to protect that interest or (ii) leave any of the persons already parties subject to a substantial risk of incurring double, multiple, or otherwise inconsistent obligations by reason of his claimed interest.

If this test is met the court shall order joinder. The concept of indispensable parties arises if a party must be joined, but cannot be, and the court determines that the action shall not proceed without the absent party but shall instead be dismissed. Perhaps a submitter or requester is not subject to service of process, or perhaps joinder would deprive the court of subject matter jurisdiction, or joinder would render venue improper. The court will evaluate several factors to determine whether to dismiss the action or to proceed if the party cannot be joined:

(F)irst, to what extent a judgment rendered in the person's absence might be prejudicial to him or to those already parties; second, the extent to which, by protective provisions in the judgment, by the shaping of relief, or other measures, the prejudice can be lessened or avoided; third, whether a judgment rendered in the person's absence will be adequate; fourth, whether the plaintiff will have an adequate remedy if the action is dismissed for nonjoinder.

This District of Columbia Court of Appeals, in the Consumers Union case discussed earlier, noted in dictum that a prior suit filed in the Delaware District Court by submitters should probably (arguably) have been dismissed due
to the absence of indispensable parties, the requesters. Similarly, one commentator perceives submitters to be indispensable parties in direct-FOIA suits.

The courts almost uniformly agree that a holder of a trade secret, patent, or copyright is an indispensable party in a suit between other parties regarding infringement of the patent, trade secret, or copyright. Similarly, the submitter of business data would also be an indispensable party to a proceeding to determine whether that data should be made public. The submitter clearly possesses an interest "relating to the subject of the action" and disposition of the case in his absence could impair or destroy that interest.

Declaring submitters to be indispensable parties would represent a considerable graduation in status for submitters, since the Information Act provided a judicial remedy for the requester, ignoring completely the submitter. Courts have not yet dismissed a FOIA suit for want of an indispensable party, whether submitter or requester. Courts may be wondering whether any plaintiff will have an adequate remedy if either a direct- or reverse-FOIA suit is dismissed for nonjoinder of the other party. The indispensable party concept, if implemented, could theoretically produce a "grid lock" on initial and subsequent, direct- and reverse-FOIA suits and agency decisions would control.

Collateral Estoppel

The doctrine of collateral estoppel, like that of indispensable parties, has not yet had a significant impact on FOIA suits. However, FOIA litigators are aware of its potential. Generally, the doctrine of collateral estoppel binds parties to a previous suit to those conclusions on material issues which are revealed in the prior judgments. Identity of issues and of parties in the prior suit is necessary to preclude re-litigation of the issue by the parties in a subsequent suit. Collateral estoppel was argued in the 1975 district court case of Robertson v. Department of Defense. Robertson was the requester, General Motors was the submitter, and DOD was the custodian agency. When the agency decided to release some of the requested material,
the submitter filed a reverse-FOIA suit in the District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia.\textsuperscript{771} After a temporary restraining order was obtained in the Virginia court, the requester filed suit in the District of Columbia District Court, joining the submitter.\textsuperscript{772} A preliminary and then a permanent injunction was obtained in the Virginia District Court. The submitter argued in the subsequent direct-FOIA suit that the same issues should not be re-litigated. The only problem was the requester had not been a party to the action in Virginia. The submitter ingeniously argued that the agency had acted as the submitter's representative, and thus the issues should not be re-litigated by the requester in a subsequent suit. However, the court did not find that the requester was collaterally estopped since the requester desired full disclosure while the agency defended only partial disclosure.\textsuperscript{773} Thus, there was no identity of interests. The unanswered question is what the district court would have decided had the disclosure positions of the requester and the agency been identical. If agency and requester positions on the issues are identical, may those issues be re-litigated?

This question was answered for the District of Columbia Circuit three years later in the Consumers Union case: "An agency's interests in FOIA suits of either stripe diverge markedly from private interests, and raise serious doubt whether the agency could ever be deemed to represent members of the public."\textsuperscript{774} It probably cannot be assumed that the agency's position will always be synonymous with either submitter or requester. A submitter who desires protection for all data perceived to be sensitive may be paired with an agency which may be withholding, but grudgingly, and inclined to disclose just as much information as possible. A requester who desires full disclosure may be paired with an agency which may disclose but is affected by the desire to protect its deliberative processes to the extent possible. Practically, the agency can never really represent the interests of submitter or requester, even
if the agency appears, initially, to be willing to disclose/withhold the same amount of data for the same reasons as the requester/submitter. The D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals, thinking of the Consumers Union, a requester, observed that

(T)o accept a governmental agency as an adequate representative of requesting parties whenever the agency nominally favors disclosure is to ignore the stark fact that their interests are not congruent: The agency is concerned with conserving the time and energy of its personnel, and with avoiding establishment of a precedent that in the future might support mandatory divulgence of information it would prefer to keep confidential; the requesters simply want the information.775

A quick reading of the Information Act might suggest that trial procedure has been simplified by explicit provision for jurisdiction and venue. However, the interests of the third party, the submitter, raises the level of complexity. Intervention, joinder, consolidation, indispensable parties, collateral estoppel—all are mechanisms and doctrines which must be evaluated by the FOIA trial attorney. Currently, if submitters have the resources and the inclination to resist disclosure of certain sensitive data, and if the agency will provide notice of impending disclosure, the submitter has an advantage in being able to choose the initial forum. The requester may not wish to intervene in the submitter's forum. Yet the custodian agency must honor temporary restraining orders and preliminary and permanent injunctions issued by the submitter's forum. Since this state of affairs may negate the venue advantages provided the requester in the Information Act, suggestions abound to redress the imbalance in favor of requesters. The D.C. Circuit Court's suggestion, which was reversed by the Supreme Court, was to permit the requester to file a subsequent direct-FOIA suit in a convenient forum, and if the prior judgment of the submitter's forum to withhold is deemed improper, the requester's forum "will have to ascertain the relief appropriate in the circumstances. Since the (submitters) are party-defendants, it might consider enjoining them from enforcing (their prior judgment against the agency)."776 Suggestions from
other quarters involve joinder or intervention by the requester, with a right in the requester to transfer to the requester's choice of forum. The House Committee on Government Operations endorses some such amendment to subordinate the submitter's choice of forum to the requester's choice:

The committee recommends that FOIA be amended to provide rules governing the venue of reverse FOIA lawsuits. The purpose of an amendment should be to limit the amount of litigation arising out of a FOIA request by allowing the submitter, requester, and government to participate in the same lawsuit. Participation in the litigation should not be a requirement of maintaining a request for documents or a claim of confidentiality. The existing preference for the rights of requesters should be maintained.

Of course when requesters file suit first, they are able to choose their forum, and may join submitters as defendants with the agency. In this case the benefits of litigation in one lawsuit are preserved, plus some practical benefits to the requester:

In some of these cases . . . we have started joining the corporations that have filed the documents as defendants pursuant to rule 19. Whether the defendants are in fact necessary or indispensable, we do not know, but our purposes are three. First, when corporations get dragged in and have to defend themselves, they sometimes end up giving up the documents because they do not want to spend the time and money litigating the question. But if they think they will get free representation by the Justice Department, they are perfectly willing to let the government fight to withhold it. Second, in a lot of these cases, they are going to come in anyway. If they are really worried about disclosure . . . they will come in themselves. It just slows down the litigation to have to wait for them to make a motion to intervene and to have the judge rule, and so forth. And the third reason is to get a little free discovery.

Basis for Relief and Scope of Review

The Information Act itself explicitly provides the requester's basis for relief and for a federal district court to determine de novo if a government agency is improperly withholding requested material, as opposed to a mere judicial review of the agency determination. The controversy in this area has centered on the basis for a submitter's relief and the related issue of whether the scope of review is de novo as it is in direct-FOIA suits. Business submitters have generally argued that the Information Act itself or in the
alternative a statute such as the Trade Secrets Act constitutes the basis of the cause of action in a reverse suit, while agencies and requesters have argued that the submitter's basis for relief is to be found in the Administrative Procedure Act. The debate continued until April 1979, when the Supreme Court handed down its opinion in a reverse-FOIA suit, Chrysler Corporation v. Brown. It is now clear that the basis for reverse suits is the APA. Though less clear, it is probable that the scope of review is not de novo as in direct suits.

At stake in the Supreme Court case was equal opportunity data submitted by Chrysler Corporation, a DOD contractor, to the Defense Logistics Agency. In 1975 the DLA gave notice to Chrysler of the agency decision to disclose. Chrysler secured a temporary restraining order. The Delaware District Court conducted a trial de novo, subjected the agency disclosure decision to an APA review, found some of the requested material to fall within exemption four, decided the exemptions were permissive and not mandatory, and concluded that some of the requested material could not be disclosed due to agency regulations which effectively prohibited release. On appeal, the Third Circuit Court of Appeals agreed that the exemptions are permissive and that an APA review is in order, but found that the review should have been limited to the agency record rather than de novo, and concluded that agency regulations did not forbid disclosure. The Supreme Court agreed that the Information Act exemptions are permissive, in contrast with exemptions found in other statutes wherein Congress explicitly made the exemption from disclosure mandatory. Both the language of the Information Act, which is concerned exclusively with disclosure, and the Act's legislative history compelled the conclusion of permissive exemption. It was the concept of mandatory exemptions which was necessary to devine a basis for relief in the Information Act itself, for if exemptions were mandatory, then the disclosure of exempt information would be a violation of
the Act itself. Absent express amendment by Congress, the Supreme Court laid to rest the theory that a submitter's cause of action is found in the FOIA:

We therefore conclude that Congress did not limit an agency's discretion to disclose information when it enacted the FOIA. It necessarily follows that the Act does not afford Chrysler any right to enjoin agency disclosure. 789

The Supreme Court turned next to the Trade Secrets Act and found it wanting as a basis for a private right of action. The Court noted that a private right of action is seldom implied from a criminal statute. 790 The Court further noted that the legislative history of 18 U.S.C. § 1905 is devoid of any indication that Congress intended to create a private right of action, and more importantly, that there is an alternative avenue of redress—the APA. 791

The Supreme Court then turned to the Administrative Procedure Act, which provides that "(a) person suffering legal wrong because of agency action, or adversely affected or aggrieved by agency action . . . is entitled to judicial review thereof." 792 The act of disclosing business data is agency action, and the alleged competitive harm to business submitters is the claimed adverse impact. Chrysler Corporation, the government, the Delaware District Court, the Third Circuit Court of Appeals, and the Supreme Court all agreed that the agency decision may be reviewed under the APA. The debate centered on the scope of review, once the submitter's basis for relief had been identified.

The scope of review issue is characterized from the submitter's viewpoint by the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals in Westinghouse Electric Corporation v. Schlesinger:

Should not the person who is threatened with harm through a disclosure, which the Congress has indicated clearly is against the public policy as expressed in the FOIA itself, be the proper one to assert that right to protection from disclosure assured him under Exemption 4, in an equity action in which he can have a de novo trial? The envious competitor or the curious busybody demanding access to that private information has the
right to such a de novo trial. The Act gives it to him. But is not the same right to be implied, when the supplier, with a right that Congress gave him "not only as a matter of fairness but as a matter of right," seeks what may be regarded as correlative relief? The Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals felt that de novo review was in order to determine whether material fell into exemption four or the Trade Secrets Act.

It would be an incredible rule that a legislative prohibition such as § 1905, fixing limits on executive action for the benefit of the plaintiffs is to be construed and applied by the executive with only a right of review for arbitrariness on the part of those for whose benefit the statutes were enacted. This would be tantamount to committing the execution of such law to "the self-restraint of the executive branch" itself . . . and making the executive's ipse dixit final . . . . It would be grossly unfair . . . to force the supplier of information which carries some indicia of confidentiality under both § 1905 and Exemption 4, to rely wholly on the agency.

The District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals in Charles River Park "A," Inc. v. HUD also concluded that de novo review was appropriate on the issue of whether material fell into exemption four: "(T)he district court is not reviewing agency action; it is making a threshold determination whether the plaintiff (submitter) has any cause of action at all." The Charles River analysis would apply the APA abuse of discretion standard to any disclosure of exempt material once the threshold issue of exempt status had been determined de novo. Thus, the court noted that if disclosure would violate the Trade Secrets Act, it would be an abuse of discretion for an agency to disclose. Other courts relied on the Declaratory Judgment Act to obtain a de novo hearing. Courts generally either found a reason for a de novo hearing or employed such scope of review without comment. If the legal analysis for a de novo hearing was later found to be weak, fairness to the submitter as well as practical necessity seemed, at the time, to justify the broader scope of review. The submitter was perceived to have an interest at least equivalent to the requester who enjoyed de novo review. Furthermore, agency records suitable for judicial review appeared to be nonexistent. Few had ever seen an agency record which did not have to be remanded to the agency for amplification.
Finally, there was the suspicion that the agency was not the proper party to conclude that substantial competitive harm will or will not result from disclosure. Or, at least, if the agency insisted on making such an important and complex determination, a full blown agency evidentiary hearing was in order, and if the agency would not employ so formal a proceeding, then de novo review in a federal district court was in order.

The beginning of the end of de novo review for submitters occurred in 1976 when Chrysler Corporation brought its reverse-FOIA case against the Department of Defense. The Delaware District Court followed Charles River Park and held an evidentiary hearing to ascertain if the requested material fell into exemption four. An APA review was made of the agency decision to disclose exempt material. Certain equal opportunity information was found to be exempt under exemption four. The court then applied the APA standard which provides for setting aside agency action which is contrary to law. An agency regulation forbids the agency to disclose information which would render any employee criminally liable for violating the Trade Secrets Act. Thus, the court found that an agency decision to disclose data in violation of an agency regulation would be contrary to law and a violation of the APA.

On appeal the Third Circuit Court of Appeals found that de novo review was inappropriate. The court was not concerned with equivalent equity for the submitter, or with the inability to construct a record at the agency level, focusing instead on a legal analysis of those few instances where de novo review is warranted under the APA. Given that the submitter's basis for relief is found in the APA, the language of the APA scope of review provisions is the proper place to begin an analysis. Section 10(e) of the Administrative Procedure Act provides for the scope of review.

To the extent necessary to decision and when presented, the reviewing court shall decide all relevant questions of law, interpret constitutional and statutory provisions, and determine the applicability of
the terms of an agency action. The reviewing court shall--
(1) compel agency action unlawfully withheld or unreasonably delayed;
and
(2) hold unlawful and set aside agency action, findings, and
conclusions found to be--
(A) arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not
in accordance with law;
(F) unwarranted by the facts to the extent that the facts are subject
to trial de novo by the reviewing court.
In making the foregoing determinations, the court shall review the whole
record or those parts of it cited by a party, and due account shall be
taken of the rule of prejudicial error.803

The Third Circuit Court of Appeals turned next to the test for de novo review
under the APA provided by the Supreme Court in Overton Park v. Volpe.

De novo review of whether the Secretary's decision was "unwarranted by
the facts" is authorized by § 706(2)(F) in only two circumstances. First,
such de novo review is authorized when the action is adjudicatory in
nature and the agency factfinding procedures are inadequate. And, there
may be independent judicial factfinding when issues that were not before
the agency are raised in a proceeding to enforce nonadjudicatory agency
action.804

Under the Overton Park test the Third Circuit dismissed de novo review by
merely observing that (1) the Delaware District Court had not addressed whether
a reverse-FOIA suit was adjudicatory or whether agency procedures were adequate;
and (2) by noting the parties had not contended that issues had been presented
to the district court which had not previously been presented to the agency.805

Commentators have supported this summary conclusion that the Overton Park test
for de novo review is not met in reverse-FOIA cases.806 If the freedom of
information process may be characterized as adjudicatory, then opponents of
de novo review argue that either agency factfinding procedures are adequate, or
if the procedures are perceived to be inadequate the deficiency is not the
failure to gather all of the important facts to make the disclosure
determination but the failure of the record to fully support the decision.807
Thus, if procedures are adequate to support agency adjudication and the true
problem is merely an inadequate record, the remedy is not de novo review but
remand to the agency for amplification of the rationale for the agency
disclosure decision. Submitters may argue that the problem is more than merely typing up a complete record—that agency procedures are fundamentally deficient in that there is insufficient opportunity to provide a meaningful input at the agency level. If submitters could demonstrate that a full evidentiary hearing was necessary at the agency level, then the absence of such agency proceedings would be the type of proof needed to meet the first of the Overton Park tests for de novo review. If submitters have not been afforded notice and an opportunity to comment, they may argue that the deficient agency procedures warrant de novo review.

De novo review is also authorized by the Overton Park analysis when issues not before the agency are raised in a judicial proceeding to enforce nonadjudicatory agency action. Agency proceedings to determine whether to honor a requester's demand for disclosure or a submitter's demand for confidentiality probably do not represent nonadjudicatory agency action, but even if such proceedings could be so characterized, the freedom of information issues before the court are normally the same issues which were before the agency. Neither of the Overton Park tests provides a clear case for de novo review.

The Supreme Court in Chrysler rejected the Information Act and the Trade Secrets Act as a basis for action, in a reverse-FOIA suit, then at the end of its opinion turned to the APA. With little discussion the Court concluded that "we believe any disclosure that violates § 1905 is 'not in accordance with law' within the meaning of 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A). De novo review by the District Court is ordinarily not necessary to decide whether a contemplated disclosure runs afoul of § 1905." Proponents of de novo review may argue that the Court was dealing with material exempt from mandatory disclosure under exemption four and that a section 706(2)(A) standard of review is appropriate at that stage. This, after all, was the Charles River
Park analysis: de novo review on the issue of material falling within an exemption and an arbitrary and capricious standard of review for an agency decision to disclose the exempt material. However, the Supreme Court had before it the Third Circuit's opinion that a de novo review had no place in any stage of a reverse-FOIA suit, and did not explicitly reverse that position. Generally, it may be argued that the issue of exempt status is a reviewable part of the agency decision to the same degree as the issue of the disclosure of exempt material. Finally, if a de novo review will "ordinarily not (be) necessary" to determine if disclosure will violate the Trade Secrets Act, then it is doubtful that a de novo review will be necessary to ascertain if data falls within exemption four. In fact, it is doubtful that requesters would enjoy de novo review of the agency decision to withhold material if that right were not explicitly provided by the Information Act. Requesters probably need this right moreso than submitters since the submitter knows what is in the requested document and can effectively argue against disclosure at the agency level, if given notice, in contrast with requesters. Congress perceived a need for requesters to be able to tap federal district courts for a fresh look at their requests; for submitters to have the same right, in light of Chrysler, amendment of the Information Act will probably be necessary. However, the House Committee on Government Operations, after reviewing the issue, has indicated approval of the APA "arbitrary and capricious" standard for submitters and no interest in extending de novo review. Absent amending legislation, when a requester brings a direct-FOIA suit against the agency and the submitter, the scope of review will be de novo. If a submitter brings a reverse-FOIA suit against the agency and requester, the scope of review will probably be the "arbitrary, capricious . . . abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law" standard. If the agency intends to issue a partial denial, releasing in part and withholding in part, and all parties are
joined then theoretically both standards of review could be employed for the respective claims of requester and submitter. Such a bifurcated arrangement should not be any more confusing than the Charles River analysis which provided for a de novo hearing on the issue of exempt material, and an APA review on the issue of disclosing exempt material.

Other procedural considerations of interest include the burden of proof, in camera inspections, injunctions, sanctions against employees, and award of attorney's fees and court costs. These topics will be discussed in the remaining sections of this chapter.

Burden of Proof

The Information Act provides that the burden of proof in a direct-FOIA suit rests on the agency. Such placement of the burden of proof is consistent with the Act's philosophy of disclosure. If an agency intends to withhold material requested under the Information Act the agency must demonstrate that the material is exempt from mandatory disclosure and that it does not abuse its discretion in the decision to withhold exempt material. Such placement of the burden of proof is probably also a practical necessity in light of the fact that the plaintiff-requester has not had the opportunity to examine the information at issue.

The burden of proof is placed on the plaintiff-submitter in a reverse-FOIA suit. This burden is effectively placed on the submitter by the language of the Information Act which commands an agency to disclose non-exempt material. The submitter must show that the information was both exempt from mandatory disclosure and that the agency would abuse its discretion by releasing material the Act did not require to be disclosed.
The Information Act provides that a federal district court may examine material in camera to assist the court in its determination of whether the material may be withheld by the agency. In camera inspection of the requested material involves inspection in chambers by the district judge, or by a special master appointed by the judge. This procedure is not useful in the normal reverse-FOIA suit since both submitter and agency have access to the contents of the requested documents. The procedure may be useful, however, in the direct-FOIA suit where the requester does not have access to the desired documents. In camera inspection was specifically mentioned in the 1974 Amendments to the Information Act.

Use of in camera inspection is discretionary with the court, and a motion for such procedure may be denied if the court deems it unnecessary. In camera inspection of voluminous documents may be burdensome even if deemed necessary; thus samples of documents may be inspected or a special master may be appointed. The government may submit affidavits or live testimony as a substitute for in camera inspection. Particularly in national security cases the government may attempt to avoid in camera inspection of documents involving the national security, arguing that the affidavits and testimony are adequate. The District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals essayed at length on the subject in Ray v. Turner, a 1978 case:

Congress left the matter of in camera inspection to the discretion of the district court, without any indication of the extent of its proper use. The ultimate criterion is simply this: Whether the district judge believes that in camera inspection is needed in order to make a responsible de novo determination on the claims of exemption.

In camera inspection requires effort and resources and therefore a court should not resort to it routinely on the theory that "it can't hurt." When an agency affidavit or other showing is specific, there may be no need for in camera inspection.

On the other hand, when the district judge is concerned that he is not prepared to make a responsible de novo determination in the absence of in camera inspection, he may proceed in camera without anxiety that the law interposes an extraordinary hurdle to such inspection.
A judge has discretion to order in camera inspection on the basis of an uneasiness or a doubt he wants satisfied before he takes responsibility for a de novo determination.820

Injunctions, Sanctions, and Attorney's Fees

The Information Act provides that the requester's remedy is to "enjoin the agency from withholding agency records and to order the production of any agency records improperly withheld from the complainant."821 Similarly, in reverse-FOIA suits, the Administrative Procedure Act provides that agency action, such as the contemplated disclosure of confidential business data, may be set aside if found to be "arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law."822 The Information Act does not provide damages to requesters for wrongful agency withholding, but does provide for attorney's fees and court costs under certain circumstances823 and provides the possibility of disciplinary action against government employees responsible for the improper withholding of records.824 The process leading to sanctions against employees is an involved one which has been outlined in an earlier chapter.825 Essentially, if a court orders disclosure, assesses attorney's fees and costs against the agency, and finds "that the circumstances surrounding the withholding raise questions whether agency personnel acted arbitrarily or capriciously with respect to the withholding,"826 then the Special Counsel of the Merit System Protection Board conducts an investigation and directs the agency involved to take disciplinary action if warranted by the facts. Contempt proceedings are also available against employees who refuse to release material ordered to be disclosed by a district court.827 Both procedures are available, but largely unused. Arbitrary and capricious conduct would probably be found only if agency records which clearly should be disclosed were either withheld or destroyed. It is easier to meet the test for attorney's fees and costs: the requester must have "substantially prevailed."828
The Senate's version of the 1974 Amendments outlined four criteria to be employed in the award of attorney's fees and court costs: "(T)he court shall consider the benefit to the public, if any, deriving from the case, the commercial benefit to the complainant and the nature of his interest in the records sought, and whether the government's withholding of the records sought had a reasonable basis in law." This language was deleted from the final version. However, Congress still expected these factors to be considered by federal courts and omitted them only because "the existing body of law on the award of attorney's fees recognizes such factors, (such that) a statement of the criteria may be too delimiting and is unnecessary." Congress was thinking of reporters, indigents, nonprofit public interest groups and scholars when it provided for attorney's fees and costs, and not of the corporate requester attempting to obtain information concerning competitors. This became clear upon examining the Senate's amplification of the four criteria included in its original version of the 1974 Amendments:

Under the first criterion a court would ordinarily award fees, for example, where a newsman was seeking information to be used in a publication or a public interest group was seeking information to further a project benefitting the general public, but it would not award fees if a business was using the FOIA to obtain data relating to a competitor or as a substitute for discovery in private litigation with the government.

Under the second criterion a court would usually allow recovery of fees where the complainant was indigent or a nonprofit public interest group but would not if it was a large corporate interest (or representative of such an interest). For the purposes of applying this criterion, news interests should not be considered commercial interests.

Under the third criterion a court would generally award fees if the complainant's interest in the information sought was scholarly or journalistic or public-interest oriented, but would not do so if his interest was of a frivolous or purely commercial nature.

Finally, under the fourth criterion a court would not award fees where the government's withholding has a colorable basis in law but would ordinarily award them if the withholding appeared to be merely to avoid embarrassment or to frustrate the requester.

"(T)here will seldom be an award of attorneys' fees when the suit is to advance the private commercial interests of the complainant. In these cases there is usually no need to award attorneys' fees to insure that the action will be brought. The private self-interest motive of, and often pecuniary to, the complainant will be sufficient to insure the vindication of the rights given in the FOIA. The court should not
ordinarily award fees under this situation unless the government officials have been recalcitrant in their opposition to a valid claim or have been otherwise engaged in obdurate behavior.831

An example of a court perceiving "obdurate behavior" was the federal district court in Shermco Industries, Inc. v. United States Air Force.832 The court found no public benefit to be derived from the direct-FOIA suit, a primarily commercial interest on the part of Shermco and no financial need on Shermco's part which would warrant consideration. However, the court also found that the Air Force had asserted unreasonable claims of exemption, had unreasonably asserted the doctrine of exhaustion of agency remedies, and that Shermco had almost completely prevailed on the merits. The court awarded $4,500 in attorney's fees.833 On appeal this award of attorney's fees was reversed along with the order to release since Shermco had no longer "substantially prevailed."834 The district court case illustrates that a court may employ its discretion to award attorney's fees and costs when it perceives an element of arbitrariness in an agency's action.835 The court may balance the above outlined factors, but has considerable discretion to weigh the factors as it deems appropriate.

The Information Act speaks of assessing costs against the government when the "complainant" has substantially prevailed.836 The submitter is the "complainant" in a reverse-FOIA suit. However, it is doubtful that the submitter would be awarded attorney's fees and court costs under the present Act, since the complainant must substantially prevail "in any case under this section."837 The submitter brings a reverse-FOIA suit under the APA rather than the Information Act. Furthermore, it is clear that Congress did not contemplate a reverse suit brought by submitters, and intended that language in the 1974 Amendments apply only to requesters in direct-FOIA suits. It is equally doubtful that a requester who intervenes or is joined as a defendant in a reverse-FOIA suit is entitled to attorney's fees and costs if the requester
and the government substantially prevail against the submitter. First, the requester is not a "complainant" under this scenario. Second, the Act only provides for award of fees against the government. Under these facts the requester does not substantially prevail against the government; the government was a fellow defendant which substantially prevailed with the requester against the submitter. Award of attorney's fees and court costs against the government would be questionable in a scenario other than a direct-FOIA suit wherein the requester substantially prevails.
CONCLUSION

This is good for you, and it's good for the public, and it's going to be done no matter what. Government attorney's view, 1973.

Although Exemption 4 of the Act was intended to grant some measure of protection to . . . business information the exemption has been interpreted and applied in ways which eviscerate the intended protection. Submitter attorney's view, 1977.

(T)he battle has not yet been entirely won. Public interest requester's view, 1979.

The Freedom of Information Act has joined religion and politics as a topic of discussion almost certain to produce disagreement and debate. One's perceptions are inevitably influenced by the nature of one's current vocation. The perspective of the director of contracts of a defense contractor is different from that of the harried government bureaucrat, and both are different from the perspective of the head of a public interest group. Of course, when dealing with exemption one (national security) and exemption five (internal memoranda) a two-party dispute is the normal scenario. The requester desires certain documents and the government must decide whether to claim that damage to the national security or to the deliberative process would result from disclosure. A more complex scenario is the three-party dispute over data which centers on exemption four. The business records exemption invariably involves a submitter, an agency, and a requester.

The public interest requester remains unimpressed with the government's implementation of the Information Act. The perception in this quarter is that agencies remain dedicated to secrecy:

Many (bureaucrats) use delaying tactics, charge unreasonable fees, and act capriciously when faced with requests . . . .
The most common method used by bureaucrats to protect agencies against embarrassing disclosures is to charge high fees for documents and to take months to deliver them...842

Such charges may surprise the Department of Defense freedom of information managers who waive all fees under thirty dollars and generally achieve the time standards imposed by the 1974 Amendments. The difficulties public interest groups and reporters perceive with regulatory and investigatory agencies inevitably impact acquisition-oriented agencies. If the FBI, due to the volume of requests and a lack of personnel, takes eight months843 to fill a request, the general conclusion of public interest groups will be that implementation of the Act leaves something to be desired. Under this view there must be no relaxation of the provisions of the Act. This will be the difficulty encountered by proponents of amendments to the Act to make exemption four mandatory or to provide submitters with the right to an agency appeal or de novo judicial review.844 Those dissatisfied with any part of the implementation will not tend to favor recommendations which might foster the withholding of more information or delay a disclosure date.

With respect to business data, requesters often perceive themselves pitted against large firms with full war chests capable of funding extended litigation. Public interest requesters suspect that corporations swing their legal machinery into action to deny data if possible, but equally important, to delay its disclosure and to force requesters to pay a price for it. The perceived philosophy is, "If we make it too easy for requesters, we just encourage them." Furthermore, requesters are no doubt still smarting over their losses in Consumers Union, first the procedural loss, then the substantive loss, both at the Supreme Court level.845 If submitters are provided timely notice of impending disclosure, they may file a reverse-FOIA suit in a forum inconvenient to requesters, and perhaps secure injunctive relief, thereby effectively denying the venue advantages provided requesters by the 1974
Amendments. Public interest requesters will surely resist any relaxation of the Act, and will probably argue for a legislative remedy to cure perceived defects such as this loss of venue advantage. Requesters, of course, do not view submitters as their only adversary. The agency is the other opponent.

Mr. Morton Halperin, the Director of the Project on National Security and Civil Liberties, and no stranger to the Information Act, outlines the view of many requesters:

Government officials have a number of notions that seem to be inherent in the nature of a government official. One of them is that their functions are defined by some mystical process, rather than by Congress' definition of what an agency is supposed to do. Those of you who deal with agencies on the Freedom of Information Act will often hear the comment, "We have all these requests under the Freedom of Information Act and they keep us from doing what we are supposed to do." I keep trying to suggest to them that what they are supposed to do is decided by Congress, and Congress has told them that they are supposed to process requests under the Freedom of Information Act and give out information. I have yet to find a government official who has internalized that, i.e., who sees that as part of the job of the operating official of an agency.

In effect, what the Freedom of Information Act proposed to do, as it was being debated in the late 1960s, was to suddenly take government information from a category wherein it was a privilege for a person to have access to it, and to make it a right, subject to the procedures and exemptions of the Act.

If requesters may be said to possess a certain viewpoint, then the firm which is both a requester and a submitter may be suffering from a corporate identity crisis. The stereotyped corporate submitter of business data has carved out its own position on the Information Act, at least since the 1974 Amendments. The 1974 Amendments were a clear signal from Congress that the policy of federal information disclosure was not to be ignored, but implemented. Other "setbacks" for submitters include the National Parks substantial competitive harm test, the conclusion that the exemptions are permissive not mandatory, and the probable replacement of de novo review with an Administrative Procedure Act review of the agency record in reverse-FOIA cases. Submitters can never be certain if their sensitive data will be disclosed once tendered into the custody of an agency. The submitter loses control at that point and often
can only regain it at considerable cost. Submitters do not know for certain if they will be given notice of a request or of impending disclosure. Submitters do not know if an agency understands the importance to a competitor of seemingly innocuous data, particularly since releasing authorities are normally decentralized. Submitters do not know how hard agencies will fight to protect data admittedly sensitive. Once a submitter tenders sensitive data into the hands of an agency all of these uncertainties are introduced. A cost-benefit analysis is also introduced: the value of the data as compared to the cost of litigation to protect it. Inevitably, the break-even point will stabilize at a higher level of data disclosure than existed prior to the Information Act. Of course, the Act does not introduce these uncertainties in a vacuum. To the degree possible submitters will react to the potential for disclosure. Is less data being tendered to the government? Is sensitive data, to the extent possible, being retained at the home office? The Information Act, at least since 1974, has produced a revolution in the file cabinet. Firms which could once be relatively certain that the government could keep a secret are no longer certain.

The focus of the attentions of both submitters and requesters is the custodian agency. Perhaps the only certainty is that requesters and submitters and Congress will never unanimously approve of agency implementation of the Act. Federal agencies are in a no-win position, and will be forgiven if they perceive a modicum of irony in the statutory scheme established to insure freedom of information: Congress, which is not subject to the Information Act, has provided for the federal judiciary, which is not subject to the Information Act, to insure that the executive branch complies with the Information Act. The executive branch went on record against the Act in 1967 and went on record against the amendments in 1974. The degree of compliance achieved to date has been at a substantial cost in resources; if public interest groups desire
the FBI and other agencies to respond to requests within ten days, they should support budget requests for the necessary personnel. However, the true and unmeasurable cost of the Information Act stems from re-aligned priorities. The 1974 Amendments have forced agencies to subordinate, to a degree, more traditional reasons for an agency’s existence.

Agencies have drawn a difficult task. Agencies must promote Open Government, opening their file cabinets to the greatest extent possible, and at the same time must be sensitive to the privacy interests of business submitters with whom they deal today and intend to deal tomorrow. Custodial field units of agencies are expected to apply tests for exemption from mandatory disclosure as to which learned judges have provided conflicting answers. If data finds its way into the shelter of an exemption, the task is not completed, for then the agency’s discretion must be exercised, properly, before requesters and submitters who will seldom be equally satisfied. In the face of the competing interests, it is not possible to embrace an absolutist view. There are equally laudatory competing interests. Disclosure of certain data may be likely to cause substantial competitive harm to a firm. Disclosure of the same data may also focus the spotlight on fraud, waste, and abuse in the acquisition process. For all of these reasons summary comments are not easily made. Perhaps the only conclusion that can be drawn is the very basic one written by thoughtful commentators in 1978:

(T)he FOIA has created an involuntary communication channel among competitors. In the short term, this may provide a differential advantage to those most able to exploit this channel while at the same time protecting their own information. In the longer run, the FOIA may raise the general level of available competitive information.848
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309. Id., at 9.

310. 1967 MEMORANDUM, supra note 1, at 32.


314. 4 RESTATEMENT OF TORTS § 757, comment b at 5 (1939).


320. Id., at 339.


323. 589 F.2d 582, 586 (D.C. Cir. 1978).

324. 475 F. Supp. at 343.

325. RESTATEMENT OF TORTS § 757, at 5 (1939).


329. 301 F. Supp. at 801. The definition was drawn from the Norwegian Nitrogen Products case.

330. H.R. REP. NO. 95-1382, supra note 34, at 16. One commentator observes that, "For a federal court considering a trade secrecy exemption claim in a disclosure case, the first inquiry will be to the state law on trade secret status; the forum's law is not preempted by federal patent law, and guides the federal decision under Erie v. Tompkins . . . (T)he Supreme Court has held that common law principles of trade secrecy and those embodied in earlier federal statutes, bar federal agencies from defining trade secrecy contrary to that common law (citing Kewanee Oil Co. v. Bicron Corp., 416 U.S. 470 (1974))."

331. 4 RESTATEMENT OF TORTS § 757, comment b, at 6 (1939).


336. DAR § 4-913 (DAC 76-9, Aug. 30, 1977) (emphasis in original).

337. DAR § 3-507.1(a) (1976) (emphasis in original).

338. DAR § 3-507.1(c) (DAC 76-9, Aug. 30, 1977).


342. Id., at 244.

343. Id., at 244-45.

344. See the proposed amendment at Note, 17 BOSTON COLL. IND. & COMM. L. REV. 91, 106 (1975).

345. 120 CONG. REC. S9338 (daily ed. May 30, 1974).


347. Id., at 22.

348. See O'Reilly, supra note 292, at 1143.

349. S. REP. NO. 813, supra note 4, at 9. See also H.R. REP. NO. 1497, supra note 3, at 10 for a similar list of examples.

350. See, e.g., Smith v. Dravo Corp., 203 F.2d 369 (7th Cir. 1953).


352. 4 RESTATEMENT OF TORTS § 757, comment b (1938).

353. Nat'l Parks & Conservation Ass'n v. Kleppe, 547 F.2d 673 (D.C. Cir. 1976)(withheld as to five submitters; reversed and remanded for reconsideration as to two submitters).


363. Burroughs Corp. v. Schlesinger, 403 F. Supp. 633 (E.D. Va. 1975) (component data withheld by agency; remanded for additional evidence on whether bottom line figures by installation location and methods of acquisition, e.g., lease/purchase, may be released).


367. St. Mary's Hospital, Inc. v. Harris, 604 F.2d 407 (5th Cir. 1979) (released).


370. Union Oil Co. v. FPC, 542 F.2d 1036 (9th Cir. 1976) (withheld); Continental Oil Co. v. FPC, 519 F.2d 31 (5th Cir. 1975), cert denied, sub nom. Superior Oil v. FPC, 425 U.S. 971 (1976).


374. Id., at 682, 687.


378. The so-called "promise of confidentiality" test was employed in GSA v. Benson, 415 F.2d 878, 881 (9th Cir. 1969). See also Barceloneta Shoe Corp. v. Compton, 271 F. Supp. 591 (D.P.R. 1967).

379. 501 F.2d 887, 889 (D.C. Cir. 1974).


381. See H.R. REP. NO. 95-1382, supra note 34, at 18.

382. Id.


388. Id., at 767.

389. Id., at 768.

390. Id., at 770.

391. Id., at 771.

392. K. DAVIS, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW TREATISE § 3A.10 (1977 Supp.).


396. Id. (emphasis in original).

398. Id.
401. 501 F.2d 887, 889 (D.C. Cir. 1974).
403. Id., at 938.
405. Id., at 245-46.
406. 547 F.2d 673 (D.C. Cir. 1976).
407. Id., at 684.
408. Patten & Weinstein, supra note 376, at 199-200.
410. See Patten & Weinstein, supra note 376, at 201 and English, supra note 393, at 160.
411. See Gulf & Western Indus., Inc. v. United States, No. 79-1646, slip op. at 7 (D.C. Cir. 1979); H.R. REP. NO. 95-1382, supra note 34, at 22; and Hein, supra note 332, at 999.
413. Id.
417. DAR § 1-329.3(c)(4)b (1976). The Freedom of Information chapter of the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) has been circulated for comment. The FAR has been proposed as the successor to the Defense Acquisition Regulation. With respect to exemption four, the FAR omits the specific examples provided by DAR § 1-329. See proposed 48 C.F.R. § 24.205(b)(4).
419. DAR § 3-508.3(a) (1976).

420. DAR § 1-1004.1(a) (DAC 76-14, Mar. 13, 1978).


424. Id., at 1712-14.


427. Id., at 411.

428. Mr. Justice Douglas took no part in the decision. Id., at 421.


432. Id., at 360.

433. Id., at 363.

434. 534 F.2d 627 (5th Cir. 1976).

435. 519 F.2d 935 (D.C. Cir. 1975).

436. 534 F.2d at 629.

437. Id.


439. Pennzoil Co. v. FPC, 534 F.2d 627, 632 (5th Cir. 1976). St. Mary's Hosp., Inc. v. Califano, 462 F. Supp. 315, 318-20 (S.D. Fla. 1978) is an example which satisfies the three Pennzoil criteria. No abuse of discretion was found in the agency determination to release Medicare cost reports.

440. 519 F.2d 935 (D.C. Cir. 1975).

441. Id., at 939.
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442. Id., at 942.

443. Id., at 943.


454. 21 C.F.R. § 20.61(c) (1977).


457. See test supra notes 417-20.


460. Id.


462. Id., at 1717-18.

463. Id., at 1717-24.


468. See id., at 1721 and St. Mary's Hosp., Inc. v. Harris, 604 F.2d 407, 410 (5th Cir. 1979).

469. Id., at 1719.

470. See, e.g., Chevron Chem. Co. v. Castle, 443 F. Supp. 1024, 1031-32 (N.D. Cal. 1978), wherein this point is applied to a trade secret claim.


473. See, e.g., Clement, supra note 203, at 641; H.R. REP. NO. 95-1382, supra note 34, at 12, 23; and cases cited in both sources.


475. H.R. REP. NO. 95-1382, supra note 34, at 12.

476. 502 F.2d 133, 136 (3d Cir. 1974).

477. Id., at 137.

478. 519 F.2d 935, 943 (D.C. Cir. 1975).

479. Id.

480. 501 F.2d 877 (D.C. Cir. 1974).


483. See Charles River Park "A", Inc. v. HUD, id., at 943 n.10.


495. See, generally, 4 RESTATEMENT OF TORTS § 757 (1939).

496. 194 F.2d 145 (D.C. Cir. 1951).


500. DAR § 7-104.9(a) (DAC 76-22, Feb. 22, 1980).

501. See text at supra notes 336-37.


505. See text at supra notes 336-37.

506. DAR § 3-507.1(c) (DAC 76-9, Aug. 30, 1977).

507. 501 F.2d 887 (D.C. Cir. 1974).

508. See text at supra notes 336-37.


512. See H.R. REP. NO. 95-1382, supra note 34, at 35 n.105.

513. See Patten & Weinstein, supra note 376, at 202-203; H.R. REP. NO. 95-1382, supra note 34, at 25; and O'Reilly, supra note 292, at 1134.


518. EPA v. Mink, 410 U.S. at 76 n.3 & 85 n.11.


524. Id., at 148.

525. Id., at 151.


527. Id., at 160.

528. 1 K. DAVIS, supra note 33, § 5.35 at 407-14.


530. 1 K. DAVIS, supra note 33, at 411.


533. Id., at 179.


536. Id.

537. Id., at 183.

538. Id., at 184-85.


541. Cf. 1 K. DAVIS, supra note 33, § 5:36 at 414-16.


543. DAR app. L, at VI(C)(5)(a)(4) (1976), also found at 45 Fed. Reg. 80,507 (Dec. 5, 1980) (to be codified in 32 C.F.R. § 286.31(a)No.5(1)(iii)).

544. DAR § 1-329.3(c)(5)b (1976).


546. Id.

547. DAR § 3-510.4(c) (1976). See also DAR § 2-408.1 (1976).


549. 452 F. Supp. at 312.


551. 452 F. Supp. at 322.


The most recent characterization is found at 45 FED. REG. 80,507 (Dec. 5, 1980) (to be codified in 32 C.F.R. § 286.31(a) No. 5(1)(iv)): "The following types of records may be withheld in whole or in part from public disclosure unless otherwise prescribed by law. . . . Information of a speculative, tentative, or evaluative nature or such matters as proposed plans to procure, lease or otherwise acquire and dispose of materials, real estate, facilities or functions, when such information would provide undue or unfair competitive advantage to private personal interests or would impede legitimate government functions."

560. See, e.g., 1967 MEMORANDUM, supra note 1, at 34.


562. See, e.g., sources cited at supra note 559.


564. Id., at 2803-2806.

565. Id., at 2806, 2814.

566. Id., at 2807.

567. Id.

568. FED. R. CIV. P. 26(c)(7).


570. Id., at 480.


572. Id., at 49.

573. See FOMC v. Merrill, 99 S. Ct. at 2811 n.20.

574. Id.


576. See text at supra note 387.


578. See text at supra note 92.

579. FOMC v. Merrill, 99 S. Ct. at 2812.

580. 1967 MEMORANDUM, supra note 1, at 34 (emphasis added).


583. FOMC v. Merrill, 99 S. Ct. at 2812.

584. FED. R. CIV. P. 26(c)(7).

585. FOMC v. Merrill, 99 S. Ct. at 2812.


587. 45 FED. REG. 80,507 (Dec. 5, 1980) (to be codified in 32 C.F.R. § 286.31(a)NO.5(1)(v)). This language does not appear in DOD Directive 5400.7, supra note 90, para. VI(C)(5)(a), reprinted as DAR app. L (1976); or in 32 C.F.R. § 286.4(c)(5)(i) (1978); or even in 45 FED. REG. 28,329 (Apr. 29, 1980) (originally to have been codified at 32 C.F.R. § 286.5 Enclosure 5, No. 5(a) but superceded by 45 FED. REG. 80,507 (Dec. 5, 1980)).

588. See text at supra notes 89-125.


590. Id., at 52.

591. Id., at 48.


593. Id.

594. H.RELYEA, supra note 589, at 51 ($103,323).


596. "... (W)e have expanded since 1974 our full-time staff handling Freedom of Information and Privacy Act (FOIPA) work from less than twenty people to more than 300 and have expanded over 23 million dollars from 1974 through the end of 1978." Breeson, FOIA and Privacy Act Implementation by the FBI, 38 FED. B.J. 154 (1979).

597. 45 FED. REG. 28,327, Apr. 29, 1980 and more recently, 45 FED. REG. 80,513, Dec. 5, 1980 (to be codified in 32 C.F.R. § 286.60(b)(2)).

598. 41 C.F.R. § 105-60.402-1 (1979).

599. 41 C.F.R. § 105-60.403 (1979).

600. 41 C.F.R. § 105-60.404 (1979).
604. 32 C.F.R. § 701.7 (1979).
605. 32 C.F.R. § 701.9 (1979).
608. 32 C.F.R. § 518.9(b) (1979).
610. AIR FORCE MAGAZINE, May 1980 (almanac issue).
611. 32 C.F.R. § 806.27(a)(2) (1979).
612. Id.
613. 32 C.F.R. § 806.31(a) (1979).
614. 32 C.F.R. §§ 806.7(a), 806.57 (1979).

615. For purposes of the Information Act, the Department of Defense includes the Office of the Secretary of Defense; Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; Departments of the Army, Navy, and Air Force; Defense Communications Agency; Defense Contract Audit Agency; Defense Intelligence Agency, Defense Investigative Service; Defense Logistics Agency; Defense Mapping Agency; Defense Nuclear Agency; and National Security Agency. 45 FED. REG. 80,521 (Dec. 5, 1980).

616. DEP'T OF DEFENSE, SUMMARY OF REPORT TO THE CONGRESS, FREEDOM OF INFORMATION 1 (CY 1978).
617. Id.

621. 45 FED. REG. 80,511 (Dec. 5, 1980) (to be codified in 32 C.F.R. § 286.5(a)). The Air Force regulation, at 32 C.F.R. § 806.57(a) (1980), indicates that appeal will be within 45 days of denial. In light of the explicit DOD language the Air Force rule should probably be interpreted as meaning "within 45 days of notice of denial."
622. 32 C.F.R. § 806.57(c) (1980).

623. Department of Justice regulations indicate that agencies intending to deny requests "should consult" with the Committee "to the fullest extent practicable, before litigation ensues." 28 C.F.R. § 0.29a(b) (1979). The litigation itself will be handled by the Civil Division of the Department of Justice or by a U.S. Attorney's Office.


625. See text at supra notes 509-12.


627. Id., at 267-71. See K. DAVIS, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW TEXT 169-70 (1972). Another characterization of the elements of procedural due process includes: (1) an unbiased tribunal, (2) notice of the proposed action, (3) an opportunity to present reasons why the proposed action should not be taken, (4) the right to call witnesses, (5) the right to know the opposing evidence, (6) the right to have a decision based only on the evidence presented, (7) counsel, (8) compilation of a record, (9) a statement of reasons, (10) public attendance, and (11) judicial review. Friendly, Some Kind of Hearing, 123 U. PA. L. REV. 1267, 1279-95 (1975).


629. See, e.g., H.R. REP. NO. 95-1382, supra note 34, at 27; Clement, supra note 203, at 634 n.222; English, supra note 393, at 170-71; and Patten & Weinstein, supra note 376, at 204 n.27.


632. 411 F. Supp. at 578-79.


634. 41 C.F.R. § 60-60.4(d).

635. 32 C.F.R. § 1285.7(b)(7).


637. Id.


640. Id., at 855 (emphasis added). See cases in accord cited.
642. Id., at 335.
643. Id.

644. FOIA UPDATE, supra note 592, at 4.
645. Fettig, OFPP Policy Letter No. 78-3, supra note 412.

646. 45 FED REG. 80,511 (Dec. 5, 1980). This is the latest publication of DOD Directive 5400.7, Availability to the Public of Department of Defense Information, which is published at Appendix L to the Defense Acquisition Regulation. Part 24 of the proposed Federal Acquisition Regulation, entitled Protection of Privacy and Freedom of Information, contains essentially the same guidance for private business data (proposed 48 C.F.R. § 24.204(b)). See also the Air Force Systems Command Supplement 1 to Air Force Regulation 12-30, Disclosure of Air Force Records to the Public, at para. 18.3a (Jul. 26, 1977) for similar guidance on private business data.

648. Id., at 823-25.
649. Id., at 825-26.


651. 484 F.2d at 825.


657. Id., at 1083.


660. 484 F.2d at 828.
661. 566 F.2d 242 (D.C. Cir. 1977).

662. Id., at 251.

663. Id. See also Founding Church of Scientology, Inc. v. Bell, 603 F.2d 945, 947 (D.C. Cir. 1979).


665. See J. O'REILLY, supra note 1, § 7.03 at 7-14, 7-15.


669. English, supra note 393, at 172-73.

670. FOIA UPDATE, supra note 592, at 5.


672. For a contrary view, see Campbell, Reverse Freedom of Information Act Litigation: The Need for Congressional Action, 67 GEO. L.J. 103, 119-21 (1978); Clement, supra note 203, at 636; and H.R. REP. NO. 95-1382, supra note 34, at 52.

673. For a concurring view, see Clement, id., at 636-37 and H.R. REP. NO. 95-1382, id., at 50-52.

674. For a concurring view, see Clement, id., at 637 and H.R. REP. NO. 95-1382, id., at 52.


678. Id.

679. JOINT COMM. PRINT, supra note 677, at 438-39, quoted at 547 F.2d at 611 n.11.

681. See text beginning at supra note 610.
684. 32 C.F.R. § 806.41(b) (1980).
687. 32 C.F.R. § 806.57(d) (1980).
689. H.R. REP. NO. 95-1382, supra note 34, at 52.


691. 45 FED. REG. 80,512 (Dec. 5, 1980).


696. Id. (to be codified in 32 C.F.R. § 286.52(c)).


699. 547 F.2d 605 (D.C. Cir. 1976).
700. Id., at 608.
701. Id., at 612.
702. Id.
703. Id., at 616.
704. Id., at 613 n.15.
705. See H.R. REP. NO. 95-1382, supra note 34, at 53; Clement, supra note at 203, at 636; FOIA UPDATE; supra note 592, at 5; Preliminary Guidance, supra note 690, at 4-5.


707. Id.

708. Id., at 31.

709. See, e.g., 32 C.F.R. § 806.57(d)(1) (1980) (Air Force notice of right to judicial review). If the denial is based on a security classification, the requester will also be advised of the option to seek declassification of the material through the Interagency Classification Review Committee. 32 C.F.R. § 806.57(d)(3) (1980).


711. See, e.g., Charles River Park "A", Inc. v. HUD, 519 F.2d 935, 939 (D.C. Cir. 1975) (jurisdiction under the APA). Section 10(a) of the APA, 5 U.S.C. § 702 (1976), provides that "a person suffering legal wrong because of agency action, or adversely affected or aggrieved by agency action within the meaning of a relevant statute, is entitled to judicial review thereof."


716. 430 U.S. at 105.

717. See, e.g., Sears, Roebuck & Co. v. Eckerd, 575 F.2d 1197, 1202 (7th Cir. 1978) and Planning Research Corp. v. FPC, 555 F.2d 970, 977 (D.C. Cir. 1977).

718. 99 S. Ct. 1705, 1725 n.47 (1979). See also H.R. REP. NO. 95-1382, supra note 34, at 55-56; Campbell, supra note 672, at 160-67; Clement, supra note 203, at 627-28; and Connolly & Fox, supra note 471, at 218-19.


723. The thirteenth manufacturer, Teledyne Mid-America Corp., filed suit but it was voluntarily dismissed. GTE Sylvania, Inc. v. Consumers Union, 48 U.S.L.W. 4293 n.1 (Mar. 19, 1980).


730. 561 F.2d 349 (D.C. Cir. 1977).


734. Id.

735. Id., at 1219.

736. Id., at 1223.


738. Id., at 4295 (citations omitted).

739. Id., at 4295-96.


741. 598 F.2d 790 (3d Cir. 1979).


744. FED. R. CIV. P. 24(a)(2). If this test cannot be met, intervention may nevertheless be permitted by a court under FED. R. CIV. P. 24(b): "(2) (W)hen an applicant's claim or defense and the main action have a question of law or fact in common. . . . In exercising its discretion the court shall consider whether the intervention will unduly delay or prejudice the adjudication
of the rights of the original parties."


746. Consumers Union v. CPSC, 590 F.2d 1209, 1219 n.50 (D.C. Cir. 1978).


748. Consumers Union v. CPSC, 590 F.2d 1209, 1220 (D.C. Cir. 1978).

749. FED. R. CIV. P. 19(a).

750. FED. R. CIV. P. 20(a).


753. See Consumers Union v. CPSC, 590 F.2d 1209, 1220 n.51 (D.C. Cir. 1978) and Campbell, supra note 672, at 190.

754. FED. R. CIV. P. 19, 20.


757. Id.


760. Campbell, supra note 672, at 174-76.


762. FED. R. CIV. P. 42(a).


765. FED. R. CIV. P. 19(a).

766. FED. R. CIV. P. 19(b).

768. Patten & Weinstein, supra note 376, at 207.

769. See Consumers Union v. CPSC, 590 F.2d 1209, 1217 (D.C. Cir. 1978).


772. Id., at 1344-45.

773. Id., at 1347.


775. Id., at 1218 n.42.

776. Id., at 1223.


778. Id.

779. Morrison, supra note 25, at 990-91. Mr. Morrison's firm is the Public Citizen Litigation Group of Washington, D.C. It is interesting to note that some submitters' attorneys have argued for making submitters indispensable parties to direct-FOIA suits: "The practical effect of making the submitter of business data an indispensable party to any suit seeking disclosure under the FOIA would be to greatly diminish the potential for industrial espionage which the Act has created. A company will be less likely to bring a FOIA disclosure action for the purpose of "spying" on its competitors if its opponent will be the owner of the requested business records rather than a possibly disinterested government intermediary." Patten & Weinstein, supra note 376, at 207. Thus, submitters also have an interest in litigating in the same forum with requester, though the submitter's rationale cited would not be applicable to public interest group requesters.


783. See, e.g., H.R. REP. NO. 95-1382, supra note 34, at 56-63; Campbell, supra note 672, at 130-56; Clement, supra note 203, at 591-633.


785. Id., at 1710.

786. Id., at 1711.

787. Id.

789. Id., at 1714.

790. Id., at 1725.

791. Id.


794. Id., at 1215 (citations omitted).

795. 519 F.2d 935 (D.C. Cir. 1975).

796. Id., at 940 n.4.

797. Id., at 941-42.


800. Id., at 174-177.

801. Id., at 177.


805. Chrysler Corp. v. Schlesinger, 565 F.2d at 1191. The Third Circuit also noted that if the Declaratory Judgment Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2201, provided authority for de novo review, as argued by Chrysler Corporation, then virtually every agency review case would warrant de novo review, and an APA review of the agency record would be eliminated. Id. The Supreme Court did not address the issue.

806. See Clement, supra note 203, at 629 and Campbell, supra note 672, at 137.

807. Id.

808. See Camp v. Pitts, 411 U.S. 138, 143 (1973), in which the Comptroller of the Currency denied a license to operate a branch bank. The Comptroller had employed a short letter of rejection and the Supreme Court declared that if the letter was inadequate the remedy was not a de novo review but a remand to the Comptroller so that the explanation for rejection could be expanded upon.

810. Id., at 1726.

811. The court noted the similarity in language between exemption four and the Trade Secrets Act. Id., at 1726 n.49.

812. H.R. REP. NO. 95-1382, supra note 34, at 63.


814. See, e.g., one of the early reverse-FOIA cases, Charles River Park "A", Inc. v. HUD, 519 F.2d 935, 943 n.10 (D.C. Cir. 1975).


818. Id., at 827.


820. Id., at 1195.


825. See text at supra note 487.


831. S. REP. NO. 854, supra note 829, at 19.


833. Id., at 326.


837. Id.

838. See, generally, Campbell, supra note 672, at 192-95, 203-204.


840. Patten & Weinstein, supra note 376, at 193.


843. Id.

844. Senator Robert Dole (R-Kansas) introduced in the 96th Congress S. 2397, the "Preservation of Confidential Information Act," which would make exemption four mandatory unless the submitter consented to disclosure or the agency demonstrated an overwhelming public interest in disclosure. 864 FED. CONT. REP., Jan. 12, 1981, at K-13. Senator Dole is seeking co-sponsors to re-introduce the bill in the current Congress. Hearings on the Dole bill are tentatively scheduled for the summer of 1981.

The chairman of the Government Operations Committee subcommittee on Government Information and Individual Rights, Representative Glenn English (D-Oklahoma), has introduced a bill (H.R. 2021) which provides for notice to submitters when a FOIA request is received, an opportunity for submitters to comment, and the right for submitters to make an agency appeal. The English bill is similar to a bill introduced in the last Congress (H.R. 5861) which stemmed from his committee's authoritative report on business data (H.R. REP. NO. 95-1382, supra note 34.) 871 FED. CONT. REP., Mar. 2, 1981, at C1 (Journal Section).

845. See text at supra notes 723-43.


847. See text at supra note 387.
